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Begin, Sadat in accord over Lebanese Christians

Sadat due in Haifa in August
after ‘important’ Alex meeting

% Skylab hits ocean
iVV Jfi

t

Skylab, a ghost ship with a proud
tradition, plummeted back to Earth
yesterday like a flaming meteor,
dumping tons of molten'- debris into
the Indian Ocean southwest of
Australia, Debris from the space
craft was also sighted over the contf

reported.

The end Of the space station's 74-
SfU; months life spaa In orbit came at
^ about 6.80 p.m. Israel time, several

hundred miles from the Australian
coast.
Four airports In southwestern

Australia resported aigfaHngn of air-
borne debris end one, RalgooUe, es-
timated that 20 to 50 fragments were
observed about 12.80 a.m. That report
was confirmed by federal Civil
Defence officials In Hawaii.
Sightings of other fragments were

reported in Esperence, Albany and
Perth. An Australian meteorologist
at Esperence said he saw "four
bright lights, which broke up Into a
meteor-type shower.'*
Launched in May 1973, the space

laboratory was home for three
% different teams of U.S. astronauts

; 7 1 for periods of up to 84 days. But it

,
had been floating through space as a
piece of muffi-mllllon-dollar junk
.since the hurt crew abandoned it in

.

fl|*K February 1974.
,* tj ' Sent into a delaying tumble in Its

,,

ir*t last hours so that it would mim the

•umlL
1* heavy population centres of the

i-™”.
1 northern U.S. and southwestern

‘ "°
v5

Canada, Skylab began to break up
•*« shortly after 6 p.m. Israel time,

about the time it passed over Ascen-
3siw

’f
>: sian Island in the mid-Atlantic.

1

Tbe disintegration continued as it
e^ rounded the coast of South Africa,

and Skylab began spraying its debris
across the southern region of the In-

'!* dian Ocean to Western Australia. -

Some two-thirds of the space.sta
tion burnt up duringthe flaming dive
back to Earth. Atmospheric Motion
tore away the huge solar panels from
which the orbiting lab bad garnered
its energy during the past sdx years.
The U;S. Defence Department had

put medical and engineering teams
on alert around the world to provide
assistance that might be requested
by any country where the craft
might falL The Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration was warning aircraft
from entering possible re-entry
rones, and the Justice Departmentin
Washington , had readied to
liability claims anywhere In the
world.
The largest of the nearly 500pieces

that fell harmlessly into the ocean or
into the huge Australian desert were
a 2,800-kgv airlock shroud, and a
2,000-kg. radiation-proof safe that
.protected the film astronauts used
when they were aboard. The craft
ended 1.4 billion kilometres of flight

around the Earth on Its 34,881st or-

bit, with a dlire into the upper
reaches of. the atmosphere at 28,000
kph.
A NASA official said the sightings

in Australia of the scattered debris
were made at night, and the objects
cast a reddish glow, from the beat of

air friction. An Australian pilot
reported seeing one large bluish
chunk break into five glowing red
pieces.
The uncertainty about where the

craft— the largest man-made vehi-
cle in space was. to fall sent
tremors around the globe. In the
U.S., enterprising- businessmen
cashed in on the Skylab craze to
market everything from protective
helmets to aerosol sprays against
"falling debris. Newspapers offered

(Continued on pogTt,^. iT
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.H£ A thin stremkof light above theSydney skyline dazzled residents last
•>>>'£ night, when the Skylab apace satellite flewpast on one of Its final or-

bits before crashing into the Indian Ocean several hundred
r "“7. hflometrea off the southwestern Australian coast. • tUPiteiephoto)

GRIM GOVERNOR. Amon Gafny/

Governor of the Bank of Israel,

identifies where inflation comes

from and where it is taking us, in an

interview with David Krivine.

BECKONING BERLIN. Ernie

jMeyer accompanies a group of for-

WerBeriinJewa on a special tour

as. guests of the city. 1

Ail this' end much more, in

tomorrow's Weekend Edition of

Order your copy. of

THE JERUSALEM

Abadan oil

pipe on fire
ABADAN, Iran CAP). — Iranian
authorities yesterday reported a se-

cond fire in five days In the pipeline

System feeding the world’s largest

oil refinery, and state oQ company
sources

1

said plans are being con-

sidered to Increase security at oil In-

stallations.

The latest fire broke out Tuesday
night near the town of Darkhuyen, 80

km. north of the Abadan refinery.

Officials said firefighters from three
cities, rushed to the scene and quick-

ly extinguished the blaze.

On Saturday, a still-unexplained

explosion struck an oil line 80 km.
northeast of the refinery. That line is

not expected to be repaired tor tour

more days, officials said yesterday -

Police sources claimed yesterday

that, following Saturday's explosion,

officials found four Kalashnikov
automatic rifles and a number of

empty cartridges near the scene.

But oil company authorities have in-

sisted that they have no evidence to

(Continued on page 4, col. 3}

Dissidents kill

7 Syrian officers

AMMAM (Reuter). — Seven Syrian

intelligence officers have been killed

in the latest of a series of clashes

with Moslem dissidents in northern

Syria.

Mohammed Abdel-Rah inan AI-

Khallfa, bead of the Jordanian
branch of the extremist Moslem
Brotherhood, said the officers were

shot dead in Aleppoon Monday while

trying to arrest two men in connec-

tion with a massacre of army cadets
‘ In the town last month.

Nigeria elects first

gov't ixt 14 years
LAGOS, Nigeria (UPI). — With two-

thirds of the results declared yester-

day, the National Party of Nigeria

established a clear lead In Nigeria’s

Senate elections, ushering in a
democratically elected- civilian

government after 14 years of

military rule.

With returns trickling In during the

fifth vote-counting, the NFN had cap-

,

tured 31 of 95 Senate seats establish-

ed by a new U.S.-style constitution.

The Unity Party of Nigeria, had 24

scatSy the Nigeria People’s Party had

16. the Great Nigeria People’s Party

.captured four, and the People's

Redemption Party won a single Spot.

n-

Prime Minister Begin in animated conversation with President Sadat in Alexandria.
(UPI telephoto)

Strauss is pleased with

talks’ small beginnings
By VOLF BLTEZER

Jerusalem Post Correspondent

WASHINGTON. — UJ3. Middle East
negotiator Robert Strausswas pleas-
ed by his first round of Israeli-

Egyptlan autonomy negotiations but
says that only “about one-halfof one
per cent of the Job" was ac-
complished "while Z was out there'*
last week.

In a wide-ranging Interview on
National Public Television Tuesday
evening, Strauss said the autonomy
negotiations will be “long.,
protracted, hard and difficult., .for

everyone.” He added: “We have a
long road ahead of us."
Nevertheless, the U.S. envoy was

encouraged by the Israatt-Bteyptian

agreement -last week to establish at
least two working groups to discuss
the patoHHnKmmt of the Palestinian
self-governing authority on the West
Bank.

- Asked why he was not attending
the : Alexandria summit between
President Sadat and Prime Minister
Begin. Strauss jokingly told the in-

terviewer: “For toe same reason
you weren't there. I wasn’t invited.”

Strauss expressed hope that Israel

and Egypt could make additional
progress “on their own.’’ (^though
he promised to play “a role as a full

partner" when bilateral progress
seemed to stall. Stressing that -he

would be very active In the
negotiations, Strauss said the U.S.

would be “a good deal more than”
just a catalyst in coming up with
ideas — as was the case last week In

resolving the procedural matters.
Regarding Saudi Arabia’s recent

decision to increase oil production,
Strauss Insisted there was no linkage

between- oil and the Middle East
talks. “The Saudis asked for
nothing,” he said. “There was no
quid pro quo. I had none to give."

But Strauss acknowledged that the

Saudis would like to see the U.S.

develop a dialogue with the PLO. “I
ttdnir the S«wdiK would like to see it

hut they didn’t link It (to ofi),” he
said firmly.

He said he expected to meet with

non-PLD Palestinians in the future.

The envoy expressed hope that

Palestinians will participate in the

autonomy negotiations. "They’ve
been invited,” he said.- “I hope they

will.”

- Asked why he did not meet with

Palestinians on the West Bank dur-

ing his last visit to Israel, Strauss

replied: "Frankly, I didn’t have the

time or- 1 would have.”
He said he was open to all sources.

“We’re trying to
mutton,** he'salff.

facts 1 canget."
‘

ivelop Infor-

need all the

Burg raps U.S. consulate’s

politicking on the West Bank
By SABAH HON1G

Post Political Reporter

TEL AVTV. — When a consul of a
foreign country actively conducts
political talks ' behind the
government’s back with residents of
hia host country, he is engaging in
objectionable activity. Interior
Minister Dr. Tosef Burg said yester-
day, referring to the activities of the
American consul in Jerusalem.
Burg, who heads the ministerial

1

negotiating committee onautonojpy,
spoke at a meeting with political

reporters here.
Asked about reports of renewed

activity by the UjS. consulate In
Jerusalem among Arabs there and
in Judea and Samaria, Burg strove
to make a distinction between ac-
tivities of the consul and such people
who represent the U.S. In the-

autonomy talks, like Ambassadors
Robert Strauss and James Leonard.
The latter, Burg argued, “may.

wish to hear what Arabs residing in

Begin: Peace

here forever’
Jerusalem Post Correspondent

ALEXANDRIA.— “My visitto Alex-
andria hM enhanced the reality of

peace, exceeding the peace treaty,

just as Sadat's visit to Beersheba
did. Peace between Israel and Egypt
is here forever!"
This was how Prime Minister

Menahem Begin described his
feelings and impressions of his

current visit to Egypt’s second
largest city, whose people have
shown him much warmth and affec-

tion.

Meeting with Israeli newspaper
Editors, Begin time and again stress-

ed the importance of the dimension
of close personal contacts with
Egypt's leaders.
He revealed that last month he

received from U.S. President Jimmy
Carter a letter sent on the eve of the

meeting with Sadat wishing him
every success in the talks. Sadat
received a similar letter. Begin said.

“This was the warmest letter I

have received from the American-
president in my entire two years in

office," Begin said.

The prime minister returns to

Israel this morning following on of-

ficial farewell ceremony similar to

the one he received on arrival here
Tuesday. The Egyptian government
will again be represented by Vice-
President-Hosni Mi v vak. 4
Last night Begin hosted a dinner at

the Safa palace for Egyptian
premier Mustapha Khalil. The good
relations between the two premiers
has made up for difficulties between
them over Begin's refusal last

March to attenda Camp David sum-
mit with Khalil, and the new
relationship seems to have become
another of the successes that Begin
has scored on his visit here.

Israel have to say, and that's un-
derstandable. But when a consul,
even if he is representing a friendly
state, is activelyengaged in political

talks, as distinct from Information
gathering, he is doing preciselywhat
he must not do.”

Media splash

U.S. consulate officials last night
I Begin visit

iclined to. comment on Burg’s I

”
declined to. comment on Burg’s
remarks.
Itim yesterday reported that West

Bank mayors have been approached
again recently by U.S. consular of-

ficials with requests to join the
political process. The Americans
claimed that Saudi Arabia had
moderated Its stance on the Egypt-
Israel treaty, the mayors said. But
they indicated that they would con-
tinue to refuse to participate until
the other Arab states gave official

approval.
Burg told reporters that he has "no

Idea why the consulstel activities

were never ' the subject of a formal
<Ctmttna«d on page 2, csL 7)

Alexandria greets Begin warmly
Alexandrenes again took visiting

Premier Menahem .Begin to their
hearts yesterday in a demonstration
of spontaneous warmth that be seem-
ed to enjoy as much as they did.

After meeting with Sadat, Begin
toured a museum of Greco-Roman
antiquities and drove back to Us
guest house along a route lined by
thousands of Egyptians who clapped
and cheered him enthusiastically.
He stopped the car at a crowded In-

tersection near the beachfront and
walked Into the crowd, shaking
hands and waving to people In a
repeat of the welcome he got outside
a synagogue on Tuesday.

Walking up to a small cigarette'

stand. Begin patted the cheeks of the
boys behind the counter and then
crossed the street to greet the crowds
of sunbathers at the popular
Gllmonopulo beach.

H. Zondek, endocrinologist, dies at 91
Prof. Hermann Zondek, pioneer of

clinical endocrinology In Israel, died

yesterday and will be buried in

Jerusalem today. He was 91.

. Born in a jwwsM town in Germany
to Orthodox parents, Zondek studied

medicine at the Charife university

hospital In Berlin. He left Germany
In 1933- when the Nazis fired Jewish

hospital doctors.

After a brief period at the Jewish
Hospital in ".Manchester, Zondek
came to Jerusalem and took charge

of Internal medicine at Bikur Holim
Hospital. He was a founder and long-

time chairman of the Scientific

Council of the Israel Medical
Association, and a member of the

Torael Academy of Science.
His book, ’“Die Krankheiten der

endoerfnen Druesen," was first

published in 1926 and soon became a
standard text with translations into

five languages.
He Is survived by his wife of 44

years, Dr. Gerda Zondek..

By ANAN SAFARI
Jerusalem Post Correspondent

ALEXANDRIA. — The Egyptian
media yesterday gave prominent
treatment to Prime Minister
Menahem Begin’s visit to Alexan-
dria for the second consecutive day.
The chief correspondents of the

country's three major dailies — “A1
Abram," "AI-Akhbar" and "Al-
Gorahourlya” — said, however, that
their reports suffered from the near
blackout that had been imposed on
the content of the talks by both the
Egyptian and the Israeli side.

Reports in the major dallies have
underscored Cairo's concern with
the problems of settlements and
autonomy for the Palestinian Arabs,
which the Egyptians see as an issue
which can make or break the peace
process.

Official Egyptian state Informa-
tion circles last night took pains to
Impress upon the Egyptian media
representatives the importance of
Sadat's remark at yesterday's press
conference that the progress made
thus far in the autonomy talks has
been "sufficient."

But a number of leading Egyptian
commentators thought that the sum-
mit had 'failed on the issue of

settlements while succeeding in the
agreement between Sadat and Begin

to .do their best to preserve
Lebanon's territorial Integrity. One
Egyptian commentator viewed the

agreement on Lebanon as significant

for Sadat, particularly within the

context of his efforts to prove to his

Arab critics that he can accomplish

peaceful accommodation in

negotiating with Israel where they

have failed.

Egyptian television on Tuesday
showed Premier Begin’s arrival

ceremony, hut did not bring yester-

day's joint press conference live, os-

tensibly for "technical reasons."

By ARI RATH
and ANAN SAFADI

ALEXANDRIA. — President Anwar
Sadat yesterday reaffirmed his own
and Prime Minister Menahem
Begin's “solid Intention to achieve a
comprehensive settlement and per-
manent peace In the whole area" of
the Middle East and declared the
visit of “my friend Premier Begin is

a very important one."
Sadat also announced that he had

"gratefully accepted” Begin's in-

vitation to meet again at the end of
August in Haifa so that “we can con-
tinue what we started at El-Azish."
Making the opening statement ata

press conference in the huge
mirrored dining room of the magnifi-
cent Ras e-Tin palace. Sadat
nevertheless emphasized his
differences with Begin over the issue .

of settlements in the administered
areas, hut he added that "despite
this we had a very intensive ex-
change of views."
Yesterday a huge Israeli flag

together with the Egyptian national
colours was hoisted over the Ma-
jestic entrance gate tD the palace
compound.
The two leaders came to the press

conference after another BO-minute
tfte-4-Ute In a room next door at
which Sadat also raised the question
of Southern Lebanon.
But on the Issue-of Lebanon Sadat

and Begin publicly stated their
agreement as the Israel premier
stressed that he "shared une-
quivocally" the Egyptian
president's desire to uphold the
territorial integrity of Lebanon.
But on the issue of settlements,

Begin said, "We are free men, we
can agree and we can differ. In this

case we agreed to differ."
Despite the differences on the

settlements, Sadat said that he view-
ed the progress made In the
autonomy talks as sufficient, par-
ticularly in the context of his talks
with Begin. Sadat clearly emphasiz-
ed the Importance both he and Begin
attach to their continuing personal
contacts with the obvious aim of
hammering out their differences on
Issues which have so far snagged the
peace process.
Although not mentioned at the

press conference, it is understood
that Sadat also raised Egypt!* per-
sistent demand for "confidence-
building measures" In the West
Bank and the Gaza Strip, such as the
transfer of military government
headquarters from the town of Gaza
to another location In the Strip —
and possibly also In some of the West
R»nk towns— and the release of ad-
ditional political prisoners.

Begin, however, hinted at the
press conference that surprises in

the autonomy talks were unlikely
and that both that issue and further
normalization in relations between
tL 1 and Egypt would *ie handle:,”
by teams representing both coun-
tries “through negotiations," ...

Begin stressed at the same time
that Israel was fully committed to

hold free, democratic elections In the
Weat Bank and in the Gaza Strip,

such as had been held three years
ago under Israel's previous govern-,

ment for the election of West Bank
mayors. In what seemed a rather
revealing remark. Begin recalled
that Israel knew at the time that
many of the candidates who would
be elected would not be to Israel’s

liking — a clear reference to all-out

PLO support of the present West
Bank mayors.
On the question of Lebanon, Begin

defended Israel's right for
legitimate self-defence In its attack
against the PLO whose headquarters

are In Beirut. He also justified
Israel's support for Lebanon's Chris-
tian minority, which Is in danger of
being wiped out. asserting that he
and Sadat "agreed on this com-
pletely."
Replying toa question of prospects

of broadening the scope of mutual
tourism between Israel and Egypt,
Sadat said, "We reached certain
agreements, but this issue was
related to the question of open
borders."

Begin said that he had brought
before Sadat requests of Jewish
families In Alexandria and Cairo to
be able to visit Israel.

The joint press conference came to

a rather abrupt end. when Sadat
hinted to his chief press adviser.
S&'ad Zagboul Nassar, to take no
further questions after an American
newsman asked Begin about the
propriety of confiscating privately
owned Arab land for new
settlements. Begin replied firmly.
"We shall never take private land.
The land we take is one great rock
and has not been cultivated for a
million years.”

The last question Sadat fielded
concerned Egypt's position in the
Third World following the signing of
the peace treaty. He used the occa-
sion to take a swipe at his critics In
the Arab world, saying, "Let us see
what Egypt can achieve without the
Arab world and what the Arab world
can achieve without Egypt.” As the
question was asked by an Indonesian
jonrn&list, Sadat recalled that
Egypt's President Gama! Abdul

-

Nasser, together with Indonesls's
Sukarno, India's Nehru and
Yugoslavia's Tito, was one of the
tour founding members of the Third
World (non-allgnedl countries*
group. “Egypt's position In the Third
World will continue to be like It has
always been," Sadat stressed.

The prime minister reaffirmed to
the editors that Israel will remove
the military government head-
quarters from the town of Gaza to a
less populated site In the Gaza Strip.
But this move will take some time,
as a proper building will have to be
constructed, Begin said. He ruled out
a similar move at the West Bank at
this stage.

Begin expressed his hope that the
autonomy talks could be wound up
with an agreement in the remaining
10 months that are foreseen for the
negotiations under the peace treaty.

Begin sounded somewhat critical

of the fact that foreign airlines have
not so far taken up the option to open
a regular Tel Aviv-Calro route aa
agreed between him and Sadat at
their meeting In El-Arish last month.
Israeli and Egyptian national
carriers will be allowed to fly only
seven months from now, with the ex-
change of ambassadors following the
completion of the first phase of
withdrawal from Sinai to the fcu-

Arish-Ras Mohammed line.

The prime ministerwent out of his
way to praise the warm, open and
cordial atmosphere at Tuesday
evening's meeting with Sadat and at
the dinner which was joined by
Prime Minister Mustapha Khalil and
Defence Minister Kamal Hassan All.

"We discussed broad Issues, in-

cluding cultural and historic topics,

in a most friendly manner," Begin
said. Tuesday evening's meeting
with Sadat was opened by Begin, at
Sadat's suggestion. Both assessed
positively the role that U.S. Am-
bassador Robert Strauss bad played
at last week's autonomy talks In

Alexandria, and Sadat expressed his

satisfaction with the agreement to

establish working groups.

Begin and Sadat agree to

reopen Cairo-Lod rail link
Jerusalem Post Correspondent

ALEXANDRIA. — Prime Minister
Menahem Begin yesterday revealed
that he had reached agreement with
President Anwar Sadat to renew the
Cairo-Lod railway, which will serve
as a further link in fostering closer
relations between Egypt and Israel.

Meeting yesterday with Israeli
newspaper editors on the terrace of
the Safa palace, which has been put
at the prime minister’s disposal dur-
ing his visit to Alexandria, a relaxed
Begin said he was satisfied with
Sadat'B promises to step up the nor-
malization process.
The idea of renewing the railway

link between Israel and Egypt,

through El-Arish and Kantara, came
up at a recentmeeting with represen-

tatives of Canadian Pacific, who
were consulted on the construction of

a railway line to Eilat. The French*
Jewish entrepreneur Leon S
Shidlowaky. who had raised the

Israel-Egyptian railway Idea earlier

on, will also be Involved in exploring
'the project together with Canadian
Pacific, Begin sold.

On the expansion of tourism, Sadat
promised to give instructions for the
granting of a larger number of Egyp-
tian tourist visas for Israeli citizens.

Begin said. He pointed out that, of

some 200 requests tor 'tourist visas,

only 20 had been approved so far.

Sadat allows Dassa sister to visit Israel
Jerusalem Post Correspondent

ALEXANDRIA. — President Anwar
Sadat yesterday acted without delay
on a personal request from Prime
Minister Menahem Begin to allow
Robert Dassa’s younger sister,

Odah. and her family, to fly to Israel

today to be able to visit her parents.

42-year-old Odah, was
reunited with her brother on Tues-
day for the first time in some four-

teen years, having last seen him in

an Egyptian prison where he served

a 14-year prison term for his involve-

ment in what became known as the

1954 "security mishap.” Today, she
will fly to Israel on an Israel Air
Force Boeing together with her hus-

band Seid Ahmed Abu Dahab, one of

Alexandria's most prominent
merchants, and their three children.

One of their daughters is married to

a young Egyptian Navy officer.

The Dassa-Abu Dahab family
yesterday morning visited Begin at

the Safa Palace. Deeply moved by
their story, Begin proceeded to ask
Sadat to permit their visit to Israel
and lei them fly today together with
bis entourage.

.

Yesterday noon an official from
Sadat's office contacted Odah and in-

formed her that special orders had
been given to the Alexandria
passport office to arrange for their
travel papers on the spot.

4 arrested when police find $V2m. in gold
By SARAH HONIG

Post Political Reporter

TEL AVTV. — Illustrating police success in

fighting crime. Interior Minister Yosef Burg
yesterday revealed that a 49-kilo haul of smuggl-
ed gold had been found by police this week, and
they have arrested four men — including &
veteran El A1 captain — involved In the affair.

At- & Tel Aviv press conference. Burg told

reporters how police prepared an ambush Tues-
day night near the Ra'anana home of long-time

El Al captain Akiva Pressman. Police waited In

the ambush until two men, arriving by car from
Jerusalem, went Into Pressman’s house and-soon
after come out carrying a large quantity of the
precious metal

It was then that police made their raid. Burg
said. But the suspects first tried to run the of-

ficers over, and falling that began to flee In their

car,, he said. Police halted the escape by shooting

at the car tires, and then arrested the two men,
who had 22 kilos of gold in their car, the minister

said.

Meanwhile, back at Pressman's house, police

uncovered a cache of 27 kilos of gold, as well as

some 8250,000 In cash. Pressman was arrested on

suspicion of having been engaged In a large-scale

smuggling operation from Switzerland, Burg
said. The police suspect* he added, that the gold

was to have been sold to black money holders in

Israel, To back up their claims, police said they

arrested another man who arrived at the scene
during the. police search, asking to buy 830,000

worth of gold from Pressman.
• Burg used the case as an illustration of police

success, and said that last year similar police

achievements were recorded in the drug smuggl-
ing field.

He said that police continued their investiga-

tion yesterday with searches in Jerusalem, Tel

Aviv and Ra'anana.
Turning to the question of organized crime,

Burg said that there Is a “semantic word-battle
on whether organized crime exists hi Israel.''

“There are criminals who work alone and
there are crimes that cannot be carried out

without organization. If that sort of crime
succeeds, then organization exists. The police

fight crime of all sorts, and thus it als6 fights

organized crime," Burg said.

Vehemently denying reports he had been given

a list of 15 underworld kingpins. Burg said that

“no such list exists" and that It had not been sub-

mitted to him.

IF
you happen to be staying at. or

visiting one of the IRH Israel

Resort Hotels (Sharon Herriia,

Galei Kinnereth Tiberias. Sinai

Tel Aviv. Rimon Inn Safed. or

Neptune Eilat) you can sub-

scribe dn the spot to The
Jerusalem Post international

Edition, the 24 page wrap up of

all the news from Israel, air-

mailed every week to over

ninety countries.

Just ask at the reception desk.
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SOCIAL & PERSONAL

President Yitzhak Navon yesterday
took ipart In the celebrations of Kib-
butz Negba's 40th anniversary. Hun-
dreds of veterans of the Giv&ti
Brigade, senior IDF officers and
guests came to Negba for the
celebrations.

Australian MP David Thomson
yesterday called on Knesset Speaker
Yitzhak Shamir.

A delegation of 90 members of the

Rabbinical Council of America led
by Rabbi Dov Rosenxweig 'called

yesterday on Chief Rabbi Ovadla
Yosef. Another visitor at Rabbi
Yosef's office was Melr Rosexme,
Israel’s ambassador-designate to
France.

Use Stobbe. wife of the mayor of

Berlin, this week visited "Beit
Heuss,” WIZO’s recreation home,
named far West Germany’s first

president. She was accompanied by
Ruth Izakaon, chairman of the -World
WTZO Executive.

The Ramat Haaharon Rotary Club
has elected Tel Aviv District Court
Judge Ellahu Vtnograd as its new
president, and Gideon Piper as Its

new secretary.

Tel Aviv Rotary’s first business
meeting of this (Rotary) year will be
held at the Tel Aviv Hilton today at 1
p.m.

DEPARTURES
Mexican Finance Minister David Ibarra

and Banco de Mexico Governor Gustavo
Roznero Kolheck.

SKYLAB
(Continued from page 1)

rewards for pieces of the satellite,

and gamblers in Las Vegas placed
bets on the landing time and site.

In the Soviet Union, little press
coverage was given to the
spacecraft's fall. But Moscow's
youth paper, "Moskovsky^
Kosmomlets." giving a brief history
of the space station, said that “the
catastrophe of Skylab la the result of

the mistakes of American scientists

who inccorrectly evaluated solar ac-
tivity at the end of the 1970s."

Its lifespan was destined to be
short from the start In the cost-

cutting mood In Congress after the

Apollo space programme, no funds
were provided for extra on-board
rockets to keep it aloft

Skylab originally was set to return

to Earth as late as 1983. But a series

of huge sun spots in 3977 warmed
Earth's outer atmosphere and In-

creased the atmospheric drag on the

spacecraft, sending its orbit dipping
downwards.

Skylab remained a puzzle to U.S.

space scientists to the last They had
difficulty predicting the date of its

return, constantly changing their es-

timates during the last few days and

hours of Its life.

Haifa man electrocuted

repairing refrigerator -

HAIFA ( Itlro ) . - Aharon
Hatrashvlii, 28, owner of a grocery
store on Rehov Hashomer here was
electrocuted yesterday when he tried

to repair a defective refrigerator. He
died on the spot.

HOME NEWS

Knesset storms over prostitution bill
Fost Knesset Reporter

The Knesset yesterday passed the
preliminary reading of a -private

.

member's bill that would legalize
prostitution. But the chairman of the
Knesset Law Committee, David
Glass of the National Religious Par-
ty, said the bill would be burled In
the committee with no chance of it

being passed before the Ninth
Knesset ends its term. “It’s at the
very bottom of the committee’s
order of priorities,” he said.

The bill, which was passed by a
one-vote margin (20-19), created a
storm in the Knesset.
For the first time In Its 30-year

history, the House refused to support
a Speaker or Deputy Speaker who
had recommended that a member be
expelled from the chamber.
Deputy Speaker Shoshaxxa Arbell,

after thrice calling Menahem
Porush (Agudat Yisrael) to order
after the debate on the bill, said *bnt

Porush had "gravely
.
Insulted" her

and put the question of his expulsion
to a vote.

The vote was 10 in fkvour of expell-
ing Porush, and 18 against. Announ-
cing the result, Arbell said bitterly:
*
‘This Is how the Knesset reacts to in-

sulting the chairman.”
The bill was presented by Sarah

Doron (LUmd-Llberals) In her own
name and those of Arbell
(Alignment), Ronnie Millo (Ukud-

Herut), Moshe Sbahal (Alignment)
and Akiva Nof (Democratic
Movement).
Doron said that adult women who

engage In prostitution voluntarily
have the right to be tree of
pressures, threats and exploitation,

and to go about their business
without interference by the public.

Prostitution cazuxot.be eliminated,
Doron said, and society should not
deal with the problem Ineffectively

'

or hypocritically. She called
legalization the lesser evil.

Justice Minister Shmuel Tamir
replied that while he himself
favoured the bill, the government
had taken no stand on it. Moahe
Shamir (Independent) moved that
the bill be returned to Its sponsors.

The bill was put to a vote, and
Knesset Clerk Netanel Lorch made
the count. Three Likud members and
Tamir joined the opposition parties
in voting aye. They were Zalman
Shoval. Ehtid Olmert, and Gustav
Badian. The nays were cast by the

religious parties, the Likud, Zaidan
Atsbe (Shal), and Shamir and Geula
Cohen (independents).
Porush asked for a re-count, with

two MBs' taking the count Instead.
Arbell refused, saying that there was
no question about the correctness of
the count.
Then the shouting began, with

Porush’s voice dominating. He was

assisted mainly by his fellow
Agudalst. Rabbi Shlomo Lorincx,
and by Rabbi Kalman Kahana of
Poalei Aguda. The Alignment
deputies (notably Shahal and Ora
Namlr) and Shell's Melr PaTl did not
remain silent

Kahana accused Arbell of “con-
ductingthe session with bias," while
Porush repeated, again and again,
the words — directed at Arbell —
"You are showing contempt for the
KnessetI" Arbell calledhim to carder

once, a second time, and a third-

Then she read out the relevant ar-

ticle from the Knesset Rules,
declared that Porushhad gravely In-

sulted the chairman, and asked the

Knesset to vote to expelhimfrom the
session.

j

Arbell 'a announcement of the
results — her defeat — sparked an
even heavier storm than her refusal

to grant a re-count, with the Align-

ment and Shell now taking the offen-

sive.

-After about 10 minutes of this, in;

which, however, the -chamber
quietened sufficiently to hear Shahal
and Zerah Warhaftig (NRP) make
points of order. Arbell declareda 10-

. minute recess.
It wan then a few seconds before 5

pan., but the House was reconvened
only at 5JB. Then ah was quiet, and
the Party Financing BUI passed' its

second and third readings without In-

cident.
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Landau confers withj

Rumanian minister
:

Jerusalem Post Reporter' -

Development and expansion of
trade between Israel and Rumania
was discussed In Jerusalem yestep,
day by the visiting Rumanian
Minister for Foreign Trade and
Interactional Cooperation, Dlmttrln
Bejan, and Haim Landau,, hamster
of Transport,
Landau noted that despite the

steady growth in commerce between
Israel and Rumania, the balance of

trade between the two countries still .

~

has not levelled out. and that the gap
is In favour of Rumania.
Following the meetingbetween the

’

two men. Minister Bejan was given a
comprehensive tour of Jerusalem by
aides to Landau.

BURG

Knesset passes party financing bill
By ARYEH RUBINSTEIN
Post Knesset Reporter

The mills of the Knesset ground
exceedingly fast yesterday. One of

the two bills on party financing that

passed their preliminary readings
on Tuesday passed Its first reading
shortly after the session opened at 11

a.m.. and its second and third
readings just before the session end-

ed at 6:30 p.m.
In between, at noon, the Knesset

Interior Committee met to prepare
the bill for Its second and third

readings. Under the Knesset Rules,

committees may not meet when the
plenum is In session without special

permission of the Speaker.

Mordechai Vlrshubsky (Shal) told

reporters that after he protested to

Speaker Shamir about the schedul-

ing of the noon meeting, Shamir
promised him that he would not per-

mit it. "But then ‘they* came, and
persuaded him to do so after, all."

“They" were representatives of

the three largest Knesset factions

who sponsored the bill: the. Likud,
the Alignment and the National
Religious Party.
Thera was good reason for their

hasteT For what the bill does Is to
legitimate, retroactively, the
amount of non-state campaign funds
they bad the right to mobilize for the
municipal elections of November
1978.

And this legitimation bad to be ac-
complished before next Sunday,
when the State Comptroller must
submit his report on party financing.

If the comptroller had submitted a
“negative report" on any party, they
stood to be penalized 16 per cent of
their allotment of state financing of
their election campaigns.

The bill was presented for Its first

reading yesterday by Interior Com-
mittee chairman Shlomo HflleL It

was opposed only by Shai, the Com-
munists and Moshe Shamir.
(Independent).
Vlrshubsky noted that the hill had

been tabled without the standard

"explanatory remarks." And he
criticized the "unconstitutional"
haste with which the bin was being
dealt with.
EBUel announced that what he had

presented for its first reading was
only "Bill 284" and not the second
bill on party financingthat also pass-
ed Its first reading on Tuesday.
That bill would reimburse the par-

ties retroactively for “additional ex-
penses” they incurred because ofthe
secondround of mayoral elections. It

would cost the Treasury Hdm.-
ILSm. .

Virshubaky, In his speech on the
first reading, referred to that bin as
“the bill that has disappeared," and
he said that public pressure had ap-
parently led the major parties to let

the bill die.

But Fessah Crupper (Llkud-
Liberala), who Is the meet powerful
force behind the hfil, said that It was
incorrect to saythat the billhad been
buried. He said he hoped to raise the
matter in his faction next week.

(See leader, back page.)

A policewoman and a volunteer talk to a driver stopped in the course
of a special road-safety campaign held In the Td Aviv area yester-
day. Scores of volunteers, policemen,- traffic specialists mannihg
radar and military policemen took part in the caityalgn. (Dekei)

Two Lebanese wounded by
terrorist fire on village

Jerusalem Fost Reporter the last two weeks was in Infantry
METULLA. — Two South Lebanese raids from UN-held territory,

farmers were Injured yesterday Meanwhile, In Beirut, Foreign
afternoon when terrorists holding Miwiater Fuad Butroa said Lebanon
Beaufort Castle opened fire on the has asked its ambassador to the UN,'
Christian village of Deir Mimas with Gh&ssan Tweini. to lodge a corn-

heavy machlneguna and recoHleaa plaint with the Security Council over
rifles. The shooting set off fires and Israel's latest incursions Into,

damaged agricultural equipment. Southern Lebanon. Butros told
Troops under militia commander Reuters the complaint did not ask for

Sa'ad Haddad returned fire with a council meeting. “Butwe naturally
.mortars, cannon and tanks, it was reserve the right to call -for a
the first such incident in two weeks, meeting at any time," he added,
when the terrorists stopped using &r- During the past few days, Israeli

tillery after a series of intense troops have raided a number of

battles. Their main activity during villages In South Lebanon.

Joint Peres-Allon formula expected

Mi’ilya women and girls freed
By YOEL DAB

and ALAN ELSNEK
Jerusalem Fost Reporters

MTTLYA. — Galilee police yester-

day released nine of tills village’s

women and teenage gMs as a gesture

don was still going on. Many more
arrests were expected last night.

Elias Matar, chairman of the
Public Council for Lebanon, told The
Jerusalem Post that Monday's
clashes could have been avoidedhad

work on the road. “We are against
the setting up of the outpost because
the land where it Is to be built
belongs to us. If a settlement is

founded there, thfa will mean that
our village will no longer be able to

grow and devritop/’ he said. KasalaZ ZiirGhfheai the authorities waited tor the newly grow and devrifttp/' he said. Kasala

Archbishop Maximoa Saloum. Toe
nine had been held since Monday
when Mi’ilya villagers violently op-

posed Jewish National Fund road
construction work through land they
claim Is theirstothe rite ofa planned
new lookout settlement atop Mt. Hv.

But 28 men from the village were
yesterday remanded in police
custody for 16 days by the Acre
magistrates court on suspicion of

taking part In Monday's violence.

Saloum met yesterday with the

northern representative of the prime
minister’s office on Arab affairs,

Yoram Katz, and Galilee district

police commander Nitzav-Mishne
David Franko.
The bishop, who expressed con-

cern at events In the village, asked
that all those arrested on Monday be
released! but Franko said he could

not free the men while the investlga-

University budget cut cancelled

:p oftheland before attempt * was aiding. . the. village™ -with an
tfig the -work. application-to-^the Hlgh Caurtvaf
Work on thexroad continuedyester- Justice,

day, for the second consecutive day But Rubinstein later dezded to The
without interference, and the JNF jPoatthathehad advised orwaahelp-

issued a communique emphasizing tag prepare an application. - “I told

that "all the JNF development work them that Iwas not an expert on this

on that site has been sanctioned by area of the law. I condemn all

court order to forestall any possible - violence, but I really do not know all

claims and following an explicit un- the details of the case,” Rubensteta
dertalting on 'the part of the chair- ' said.

man of the local council who promia- Kasala alleges the police "entered
ed cooperation." (The reference Isto houses, striking women and
an earlier court order which the children, smashing furniture and
villagers now seek to overturn;) private possessions and throwing
In Tel Aviv, George Kassis, vice- tear-gas grenades inside," during

chairman of the Mi'llya village coun- Monday's disturbances,
ell, yesterday accused the govern- He also said money had been
ment of “deliberate provocation" stolen from one of the houses,
and the police of “violence and "We want compensation for. all the
hooliganism.” damage caused, the release of all

Kassis told a press conference that those still being held, and the
the authorities had no right to start removal of police and Border Police

units.from our village. We also want
a Knesset committee of Inquiry to in-

vestigate the issue," Kassis said.

By SARAH HONIG
Fost Political Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Labour Party Insiders
expect that by the start of thla mor-
ning's Leadership Bureau session,
party chairman Shimon Peres and
former foreign wfatoi-r Ylgal Alien
will come up with a joint motion to

present to the gathering.

Peres and Alton held yet another
meeting yesterday and are reported,

to have made progress on a number
of minor points, although major
differences still remained. A last-

ditch effort to bridge the gap will be
made tbia morning, half an hour
before the scheduled start of the
bureau meeting.
Partyjrundits yesterday predicted

that at the last moment the two will

agree on a joint motion which' alp-"

proves a contest ' of leadership
within the party in principle, but
which says that now fa not the time
for a showdown, aa Peres has not in

fact been challenged and the crisis

has been artificially created. This Is

a clause in which Alton Is said to he
interested. Peres wants the agreed
on motion to express confidence for

him as party leader and to deter-

mine that he is Labour's candidate
for prime minister In the next
Knesset elections. .

Perea has made it .dear that he
will only forgo a showdown in the
party

.

Central Committee if the
bureau declares him Its, candidate
for prime minister. Allen, however,
is* reported to be opposed to any
attempt bypresentpartyInstitutions
to nominatelOiCSadidaie to beadthe

Police nab 11 in raid on gambling villa

By SHLOMO MAOZ
Post Economic Reporter

The Knesset Finance Committee
yesterday backed down from Its

decision to cut the higher education
budget by half a billion pounds. *

The decision to cut the subsidies
given to the country's Institutions of
higher education by ILSOOm. and
divert the money to a special Educa-
tion Ministry budgetary reserve had
provoked a storm of protest.
Students said they could not possibly
pay tuition fees of over H£0.000 a
year, and university chiefs said the
Finance Committee's decision would
mean an end to higher education fax

the country.

MK Ylgal Cohen said the decision
to cancel the budget cut was dis-
graceful. The committee bad decid-
ed two weeks ago to cut ILSOOm.
from the higher education budget
and then examine the budget in

detail. Now, Cohen said, because the
decision had been controversial, the
committee was backing down
without even undertaking the detail-

ed examination of the budget it had
promised.

Cohen also accused MK Haim
Kaufman of telling the press four
days ago that the committee would
back down even though the com-
mittee had not yet reconsidered the
issue.

13xe Information Centre

By YORAM BAR
Jerusalem Fast Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Tel Aviv district vice

squad detectives yesterday raided a
villa in SbiJran Dan and arrested 11
men caught playing baccarat with
tens of thousands of pounds In the
Mtty.
The police believe that the villa,

which belongs to a 88-year-old

-

woman, has served as a gambling
centre for wealthy persons for a long
time.
The vice squad detectives who.

raided the villa, which was dark yes-

terday evening, were met by a woman
and her 16-year-old son, who denied
that any games were taking place In

the house. But when the policemen
began their search and found a dbor
leading to .& cellar, the woman and

The Zionist Connell la Israel

her son began to show signs of ner-
vousness and objected to openingthe
door.
- In the cellar ll men sat round a
table. Sitting on a sofa In the cellar
was a well-known Tel Aviv enter-
tainer, who said he was there to

teach the 16-year-old boysingingand
guitar playing.
Inspector Shalom Apel, who com-

manded the operation,' said he
believea that various gambling
games took place in the villa, and
that the owner was paid. ELA.OOO
apiece by- the players.

According to police information,
poker, baccarat and black jack
games were played there.
All the men caught gambling, the

woman and her son, were released
until their trial.

(Ooattmed front page 1)

Israeli complaint to the U.S. "This
question.” he maintained with im-
plied criticism, “should be asked V
elsewhere” — presumably at the

Foreign Ministry.'
He went on to deny reports at

strong American pressure In the re-
"

cent talks he conducted in Alexan-
dria. "It. is not true that the
Americana did not keep a low profile :

or that they exerted undue pressure'

tax aa objectionable manner. True, a
man with Robert Strauss’ tempera-

.

ment might declare that he wants
results fast, but that la merely a
style of speech and we are doing
ourselves little goodby exaggerating
or inventing news.”
He said Israel la fully within Its

rights In continuing settlements. It

undertook to halt them for three -

months only, which clearly Indicated :

that it meant to continue them later.

“We are not ao naive aa to suppose

that we are operating In a world free

of pressures, but the steamroller has
not yet-been employed," he said.

Burg Implied criticism of Defence
'

Minister Ezer Welzman when reply-

ing to a question about whether the

opposition's stand on settlements Is:

an obstacle to the government hi the

autonomy talks. “The opposition ii
-

far from unified," he said. Ip Labour .

I never know whether to listen to-V

YoasI Sarld or Amos Badar. Only the

tiny factions, which can hold a ca*'
ventioa In a taxi cab, are of one

.

political colour. But I have been ask-

ed during the talks howwecan argue -

about the settlements beingessential
to security when the relevant
minister says otherwise," Burq&

|
noted. ... 7H
He called the Krelaky-Brandt*

:

Arafat meeting fax Vienna “a Mu. ^

drance rather than a help to pmes^
and a disturbing signal to the UJS. oh

contacts with the PLO. even If the _

U.S. had advance information about

it. The SocialistInternational , which -

is not wlthhut its influence in .

Europe, hadtold the UJ3. that itsopi-
nion on official .contacts with, the J
PLO is different.

"They took a step which clearly

expresses reservation to public UJS,

policy,” Burg continued. “Xhjs la

what iSao^haxd to stomach-Thebew
tendencies'-of tto wddfiOifc
national, Which waaabce enaswdidd
ofIsrael, are cause for great concern
Indeed.**

v Burg argued that settlement* are

a must for Israel's security, because

"it la & mistake to believe that the

military alone can guarantee It

Jewish presence in all parts of Eret*

Yisrael la vital," be said. 'Tt blurs

artificial political frontiers and
makes theJDF a defence army and

hot just an army of occupation."

Klarsfeld family

for visit here ‘soon’

Serge and Beate Klarsfeld and
their two children are soon to spend
a vacation In Israel, following the

bomb attack 0U thelrcar last weekhr
Paris. They have been invited hertf

by the public committee in Israel sc£
up to aid taefr Najd-bimting effort*^

Jerusalem pleased Perini to build bases
Post Diplomatic Correspondent

Israel la gratified at the fact

(reported In Tuesday's Jerusalem
Post) that an American company
which has hitherto complied with the

Arab boycott will be involved in

building the Negev airbases.

Dan Halperin, assistant director-

general of the Treassury andhead of

its anti-boycott office, told The Post
yesterday that Jerusalem la fully

aware of the past record of the

Perini Corporation of Framingham,
Massachusetts, one of the contrac-

tors selected by the U.S. Army to

participate in the Negev construc-

tion work. Perini has done much
work in Arab countries, and has

agreed
.

to the inclusion of boycott
stipulations in several - of its con-

tracts.

“We sincerely hope,” Halperin
said, “that Perini's contacts in the
Arab world will continue to flourish
and will not be affected by Its. In-

volvement In the Negev bases work.
Our view has always been that com-
panies can and should do business
with both Israel and the Arab
states."

Halperin noted that In building the
bases, Perini would be clearly
breaking the. rules of the Arab
boycott, which tolerate selling to
Israel but balk at any physical
presence or involvement here.

The national memorial ceremony marking' the

anniversary of the death of

THEODOR HERZL
will be held on Sunday, July 15 t 1979 at 5.30 p.m.
at Mount Herzl, Jerusalem.

Programme of readings and music -

Announcer: Amikam Gurevitz -

Entrance by invitation only.

The gates- will be closed sit 5.15 p.m. -

We. mourn the death of

PEARL MILGR0M
who passed away July lO, 1979

Signedx Her children, grandchildren and
great-grandchildren fat Israel and the United
States, and all of her friends hr Star BJnm. .

Ourbeloved

Professor Hermann Zondek
ia no more.

The funeral will set out from Sanhedriya today, Thursday, July

12, 1979, at 2 p.m.

in deep sorrow, Dr. Gerda Zondek
Birgit Zondek
Dr. Bernd-Benjamin and Anorfe
Zondek

Please refrain from condolence calls.

To mark the twentieth anniversary of the passing of

our revered father and grandfather

Chief Rabbi

ISAAC, HALEVY HERZOG vt
Chief Rabbi of Israel

a ceremony will be held at the grave on Sunday,_ a ceremony will be held at the grave on stunuay.

July 15, 1979, at 4 p.m. atSanhedrla Cemetery. Jerusalem

-

... The Family

With great sorrow we announce the passing- of the belovedhead
of ourfamily

JEHUDA REGEV (RUELF)
- r m

The funeral took .place on Monday, July 9, from 11 Rebo*

. M&chatz, Ramaf Chen to the Klryat Sh&ul cemetery. •

'

His wife Shoshana
His daughter— Irith

-

HI* son — Eytan 7
His sister — Karla
AH the family in Israel and

Dedication of H&Uftfva tomemory o(

RaUs ISAD0RE FINE >

Alonutas At TwMv* Univendtjr and .

member of tM Bahbfntoal Coancfl ef America

Sunday, July 15 (Tarammc2Q) at ft p.m. atEretz Hahafan Cemetery, BeltSlmneab
(Area B. Section- 2). For transportation arrangements, phone (02) 42*809. -

The V eixmann Institute of Science

deeply mourns the passing of

Prof. ROBERT WOODWARD
Nobel Laureate, Honorary Fellow of the ;

Weixmann Institute and member of Its
"

Board of Governors.
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in^nesset call to free Shcharansky

Foot Knesset Reporter "

, -vJ11
natne' of the government,

'ictn^an^jort Minister - Halm LaHt"
Hu^aterday: called on the Soviet
Tf^Athorltlee to free the Prisoners of
nn,jJ*ion and to enable Anatoly
^.u^charansky to. leave the Soviet

^oion to save his sight.
ll‘kpu Yesterday was the first anniver-
^ck.

!

ty of Shcharansky’s trial, and
11 hftCVndau (wbobefore his appointment
'Unt^ transport minister- dealt with the
Uia((?ioblem of Soviet Jewry) was reply.

in the Knesset tofour motions forW e agenda on the subject of
i

^Hcharansky 'a deteriorating health,
-ir^^hcharansky's wife, Avital, follow-'^ the proceedings from the Knesset

llery.
. .

^Landau said that, in making tMa
peal, the government had no in-
ation of affronting the Soviet

*'
11 don. He urged k to “voluntarily

U s ,d the shame of the staged trials,
^ »iu

ld you will gain the world’s sym-
1 y."
*» ie minister declared that the

citizens of Israel, the Knesset, the
government, •• Jews throughout the
world, and men. of -good will
everywhere would hot rest so long as
this “shocking wrong*’ persisted.
Just as we have lived-to see the

beginning of aHya from the Soviet
Union, Landau said, ve believe that
the day is not for off when the gates
of the Soviet prisons will be thrown,
open for those languishing thereand

- the gates of the Soviet Union thrown
open for. those Jews who aspired to
live in Eretz . Yisr&el, their
homeland.

Geula Cohen (Independent) charg-
ed the government with having sur-
rendered to the UJ3. administration
“also in the matter of SovietJewry.” •

In return for the Soviet’s release of
seven Prisoners ofZion, she said, the >

Israel government^had agreedfo go
along with the freezing.

. of . the
Jackson amendment.
The Jackson amendment. Cohen

said. is atm our most Important
weapon in the fight for Russian

Jewry, while for the DJ3: and the
USSR it-was an obstacle to the sign-
ing of a Salt-U agreement..

Two Likud MKs yesterday staged
a symbolic prison-style meal outside
the Members' dining room to mark
the first anniversary of the trial of

'Prisoner - of Zion Anatoly
. Shcharansky in the Soviet Union.

Ronnie MIIlo and Dov SMlansky
offered their Knesset colleagues

. watery, tasteless soup and drybread
to symbolize what Shcharansky and
-the other Prisoners of Zion are forc-
ed to make do with, by their Russian
jailers.

Avital Shcharansky, Anatoly's
wife, later told reporters that she
received Information by phone
yesterday from a friend in the Soviet
Union, via Canada., that her
husband's health was steadily
declining because

.
of prison con-

ditions and the lack of medical treat-

ment. His sight, especially, is so poor
that he cannot read for more than

.

half an hour daily, she said.
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*famir sends CoS powers
Report, and snub, to Toledano

By. ASHER WAULFISH
Post Knesset Reporteri nw Jrusi ““w"*1 nepgner

j g^Tuatlce Minister Shmuel Tamlr
Sterday instructed his staff to send

.of the-Shamgar Committee
\ tt11 , jornmendationa on- limiting the
iUm?lef of staffs leniency powers to the
n airman, of the Knesset State Con-
iv Committee, Shmuel Toledano

i t
*n a letter to Toledano, Tamlr

i w^ted that Toledano was only now,
v- the. first time, requesting *v-

^ 5cmgar report in his -capacity

i of
nTeirman of the State Control Com-'UK

•^^amgar report in his -capacity as
airman of the State Control Com-'

u-s^'ttee. (He had caked for it before,
private MK.)

^'ObTamir, who received Toledano’a
n' ej|,

fcdtten request on Monday, explaln-
P*!

0** that he had had to consult first

i

“Uth Shamgar (who Is today &
“fcpreme Court justice but was

^ Forney-general when the com-
®’lj±tee was set up) ^ He had also had^ (t consult. -with Defence Minister
'pbtaejnn^n to whom the recommen-
'pcu^ons were aslo submitted. There

.
•

r nl to.

IK." |

was no procrastination, he. said, as
Toledano charged.
The Shamgar recommendations

were sent to the Knesset Foreign Af-
fairs and Defence Committee, which
Is directly concerned with the remis-
sion of sentences In the IDF, Tamlr
wrote. Toledano's attempt to link his
request to the Justice Ministry far
the Shamgar recommendations with
the chief of staffs recent remission
of sentence passed ananIDFofficer,

when there was no connection what-
soever, was artificial and
deplorable, Tamlr pointed out.

In a related development, ISO
reserve officers and soldiers yester-
day- sent a signed letter to Chief of
Staff Rafael Ettan in the wake of Ms
remission of sentence to two IDF
men convicted of manslaughter.
The ISO urged Eltan to leave

justice to the responsible judicial

authorities, and to devote his-efforts

instead to teaching soldiers, to value
human life and to use their weapons
with a sense of moral responsibility.

(See leader, back pass.)

/IK criticizes TV for its

jhalf-truths’ on settlements

akv.&j

una “i

ipie

oikEi1

.wag-
•'

-nun* . Post Knesset Reporter -

itam.pBy a. vote of 84-28, the 'Knesset
nflunSterday referred to its Education

;
a motion for the agenda ;

-u staticizing Israel Television’s
verage of Jewish settlement in
dea and Samaria.
*As an example of what he called

-truths.” motion sponsor Josef

}^^70 pei^c5n| of the broad-
rrtl -J

st was" devoted" to airing ‘“scan-
lous remarks*' by Tosal Dayan, a

,lfB^ciple of Rabbi Meir Kahane, who
rt,r ®tes Arabs and sees no possibility
PV,5I! Jews and Arabs living side' by
uarifijg; • *

Mli#|

Mtk)

,ii I 1

;Rom,
.
proposed that the Broad-

u
sttag Authority set up an ethics
bunittee to which complaints of

cftf^rtorted reporting could be aub-
up^tted.——‘Soto ioaa subjected to concerted

ckling by some opposition
Y saJleers. Yossi Sarid (Alignment )

'

l with eight interjections, Uri
• nery (8heU) teas a close second

',uu th seven, and Charlie Biton
,^gfmoQraJic.Frtmt) was a poor third

''’Education Minister Hammer
,

\^>lled- that in the cases- cited by

% .vm the-Broadcasting Authority had
lnvn"ien action. In one Instance, it had

jlished conclusions reached by Its—

—

7 after he in-

vestigated;- in another,- it had been
decided to broadcast a second
feature that would put the subject in
the right perspective.

Hammer said an ethics committee
would be superfluous. Rules of fair

reporting have been laid down bythe
National Federation of Israel Jour-

nalists (to which journalists of the
BroadcastingAuthoritybelong) , and
Violation of the Authoi#y^owi»>ad-
ditlonal rules constitutes a!breach of
discipline: These ratenrenow being

revised, he said.
' *

Hammer -nevertheless
recommended that the motion be
referred to the Education Com-
mittee, although. the committee
chairman, Ora Namir (Alignment)

moved that it be struck from the

agenda.

ll"'* e c tor?g en e ral

Amidar staff cited

Jerusalem Post Reporter

KIRYAT SHMONA. — Housing
Minister David Levy yesterday
handed out awards to 70 “outstan-

ding employees" of Amidar, the

state housing company.
The ceremony took place in the

presence of members- of Amidar's
directorate.

Before the ceremony, Levy toured
Klryat Shmona and conversed with
residents. He also inspected renova-
tion work being done on Amidar
houses.

f)

Israel Government
Coins and Medals Corporation Ltd.

CLARIFICATION
life wish to explain to onr subscribers why we are unable to

Domply with some of the orders received for the 1979

independence Day coins and mint sets.

^Phe orders deadline for the above coins was May 80.
r

Subscribers' notices and formswere delivered to the post

iffice on April 22 and 28, after the official announcement of

termination of the postal strike. BSirthermore, we.did

niit ourselves to mailing- announcements, but also

^idvertised the coins in the major dailies, in which the May
JO deadline was stressed.

r*
r

.

It subsequently turned out, much to our regret, that a

lumber 'of subscribers submitted their orders after the

leadline, many 6t them claiming: that the delay had been
Jue to the postal disruptions. Despite our good will and un-

derstanding of the situation, we are unable to comply with

..the requests for exceptional treatment, as doing so would
p
indermine our credibility and harm our collectors.

>ne of the basic tenets of numismatic credibility is the

ssuer's strict adherence to the issuing terms as an-

lounced and publicized when offering the coins or medals.

iVe could easily comply witii all requests, and thus in-

crease our sales, but credibility is our roost precious asset.

To maintain it is not less essential to our subscribers than

jo us, since it is their Asset too as collectors. *

JNhaX has happened in this case has taught all of us that, in

girder to avoid future aggravation, both to our subscribers

to us, we should make efforts to extend the ordering

period, wherever possible. Consequently, we request our

mbscribers to follow our newspaper ads closely and to

jtlace their coins and medals orders earlier.

j
Ve do hope this clarification will be received by our sub-

scribers with understanding. On our part, we shall do our

?est to continue serving our subscribers as devotedly as in

ibe past. . . ,

jcUezer Shiloni. . .

Managing Director

Eliahu rebuts

Treasury in

bonds tax row
By SHLrOMO MAOZ

Post-Economic Reporter

Tbe chairman of the Knesset sub-
committee appointed to Investigate
the country’s capital market yester-
day rebutted Treasury claims that
hehad not consulted with them about
a proposed tax on inflationary
profits made on government bonds.
ME Shlomo Eliahu’s Finance

Committee subcommittee had decid-

;

ed torecommend taxing, evenifonly
“symbolically,” profits made by
buyers of government bonds who
make more money because of in-

flationary fluctuations of the curren-
cy’s value.
Deputy Finance Minister Yehezkel

Flomin said that the subcommittee
had not consulted with the Treasury
before deciding on the recommenda-
tion. And the Treasury spokesman.
ArwfVftwi Sh&plra, seeking to allay
investors’ anxieties, said yesterday
there is absolutely no plan to impose
such a tax. The sale of government
bonds increases savings and helps
moderate Inflationary tendencies.
Shaplra said. .

But Eliahu said yesterday that two
senior Treasury officials were
among the many witnesses his aub-
committee examined: the
accountant-general and the
Treasury's controller of the capital

market. Other experts heard by the

committee were from the Bank of
Israel, universities, commercial
banks and the Tel Aviv Stock Ex-
change, Eliahu said.

'

The Treasury said yesterday it

would accept all of the subcom-
mittee's recommendations except
for the .controversial tax tm gOTern-
ment profits. .

"
, ;

Rape suspect held

after fluke meeting
AFULA. — A 24-year-old man from
the village of Na’ura near here was
arrested Tuesday night at Afula
hospital, where be was identified by
a woman who claimed he had raped
her two hours earlier.

The man had come to the hospital

with his wife, who needed treatment.
The woman, from a Beit She’an
Valley kibbutz, had been brought
-there for medical checks by Afula
police, to whom she had reported the

rape.

- The woman said she had been pick-

ed up by a truck driver while
hitchhiking on the Afula-Beit She’an
road. The driver turned offand raped
her, she said.

Egyptians arriving

•to see dancer son
Post Music Editor

The Egyptian parents of one of the

leading soloists in a German dance
company are due to arrive here to-

day to see their son perform for the

first time in many years.

Reda Sheta is the first Egyptian
dancer to appear on the Israeli stage.

He was bom in Cairo, studied In

Europe, and has not seen his parents

for many years- He is now appearing
in Israel in the Ballet of the Deutsche
Opera from Berlin in Prokofiev’s

“Cinderella" as part of the Israel

Festival. Special arrangements were
made for his parents to come to

Israel to see their son.

PRICES. — Charges have been lodg-

ed against several stores in the Baka
section of Jerusalem following com-
plaints of the Israel Consumer Coun-
cil to the Ministry' of Industry that
merchants do not display prices and
do' not mark their goods.

Knesset body reviews
army’s redeployment
The Knesset Foreign Affairs and

Defence Committee yesterday con-

tinued its debate on the army's
redeployment in the Negev after the

withdrawal from Sinai.

The army’s chief of planning,
AlufNatan Sharoni. and other senior
.officers took part in the debate.

Arkia workers carry their faltering airline to rest yesterday in a
mock funeral at the Transport Ministry in Jerusalem. ruri.Zoom 77)

Arkia workers ‘bury* airline in protest
By SHEILA MELXZER
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Arkia workers held
two mock funerals yesterday during
a three-hour strike which closed
down the Inland airline from 10 a.m.
to l p.m.

Each funeral procession delivered
a black-covered coffin marked
“Arkia — here lies Israeli aviation”
to Transport Ministry offices. One
cortege ,went from Ben-Gurlon Air-
port to Jerusalem and the other went
on foot from the company's head of-

fice on Rehov Hahashmonalm in Tel
Aviv to the Ministry office's In Beit
Hadar Dafna, attracting staring
spectators -and stopping traffic on

the way.
Ministry offices were closed, so

the workers held a demonstration at
which works committee secretary
Shmuel Wltman demanded that
Arkia not be sold but be given two
years respite to “get back on its feet
financially." He told The Jerusalem
Post that sanctions would continue
and the airline workers would keep
up a dally vigil outside the ministry
in Jerusalem.
Arkia planes are flying, but the

company's head office is at a
standstill. Worried workers, uncer-
tain of their and the company's
future, spend their days In an at-

mosphere of semi-hysteria wonder-
ing when and where the axe will fall.

El Al attendants may opt for sanctions
By BARUCH SAVDLLE
Post Aviation Reporter .

EL AL’s cabin attendants may
decide to back down on their strike
threat and Instead impose sanctions
of some 30 hours over the weekend.
Their failure to turn up forwork on

Saturday would ground El Al’s II
departing flights from Ben Gorton
airport, affecting returning tourists
for whom these flights are specially
operated.

' An El Al steward fold The.
Jerusalem Post that Transport
Minister Halm Landau’s disclosures

in the Knesset on Tuesday doubtless
affected the decision. (Landau
revealed that every El Al employee
was subsidized by the state to the
tune of m.16,000 this year and that
figure could double next year.)
Of the airline's cabin attendants,

some senior pursers are said to be
grossing between IL50.000 and IL70,-

000 a month, including commission
earned from in-flight bar sales.

El Al stewards and stewardesses
last imposed sanctions on June 2,

resulting In delays of up to three
hours in departures from Ben-
Gurlon Airport.

mifal hapayis

29 people died, 192 maimed
on J’lem roads in 1978

By AARON SITTNER
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Road accidents claimed 29 lives In

Jerusalem alone last year, and 192
out of 1,084 persons injured in traffic
mishaps were disabled for life, the
municipal official In charge of traffic
reported this week.
Avner Peretz told a meeting of the

Jerusalem War-on- Accidents
League there were 1,327 road ac-
cidents In the capital during 1978.
He added that In the first three

months of this year 12 persona were
killed by motor vehicles on the city's
streets, compared with seven In the
same period last year. The number
of seriously injured was also up
sharply — 82 as against 42.

Jerusalem Labour Council
secretary Nissan Harpaz, who also
addressed the meeting, faulted the
Ministry of Transport for failing to
educate Israelis on the fundamental
facts of life regarding road ac-

cidents. “Since the State of Israel
was proclaimed in 1948, more people
have died on our roads than in our
wars." he stated.

Another speaker, former transport
minister Meir Amlt. said there are
nine separate organizations concern-
ed with the war on road accidents,

“and the Transport Ministry has no
control over them."
He suggested establishment of a

“supreme national authority,” ade-
quately funded and empowered by
law, to coordinate the campaign to

stem the burgeoning wave of road
accidents.
Amit also called on the present

minister of transport to bring down
the prices of vehicle spare parts,

since defective components are a
major factor in many accidents.
"Hlgb prices for replacement parts
discourage car owners from main-
taining their vehicles In safe working
conditions," he said.

Exams and a tractor disrupt

country’s telephone service
By AARON SITTNER

Jerusalem Post Reporter
Tractors and university exams are

disrupting the nation's phone aer-

'

vice, an official of the Com-
munications Ministry told The
Jerusalem Post last night.
He said an errant tractorist, cut-

ting a furrow In a field in the La.true
region yesterday, severed a major
Jerusalem-Tel Aviv trunk cable at
noon. As & result, “serious dif-

ficulties” developed, and for several
hours it was hard to establish
telephone contact between the
capital and points to the west.
By early evening, ministry repair

crews had connected the cut wires.
Meanwhile, a more lingering

headache has developed at the Inter-
national telephone exchange In Tel
Aviv.
With a third or more of the

operators there university students,
absenteeism is now as high as 45 per
cent among these operators as they
stay at home or at the library to

prepare for their final examinations.
The ministry official said: “Unfor-

tunately, there la nothing we can do
now to eliminate the repeated busy
signals or long waiting time with the
recorded message when people dial
18 to place an international phone
call.

"We ask everyone to bear with us
during this period. And, wherever
possible, people should use direct
overseas dialling. This eliminates
the need for an operator, and can
also be cheaper if the call is for leas
than three minutes.*'

TRAINING. — Vocational training
centres in the Gaza Stripwill remain
open all summer, enabling students
under 16 to receive job training and
earn pocket money. Courses will be
given in the building trades, and
students committing themselves to
one year's work in the industry will
receive full salary for the duration of
the course.

Shamir: No bars to press freedom
Svisslotzky Prize for parliamentary

^ coverage to -.Shlomo "Glhossar of
'Davari’VShamir _s&id that the'

By ASHES WAHflBH ...

3..
.

^PvrtKlUMsrtRepaBtoP r::.-.::

Kb««set%peaKgr Yitzhak Shamir «... , ,
__

said yestena the profesaftfe&t -®1“aet 1x1 MKa to.P«5 ?«•'
£rfreedom of the parliamentary press

carps in the Knesset would not be
limited In any way.'

.

At a 'ceremony to
- award the

Shamir to inaugural of

European Parliament
Post Knesset Reporter

Knesset Speaker Yitxhak Shamir
will leave next week for Strasbourg
to attend the inaugural session of the
newly elected Parliament ofEurope.
Knesset Clerk Netanel Larch will ac-
company him. The session takes
place on July 28.

This is the first time that the Euro-
pean Parliament — the chamber of
the nine European Economic Com-
munity countries— ever official-
ly invited Knesset office-holders to
an inaugural.

,

European Parliament members
were elected last month for the first

time' in direct elections in their
separate countries.

knowing what goes on in the bouse.
At the same time, he believed, the
public is not interested in the com-
munications media giving it any
more problems than it already has
by exaggerating marginal and in-

substantial issues.

Shamir said: “We expect a certain
amount of balance and objectivity
from reporters covering our ac-
tivities. In every newspaper, there is

room for the reporter recounting
events, and for the caricaturist as
well. But there Is no need for the
reporter to fill the place of the
caricaturist.''

Members of the family of the late

Shmuel (Sasha) Svlsalotsky,
parliamentary correspondent of
“Yediot Aharonot” for many years,
were present at the ceremony.
Dr. Binyamln Halevy (DM), who

chaired the award committee, read
out the judges' grounds. The prize,

which is awarded every two years, is

funded from a grant by the
Svisslotzky family.

Open University boosts

technological studies
Jerusalem Post Reporter

More than 1,000 persons are
currently studying for advanced cer-
tification as electrical and elec-
tronics technicians in the Open
University, Israel Katz, Minister of
Labour and Social Affairs, reported
this week.

The Open University is a
nationwide network of cor-
respondence courses in. dozens of
subjects, from mechanics to the
humanities. The electrical and elec-
tronics technicians' courses have
been developed with the help of the
Ministry and Its allocation of IL6m.
with substantial - assistance from the
Yad Honadlv Foundation.

Katz told The Jerusalem Post:
“The world does not stand still, es-

pecially with respect to science and
technology. That la why it is impor-
tant for skilled workers to set aside
some time every day to increase
their- knowhow of the field of
endeavour in which they are in-

' volved.

“Even If a man’s place of work
does not change, techniques certain-
ly do. The best way to advance In
your job is to study and keep abreast
of latest developments in your
field.”

According to Katz, Israel Industry
is now short approximately 25, 000

skilled workers — In all Its branches-

Bonn envoy denies settlement pressure
By YA’ACOV FRIEDLER,
Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA. — “X know of no request
from (U.S.) President (Jimmy)
Carter to -Chancellor (Helmut)
Schmidt to exert pressure on Israel

to change its policies on West Bank
settlements," German Ambassador
Klaus Schuetz told The Jerusalem
Post yesterday. "After all, can
Israel be pressured?" he asked,
noting that not everything published
in the press is absolutely correct.

Schuetz was commenting on a
Jerusalem Post report from

Washington on the subject, during an
official reception at CSty Hall by
Haifa Mayor Arye Gurel, deputy
Yosef Blaustein and senior city of-
ficials.

The ambassador noted that the
Federal Republic has limited
leverage for pressuring Israel.
However, he said, there is fairly
general agreement in the West on
Israeli settlements in the occupied
areas.

He believed that the U.S. may be
asking his government to use Ger-
man Influence in Arab states to con-

Wayae left $6.85m.;

most goes to family
SANTA ANA, California (AP),.—
John Wayne's will, which left the
bulk of the movie star's $8.85m.. es-
tate to his family, was approved for

probate on Tuesday without opposi-
tion.

The 27-page will was filed shortly

after the actor died of.cancer
on June ll- It distributes most of
Wayne's wealth among his seven
children and his first wife,
Josephine. .

Fast observed today
- Today is the 17th day of the month
of Tamuz, a Jewish fast day com-
memorating the breaching of the
walls of Jerusalem, which
culminated three weeks later with
the destruction of the Second Temple
by the Romans In 70 C.E,
The three weeks between today's

fast and that on .Tisha Be’Av are
traditionally passed without enter-
tainment. During the last nine days,
meat Is not consumed. The fast of the
ninth of Av marks the destruction of
both the First and Second Temples.

vlnce them not to reject the peace
process. “We do try to tell the Arab
governments that this Isa chance for

comprehensive peace In the region
which may be lost if they continue to

reject and oppose it," Schuetz said.

The ambassador expressed belief

that his government is determined to

continue trials already started
against Nasi criminals, and to bring
as many criminals to justice as can
still be discovered.

He noted that Bonn will appeal to

the Brasilian Supreme Court to

reverse its rejection of the German
extradition request against former

Nazi concentration camp officer

Gustav Wagner. “We have not given

up our efforts to bring Wagner to

justice, and this indicates our inten-

tions. But the Wagner case also

shows that the matter is not easy,"

he said.
On the Kreisky-Brandt-Arafat

meeting in Vienna, the ambassador
said the Bonn government had not

yet considered the matter. However.

Jt should be perfectly clear that Bonn
has not changed its stand on the PLO
— "We will not recognize them until

they recognize Israel’s right to ex-

ist," he said.

Mr, A. Levin

Advertising Manager
The Jerusalem Post

Jerusalem

Dear Mr. Levin,

Advertisers usually complain about the high

cost of advertising as opposed to its inefficiency;

But today. I would like to express feelings of ap-

preciation.

My advertisement in your International Edition

received a tremendous response.

I received orders for hundreds of posters and

booklets from all over the world.

It is a pleasure to see the letters (and cheques)

arrive from far away Rio, Australia, the U.S. and

Europe.

And all — the result of one advertisement.

You can certainly take pride in this.

Sincerely.

A. Rolnik.



WORLD NEWS

Carter agrees to meet Muzorewa
WASHINGTON (AP). — Prime
Minister Abel Muzorewa of
Zimbabwe-Rhodegla, saying: be baa
“reason to be more optimistic
ever before," last night took his case
to U.8. President Jimmy Carter for
an end to the American trade em-
bargo against Ms embattled govern-
ment.
With announcement of the Impen-

ding Carter-Muxorewa meeting, the
bishop's U.S. visit seemed to be tur-
ning into a more serious dialogue
than had been expected. The trip
was not originally an one,
and the U.S. administration had
been openly hostile to the Muzorewa-
regime.
Muzorewa, the first black prime

minister of the African nation, flew
by helicopter to meet Carter at
Camp David, after visiting the Lin-
coln Memorial In Washington.
In an interview Tuesday night,

Muxorewa said of his planned
meeting with Carter: "I'm only
thinking about how I’m going to
make my point to President Carter
and the rest, to convince them of the
changed situation In my country."
Muxorewa, visiting the U.S. at the

Invitation of Sen. Jesse Helms

(Republican-North Carolina), on
Tuesday appealed directly to
Secretary of State Vance and
members of Congress for an end to
the economic sanctions.
Carter announced last month that

he would retain the trade embargo,
citing, in part, the extraordinary
powers reserved for the i per cent
white minority in the nation's new
-constitution.

In remarks to congressmen on
Tuesday, Muxorewa said retaining
the sanctions “means no new jobs
for our people. It means no factories

closed by the sanctions can be
reopened. Our tobacco Industry is

crippled."

He made the statement to House
members at a reception sponsored
by the American Conservative
Union, which supports lifting the em-
bargo because of Muzorewa's pop-
ular election in May.

In confirming Carter’s meeting
yesterday with the Methodist bishop,
a White House official, who asked
not to be named, said the president
wanted to "personally discuss our
policy in Zlmbabwe-Rhodesla and
the steps which need to be taken to
attain true majority rule."

In a breakfast meeting with
reporters, Muzorewa said he had
been "very encouraged" by his talk

with Vance. He refused to say
whether the U.S. official had in-

dicated any shift in the American at-

titude toward Zlmbabwe-Rhodesla,
but said Vance had shown an “ap-

parent willingness to make a solu-

tion, rather than simply a negative
attitude."

The bishop recalled that one of Ms
first acts as prime ministerhad been
to send envoys to various African
countries to sound out official at-

titudes toward his new regime.
He refused to name the countries

but said that "without exception,
these countries recognized a new
reality" and indicated that they
would be prepared to recognize the

government If the U.S. and Britain
did.

"They are waiting for the big
powers. As soon as the Mg powers
take the lead, there are many, many
countries ready to follow," he said.
Muxorewa also said the defection

of some members of his parliamen-
tary coalition in Salisbury did not
threaten his political future.

Somoza awaits rebel attack,

hints he may step down
MANAGUA (AP) . — The Sandlnlsta
rebels threatened a new attack on
Managua as President Anastaaio
Somoza hung on and his army made
no progress against the guerrillas.

The guerrillas' Radio S&ndlno said
the attack on Managua would begin
yesterday, but the offensive did not
materialize.

The Sandlnistaa have battled the
National Guard to a standstill in
Rivas and in the last six weeks have
won control of 26 other cities and
towns, forming a noose around
Managua. They also control a
stretch of territory along the
southern border with Costa Rica,
which served as the launching pad
.for their latest offensive.
Somoza held a news conference In

WASHINGTON (AP). — The U.S.
Federal Aviation Administration
said yesterday it found numerous in-

stances of “ineffective and improper
maintenance and inspection prac-

tices" of the DC-10 aircraft
The agency, which on June 8

grounded all of the nation's DC-10
airliners because of a crash that kill-

ed 273 persons near Chicago on May
25, ordered stricter maintenance
guidelines and ordered regular and
comprehensive inspections.

An FAA spokesman said the agen-
cy's report on DC-10 maintenance
would have no immediate effect on
the grounding order. He said the in-

vestigation into the aircraft was con-

Shi’ites renew hits

over missing imam
BEIRUT (UPI). — Followers of the
Shla Moslem religious leader Iman
Moussa Sadr yesterday claimed
responsibility for an explosion which
took place at the Libyan embassy In

Beirut, late on Tuesday.
The explosion caused some

damage in the building but no
casualties were reported, police
sources said.

In a statement made available to

news agencies, Shiite sources pledg-

ed to maintain strikes at Libyan In-

terests and institutions until the
lman and two top sides are returned
safely to Lebanon.
Sadr and his two companions dis-

appeared on August 31 last year on
an official visit to the Libyan capital.

Libyan authorities then claimed he
had left for Italy. But nothing has
been heard of him since.

Rome Communists
purge leadership
after setback
ROME (AP). — The Italian Com-
munist Party has dropped five

members of Its key secretariat in a
major reshuffle following un-
precedented losses in national elec-

tions last month, the party an-
nounced yesterday.
Party leader Enrico Berlinguer

was reconfirmed in office, but the
nine-member secretariat, or ex-

ecutive body, was reduced to seven
members.
In the June 3-4 elections the Com-

munists lost four percentage points,

winning only 30 per cent of the vote,

in their first electoral setback in

post-war Italy.

At least 11 killed

in China earthquake
PEKING (AP). — A severe earth-

quake in east China's Jiangsu
(Kiangsu) province on Monday kill-

ed at least 11 persons and injured

many others, the Xinhua news agen-

cy reported yesterday.
The tremor struck Liyang county

in the southwestern part of the

province with a magnitude of six on

the Richter scale. About 70 per cent

of the houses in the Shangxlng com-
mune collapsed and most of the
houses in the Shangpei commune
were ruined by the shock.

The stricken area 1s about 250 km.
northwest of Shanghai and 100 km.
southeast of Nanking.

his fortified headquarters In
Managua and Implied he would
resign and leave Nicaragua If the
survival of fjke National Guard and
his Liberal Party were assured. But
he said he would "fight to the end" if

they were not.

He said his departure depends
heavily on American talks in Costa
Rica with the provisional junta that
the Sandinistaa named. He said he
trusts in the strength of the U.S. to
work out an acceptable agreement
with the junta.
Somoza acknowledged that the

halt of foreign arms shipments to his
forces was hurtinghis military effort
and said if the rebels keep getting
arms via Costa Rica and he finds no
new source for arms, “no force can
stop them."

The FAA said it found that
maintenance procedures often are
changed or substituted by air
carriers "with no Indication such ac-
tions are approved by the manufac-
turer or the Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration."

Meanwhile; an administrative law
judge ofthe National Transportation
Safety Board resumed hearings cm
the DC-10 controversy. McDonnell
Douglas is seeking a ruling that
would force the FAA to lift Its groun-
ding order.

Judge William Fowler moved the
hearings from Los Angeles, near
where the plane is made, to
Washington.

First male hurricane

batters Louisiana coast
NEW ORLEANS (AP). — Hurricane
Bob, the first Atlantic storm to bear
a man's name, battered aban-
doned oil platforms and drilling rigs
off the Louisiana coast early yester-
day and threatened flooding and
high tides.

The U.S. Weather Bureau said ear-
ly yesterday that the eye of the
storm was about 360 km. south-
southwest of New Orleans, moving
northeast at 10 to 25 kph. The front-

running squall line had already hit

the coast.

Peking panda prospers

TOKYO (AP). — The world’s first
giant panda born through artificial
insemination now la 10 months old
and a popular attraction at the Pek-
ing Zoo, China's Xinhua news agen-
cy said yesterday.
Xinhua said Yuanjlng, or

Crystal, was born at the zoo on
September 8, 1878. In the first two
days after she was weaned, she
refused to take food or drink; but
thanks to her keepers' care she soon
adapted to an independent life, the
agency added.

Whales van reprieve

LONDON (AP). — A U.S.-sponsored

proposal to ban worldwide commer-
cial whaling passed the Inter-,

national Whaling Commlaaion's
technical committee 11-6 yesterday.

Conference sources said the coun-
tries voting In committee for a ban
were Argentina, Australia, Britain,

France. Holland, Mexico, New
Zealand, Panama, Seychelles,
Sweden and the U.S.

A moratorium on commercial
whaling needs a 78 per cent vote in

the plenary session to succeed in the

23-nation commission that fixes kill

quotas for whales. Without such

quotas, whales would have been
wiped out years ago, the TWC says.

Nixon to see shah
SANCLEMENTE, California (UPI)

.

— Former U.S. president Richard
Nixon Is scheduled to go to Mexico
City today to visit the Shah of Iran,

his Office announced yesterday.

The brief statement said Nixon
would return to his San Clemente
home tomorrow. He is scheduled to

host a party for astronauts on Sun-

day at his Southern California estate

to mark the 10th anniversary of the

landing on the moon.

Sandinista

arms jet held

in Tunisia
TUNIS. — A U.S. cargo jet chartered
to transport Red Cross supplies for
Nicaraguan civil war victims was
being held at a Tunis airfield yester-
day, an unwilling party to on ap-
parent gun-running scheme for the

I .Sandlnlsta guerrillas.

The plane, en route from Beirut to

San Jose, Costa Rica, was forced to

land at a Tunisian military airfield

on Monday, but word of the incident
did not come to light until yesterday.
Negotiations were reported under

way between the U.S. ambassadorto
Tunisia and Tunisian officials to
remove arms and ammunition that
were loaded onto the Global Inter-
national Airways Boeing 707, and to
allow the’ plane and its four-man
American crew to leave..

“They said they had not been mis-
treated but were under quite a bit of
strain,” said Joseph Cboper, direc-
tor of operations for the Kansas City-
based charter firm, who had spoken
by telephone to the plane's captain.

The crew had earlier refused to
take off after discovering that their
cargo was not medical supplies but
arms and ammunition.
The Tunisians are now willing to

“let the air plane depart if we unload
It," Cooper said. "They loaded the
damned thing. They must unload it

themselves. We have no equipment.
They'll probably charge us an arm
and a leg to get somebody to do It.”

The State Department and Tuni-
sian officials refused to comment.

' (UPI, Reuter)

Pipelinefire
(CostUiDfld from pagel)

confirm sabotage.
Meanwhile, Iranian government

officials said that armed Iraqis and
other "counter-revolutionary
elements" landed on an Iranian
island Tuesday night and clashed
with Iranian security forces.

The officials said one Iranian
revolutionary guard was killed in the
fighting and one Iraqi wounded.
The officials said the incident oc-

curred on Minou Island, located
between Iran and Iraq In the Shatt

al-Arab river that feeds into the Per-
sian Gulf.

In Pirftnaha.hr, tens of thousands of

Kurds, many of them armed,
demonstrated throughout Iranian
Kurdistan yesterday In massive sup-

port for their autonomy demands.
The demonstration came during a

one-day strike called by the Kur-
distan Democratic Party to un-
derscore the autonomy call and to

protest What the party considered
anti-KDF reporting by Iran's state-

controlled radio and television.

Scores of Kurdish tribesmen,
wearingtasselled turbans and baggy
trousers, waved rifles and sub-
machine guns as they headed
demonstrations In several Kurdish
towns where the KDP has been in

virtual control for the last three
months.
There were no reports of violence.
In other developments yesterday:

• A mob armed with sticks and
knives attacked a hotel In the pop-
ular Caspian Sea resort of Motel e-

Que because men and women had
been swimming together on the
hotel's beach.
• Two more executions hiked the
total of Iranians executed by Islamic
courts to 301 since last February.
• Thirty-five tons of confiscated
heroin *nd worth millions of

dollars on the black market were
reported to have been destroyed by
Iran's revolutionary authorities. The
contraband seized from smugglers
over a 15-year period, had ac-

cumulated in the Health Ministry’s
warehouses, the Teheran daily
"Kayhan" said.

Vietnam blames

China for armed

‘provocations’
BANGKOK (Reuter). — Vietnam
yesterday accused China of repeated
armed provocations along their

tense border, but Peking dismissed

the charge as sheer fabrication.

Radio Hanoi said a Chinese bat-

talion attacked a Vietnamese border
village last Sunday, Mllfag people

and burning down houses.

The attack on Coc Pangvillage, in

C&o Rnwg province, was calculated

to maintain tension along the border.

Jeopardize Vietnam's security and
poison the atmosphere of the peace
talks between Hanoi and Peking, the

radio said.

A Chinese government spokesman
in Peking dismissed the Vietnamese
allegations and accused Vietnam of

constant border provocations.

The Vietnamese army newspaper
"Quan Doi Nhan Dan" said China's

expressed desire for normal
relations with Hanoi was a deception

because Pekingwas slandering Viet-

nam nnd seeking to weaken it.

India gov’t totters over religions issues
NEW DELHI, India (AP). — More
defections from Prime Minister
Morarji Deaai's ruling Janata Party
left it two seats short ofa majority in

the lower house of parliament
yesterday as debate began on a
crucial non-confidence motion.

The 28-month-old Janata govern-
ment could survive the vote, ex-
pected on Monday, If it maintains the
support of allied regional parties and
Marxist Communists.

The seven defections announced
yesterday brought to 34 the number
who have left the party since the
crisis began. All but two defectors

joined ranks with dissident Raj
Ofdli, the outspoken former health

minister, who has demanded that

Desal expel from the Janata a fac-

tion of Hindu nationalists known as

the Jana Sangh.
Opposition leader Y.B. Ghavan.

who moved the motion, told the
lower house after debate got un-

derway that the Janata leadership

had broght about a “crisis of con-

fidence" in the country. He appealed
to members to vote against Desal's

government by claiming it had
broken Independent India's tradition

of secular politics, an apparent
reference to the Hindu group's clout.

FAA finds bad maintenance for DC-lOs

turning.
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Bishop Abel Mnserevm, Rhodesia's first black premier, meets with.

CJ5. Secretary of State Cyrus Vance on Tuesday, daring the

Rhodesian’s trip to the U.S., where he Is trying to drum up support
for the controversial new regime. - (UPI telephoto)

Surprise: Smooth ratification

on SALT expected in USSR
MOSCOW (AF). — As public
hearings and Senate debate of the
SALT H treaty begin in Washington,
the Soviet ratification process offers
a study in contrasts.

The White House Is already con-
cedlng that some Senate
amendments will probably be need-
ed to gain ratification. But Soviet
president Leonid L Brezhnev was
already able to tell the Americans
last month In Vienna that he was
confident his own government would
give him no such problems.

Soviet ratification could come any
day, but Western diplomats say this

would be “a bad sign,” Indicating
the Russians are taking a hard line.

The diplomats suggest any quick
ratification here would be a sign of

Inflexibility, and underscoring of the
Soviet refusal to consider any
amendments by the U.S. Senate.

When he talked with U.S. Presi-

dent Jimmy Carter, Brezhnev “ex-
pressed his hope and also his con-

fidence that our legislature, the
Supreme Soviet, will approve the
treaty In the form as it was drafted
and signed,” Soviet spokesman
Leonid Zamyatin told a Viennanews
conference.
Then he added. “I hear laughter.

But I ascribe this laughter to a lack
of knowledge of the Soviet struc-
ture."
The Soviet structure for tre aty

ratification was laid out in its

specific public form just a year ago
with the publication of a law on
Supreme Soviet procedure. The
process was seen at work shortly
afterwards, following the November
3 signing of a treaty of friendship and
cooperation with Vietnam.
Chi December 8, a one-day joint

session was held of the committee
for foreign affairs of the two houses
ofthe Supreme Soviet— the Soviet of
ithe Union and the Soviet of
Nationalities.

Deputy Foreign Minister Nikolai
P. FIryubin presented a resolution
recommending ratification of the
treaty, and speeches followed.
Though these speeches were formal-
ly termed debate, none of them, as
reported in the newspapers, opposed
ratification or presented new ideas.
One week later the presidium, or

central governing body, of the
Supreme Soviet met and was ad-
dressed by Foreign Minister Andrei
Gromyko. An order of ratification

and a ratification instrument were
signed by Brezhnev at that meeting,

.

and the treaty formally went into

effect.

Carter seeks solution

as economy falters
WASHINGTON. — U.S. President
Jimmy Carter is calling employ-
ment experts to his domesticsummit
amid reports the administration is

predicting the UB. jobless rate will

climb to nearly seven per cent by toe

end of 1880.

Carter has been meeting dozens of

advisers tram government agencies
at Camp David for more than a
week, in an effort to formulate a
sweeping energy programme.
The advisers are drafting & com-

prehensive memorandum for the

president, expected to be completed
shortly.

Some congressmen and advisers

who have been asked to CampDavid
said proposals Include a major
development project for synthetic

fuel, emergency rationing and con-

servation programmes and a tem-
porary lifting of clear air laws that

prevent the burning of dirtier fuels,

such as coal.

The president is under pressure to

move quickly following his em-
barrassing cancellation last week of

a major scheduled energy speech.
While criticism against him has

died down since he has retreated to

Camp David to formulate w
programme. White House aldei
parently feel Carter must annouS
his plans as soon as possible fow
alleviate toe energy crisis as
recoup his political fortunes.

w
Rev. Jesse Jackson, a top.tta

black leader said after his meettn*
this weekend with Carter thaTS
president is "dealing with «

eiviUzational problem" and notw
as energy crisis.

Meanwhile, surging fuel and fesa
prices are pushing the UB. econoa,
toward a deeper recession
predicted and will likely, mefli,

double-digit Inflation for the
the congressional budget office

yesterday.
The budget office, which advise,

Congress on economic matters, * 1^
said unemployment will rise one to

two percentage points above it,

current level by the end of ago
meaning roughly one million to two
million more workers would W
without jobs.

The budget office is now
forecasting a slightly deeper rew*.
alon this year and a weaker recover)
next year. (AP, Reuter)

Fuel rationing to be instituted in Denmark
COPENHAGEN (AP). — The
Danish government said yesterday
that fuel rationing has become
necessary to replenish the country's
dwindling stockpiles of oil and
provide for Industry’s energy needs.
Minister of Trade Arne

Christiansen, who Is empowered to

act without parliament's approval,
told its Energy Committee that
restrictions are necessary, but did

not say when they would he imposed.
Informed sources said the supply,
to private consumers would
probably be reduced to 80 per cent of

last year's consumption.
Denmark's stockpile at heavy and

light fuel oil, diesel and other type,
of oil Is down to 107 days of normal
consumption, eight days less than at
the same time last year, the ministry
said.

U.S. army chiefs

endorse SALT-II
WASHINGTON (AP). — America's
top military leaders said yesterday
that the SALT-n treaty involves

acceptable risks, is in America's
national interest, is verifiable, and
represents "a modest but useful

step" toward balanced arms control.

But Air Force General David
Jones, the chairman of the Joint

Chiefs of Staff, said the treaty must
be coupled with vigorous efforts to

modernize U.S. strategic forces If

America's military security is not to

be imperiled.
Some administration officials

were worried that toe chiefs might
choose to take a lukewarm or even
hostile stancetoward thenew treaty.

CORSICAN BOMBERS. — Three
Corsican separatists who led a wave
of bombings were jailed for 13 yean
on Tuesday in Paris.

Expert says no harm

from Mexico oil spill

CIUDAD DEL CARMEN. Mexico
(AP). — Oil spilling into the Gulf of

Mexico from the runaway Ixtoo-1

oilwell has caused no drastkTcb-
vironmental damage and will nmr
reach the shores of Mexico or Two,
a senior Mexican oil company scien-

tist sold on Tuesday.

Jose Luis Garcia Luna, acjhanlttl
engineer, serves on tlrr

government's special committee
studying toe oil spill's effects. Ixtoe-I

has been goshlngout of control stnx
a flaming blowout on Jtune 8.

Spokesmen for Pemex r the

national oil company, said the well,

80 kilometres off the Oudad del

Carmen coast, has been spewing

about one and a half million gatton

of oil dally.

IEUAT TEL AVTV-YAFO
Tel Aviv DevelopmentFund

MALCHEI Y1SRAEL

CONCERT
On the 10th anniversary of his being appointed conductor
of the Israel Philharmonic Orchestra, ZUBIN MEHTA
will conduct the Orchestra in a ‘Malchei YisraeF Concert.

Soloists: ITZHAK PERLMAN, violin

MIKHAIL SVETLOV, tenor

With the Tel Aviv Philharmonic Choir,
Conductor AHARON HARLAP

Saturday, July 14 at 9 p.m. in Kikar Malchei Ylsrael
Entrance Free

Movement and parking of vehicles in the vicinity of the Square will

not be allowed from 8 p.m. until after the concert. The public is

asked to comply with the instructions of the police and the atten-

dants.

Programme:
Verdi (1813—1901): Overture to the opera, Foma del Destino;
Handel (1685—1759): Hallelujah Chorus from: the oratorio

,

Messiah; Sarasate (1844—1908): Fantasy on themes from Bizet f
s

Carmen ; Hebrew Songs.

Arias from the operas, Tosca (Puccini) and Rigoletto (Verdi)
Tchaikovsky (1840—1893): 1812 Overture (Opus 49) withfireworks.

Puccini (1858—1924): Strange Harmony and Star Spangled
Heavens , from Tosca
Puccini: Metendornie from Turandot
Verdi: Light Headed Women from Rigoletto
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U.S. fears mount over the development of an Islamic nuclear bomb’ and the free passage of oil
TALKOF U.S. military Intervention
to secure Middle Eastern oilfields is
becoming; increasingly fashionable
in Washington. Onlya few yearsago
even during the 1973-74 Arab oil em-
bargo. such speculation was con-
sidered taboo.

Alt now U.S. officials cpnoede that
the most recent oil price increases
the petrol queues in many parts of
the country and spiralling Inflation
are giving1 new Impetus to military
plannerswhohave long believed that
the U.S. might eventuallyhave togo
Into the Persian Gulf to "defend 1

’ the
flow of oil to the West.
Reflecting the new respectability

now accorded such a scenario, 'The
Ntfw York Times" last week publish-
ed two articles on the subject.
Military affairs analyst Drew-
Middleton reviewed the contingency
thtakfog at the Pentagon. And on the
op-ed page, a Harvard professor
made a casefor direct U.S. military
action against the OPEC states.
• Few observers in Washington ac-
tually expect the U.S. to move in the
immediate future. There would have
to-be considerably more economic
turmoil before the American public,
Congress and the White House would
be prepared to employ the military
option. Yet in recent weeks several

•AT- THIS HEIGHT of recent violent
disturbances in Uganda, as Baganda
demonstrators stoned cars, set fire
to government property and releas-
ed prisoners from police stations, a

1

battered red saloon car screeched to
& halt outside Kampala’s central
post office and the mobs
were

,
suddenly hushed.

The driver of the car— a senior of-

ficial from the Interior Ministry —
had Come to check on the post of-
fice's security safeguards. But It was
hi* tiny bodyguard who was the
focus of attention. As the 12-year-old
boy stepped out ofthe carand strode

; up the post office steps alongside the
official, eyes in the quietened crowd
registered shock.
The boy soldier wore a tank

driver's helmet, a baggy camouflage
battledress and a pair- of oversized
yellow plastic Wellington boots.
Dangling from a strap across Ms
scrawny shoulders hung a shiny
black submachine-gun and he had
spare cartridges of ammunition
tucked into his loose leather belt.

He glared defiantly around hi™ at
the knots of staring Bag&nda
demonstrators and then marched
briskly Into the post office with a
look of disdain.

His name is Jack, and he’s an
orphan. Already he's become part of

the legend of Uganda’s recent libera-

tion war. Both his parents were shot

A& A PITILESS war between San-,

dfoista guerrillas and the dying
regime of General Anastaslo Somoza
rages just over their northern fron-

tier in Nicaragua, the Inhabitants of
San Jos6, the capital of Costa Rica,
are flocking in their hordes to see
.'The Merry Widow,” a ridiculously

tuneful operetta about Mgh jinks in

Paris at the beginning of the cen-

tury.

The ornate National Theatre, built

00 years ago, is a perfect setting for

FrSmc Lehar's frivolity,, with its

pai&ngs ofhalf-clad nymphs and its

meim>riala to half-forgotten com-

- Thai whole performance is a
reminder that, however much
foreigner* may lump all the Central

American states together as one,
there are vast differences In life

ftyle between them — Costa Rica
coming out as by far the calmest and
most civilized of them all.

VSanJos£, an untidy city of 200,000,

Is about as different In atmosphere
-from- the murderous horrors of
Managua, the Nicaraguan capital,

as any city could be.

While Managua has been the seat
of a cruel and despotic ruling family
since 1923, San Joa6 has been the

capital where, for decades, one con-

stitutional and popularly elected

government has succeeded the other
otregular four-year terms.

'

Last year, a"right-of-centre poHtl-

biam Rodrigo Carazo, succeeded the

moderate left- of-centre leader,
Daniel Oduber, as president. The
/country has gone on peacefully
enough, growing and exporting Its

coffee bananas, and the effect on
the man In the street was scarcely

perceptible." ...
In. recent years, it has only

fleettagly caught the headlines as a
refuge for the U.S. financier Robert
Veaco'. and he left last year under
threat of deportation by the in-

coming Carazo.

THE PRESENCE of Vesco In Costa
BJca, which gave the country an un-
fortunate image as a haven for

gangsters, was In fact the result of

the working'of a law.which ltadf was

THE GONG awakens them at B a.m.
:

to- days of nothingness.

No work, no shops, no streets, no
mail, nothing but thousands upon
thousands of human beings
everywhere, and a slim, desperate
hop*, of getting out.

Here on Pulau Bidong, an island in

the South China Sea 35 kms. off the

'Malaysian coast,' 42,000 "Boat
People" refugees from Vietnam are \

crammed. Into a camp on 3 square

kttMh'-o! level ground wedged
between hills.This collection of-huts

kVeity of misery that ranks as one
M the most densely populated spots

6b earth.

. ®be government says R has towed
tier*' than 14,000 newly arrived
*!Boat people" back out to sea since

r
^nm-June, but it says It will nert evict

thfi jena of thousands already in

'brfugee camps. •

Meanwhile, the thousands wait in
-. Pulau Bidong, a city like no other.

^wro Ttre no roads, only small
Paths that weave their way aimless-
ly kBUragfhe-clozely huddled hpfta of
*Pod'.'covered with plastic or zinc
sheeting.' or by cotton; flour bags.

OILFLOW
highly publicized leaks to the news
media disclosed some of the possible
steps available.

By WOLF BLITZER / Post Washington Correspondent

THE WHITEHOUSE lost month, for
-example, hosted two top-secret
policy planning sessions during
whichthe green light was given to In-
crease. U.S. military preparedness
for passible intervention in the Mid-
dle East.
Secretary of Defence Harold

Brown confirmed in a television in-
terview that a no.ooo man force was
being prepared for possible use out-
side Europe— which means the Mid-
dle East
In recent weeks,. official U.S.

sources have revealed that U.S. air-

borne forces stationed at Fort
Bragg, North Carolina, are prepared
to fly to the Middle East aboard
giant C-5A and C-141 military
transport planes. For the last five
years. Drew Middleton wrote last
week. “The Marine Corps him been
perfecting plans for seaborne lan-
dings in the Middle East."

According to well-placed U.S.
sources, much of the current talk is
designed to deter Soviet-backed
radicals from trying to block oil

shipments. But, at the same time,
the sources noted that the U.S.' was
hoping that the OPEC countries
might realize that continuingto raise
prices could result In swift U.S.
retaliation.

crease their prices every few
months.

U.S. decision to help build the new
Negev airbases than meets the eye.

“The mood in the U.S.,” one
source said, "could Change over-
night, despite the Vietnam ex-
perience."

U.S. officials recognize that their

military credibility has been serious-

ly weakened in recent years, es-

pecially in the wake of the Iranian
revolution. Despite America’rheavy
Investment in the shah, Washington
was unable to prevent Ms downfalL
That may be one reason why the

OPEC countries feel so free to ln-

ONE ELEMENT of the recent talk
on military intervention, not fre-

quently discussed but very much in
the minds of senior Pentagon
planners. Is the critical strategic ally
role Israel could play during an arm-
ed take-over of the oilfields.

. Israel's sophisticated .airbases
would be of extreme Importance In

such an operation. Israel's location
Is "perfect" as a staging and re-
supply base for assaults against
Saudi Arabia and the other Gulf
sheikhdoms to the south, as well as
against Libya to the west, according
to military thinkers.
"We know that we could rely on

Israel to help whenever we moved,"
one analyst said. "We simply take
that for granted."

.

Thus, there may be more to the

THERE ARE sharp differences of
opinion within the U.S. Government
regarding the wisdom of even talk-
ing privately about direct action
against the oil states. On one side is

the State Department, which op-
poses such talk. Officials there feara
negative Arab reaction might make
the currently bad situation even
worse.
But some National Security

Council officials, backed by many
voices in the Pentagon and the In-
telligence community, believe that
U.S., blustering might prove helpful.
At the moment, this school of
thought seems to he dominant.
Recent threats by Libyan

strongman Mnammar Gaddafi or
by FLO leader Yasser Arafat to
block oil shipments through the Gulf

of Hormuz have had the added effect
of strengthening those U.S. officials

calling for a more forceful U.S.
policy.

Another directly related, but not
well-known, aspect of the entire
debate are the reports that Gaddafi
is financing tbe production of the
first "Islamic nuclear bomb” by
Pakistan.
U.S. intelligence reports have

painted a dire picture of this
possibility — one that would throw
all previous estimates of direct In-

tervention off-balance, if it
materialized.

For obvious reasons, Israel has
been carefully monitoring the
progress of the Pakistan atomic
bomb programme. India, which has
already exploded a nuclear device,
also fears Pakistan's Intentions. But
officials In Jerusalem have even
more cause for concern, according
to reliable analysts in Washington.
And that's another reason why talk

of U.S. action Is being heard so loud-
ly today.

Uganda’s 12-year-old giant-killer
dead earlier this year by Amin’s
marauding soldiers, who had broken
ranks and fled before Invading
columns of Tanzanian troops aTlti

Ugandan exiles.

A detachment of Uganda guerrillas
from the Klkosi wa Maalum
(Special Force) found Jack sitting
alone by the roadside as they swept
up through the swamps and marshes
of Lake Victoria’s western shoreline.
He told them he wanted to fight the
men who had killed Ms parents.
Rather than leave Mm to starve,
they gave Mm a gun and uniform
and took him along on the gruelling
march to Kampala.

“JACK the Giant-Killer," as Mb com-
rades call him, is reputed to have
killed 10 men since that day, fighting
in several pitched battles and bloody
ambushes against Amin’s soldiers
and their Libyan allies. .

Now he's billeted in a ramshackle
stucco bungalow in a badly looted
Kampala suburb and fully expects to-

be inducted into the new model
Uganda army wMch la soon to be
recruited and trained by the. Tan-
zanians.

Before Axflin could establish Ms
dictatorial military rule In the early
1970s, he had first to neutralize
Uganda's original British-trained

regular army, which consisted main-
ly of non-Baganda northern tribes

which remained loyal to the deposed
President Milton Obote.

Men from Obote "a own Langi tribe

and their equally martial
neighbours, the Acholi, suffered far

more under Amin's reign of terror

By HUGH O’SHAUGNESSY
San Jori

light military duties, anda guard for

rural assistance.
Both are well named. But the lack

of a force prepared for serious
fighting is causing some anxiety;

since Costa Ricans tear that the
Nicaraguan war may spill over their

northern border and they wiH-have
little with which to eject the
belligerent forces.

At a checkpoint near Peftaa Blan-
cas, where the Sandlnistas and
General Somoza’s army are slugg-

ing It out on the northern border, a
rural guard Bald to me: "We're real-

ly trained to help people and give
them advice, not to fight.”

His confession was naive and enor-

mously refreshing in a continent

where possession ofa uniform usual-

ly confers on the wearer the right to

< do almost anything he likes with the

despairing civilians.

To stiffen up the civic guards'
defensive capabilities, Venezuela
has sent some heavy weapons. But It

la difficult to know whether the Costa
Ricans have been able to master
them yet or could use them effective-

ly. •

Anastaslo Somoxa
(CameraPress)

a reflection of Costa Rica's tranquili-

ty and which originally aimed to at-

tract moderately wealthy foreigners

to the country to spend their declin-

ing years in peace and a pleasant

climate.
They say a happy country la one

without history and, If that la true,

then Costa Rica la very happy. One
of the sources of a present em-
barrassment has to do with Costa

Ricans' search for a peaceful life-

Xn 1948, the government decreed
hat the army should be abolished,

and so It was. The country now has a

small civic guard, which la trained in

DESPITE the danger springing
from their virtual defencelessness,

the Ticos, as the Costa Ricans are
universally nicknamed, are almost
to a man In favour of the Sandlnistas
and against the Somoza dictatorship.

They recall that the present dic-

tator's father, Anastaslo Somoza
Garcia, took advantage of the dis-

solution of the Costa Rican army to

invade — an invasion that was
beaten off after a week's desultory
fighting.

Costa Rica has broken off
diplomatic relations with the
Somoza regime and has turned a
blind eye to the use the Sandlnistas
have made of Its territory to launch
attacks on the dictatorship.

In a violent Latin America, where
militarism is the rule and Brazil and
Argentina give the impression of

racing to build atom bombs, the

Tiros relax and boast not of their

military capabilities but of the beau-
ty of their women.

(Observer Foreign News Service!

Bj TEE EE
‘Kuala Lumpur

When the sun la Mgh, it is un-

bearably hot in the makeshift
shelters! When it rains, rivers run
right through them.
There Is no electricity for the huts-

The flames of kerosene oil lamps
flutter and Mow out In the monsoon
winds thatsweep over the island and
knife through the shelters.

There la no running water. About

120 wallahave beendug haphazardly
throughout the camp, gaping holes

that can swallow the careless at

night

DRINKING and cooking water must

be brought in by boat from the

Malaysian port city of Kuala
Trengganu, along with rice, sugar,

.

fresh vegetables, meat, fish and

other necessities bought for the

. camp by the UN High Commissioner

for Refugees, the agency that has

assumed financial responsibility for

all "Boat People" in Malaysia.

There is no hospital on the island.

Those who are very Hi ore taken out

to a French hospital sMp, the lie de
Lumiere, anchored offshore. .

Communications Is by a public-

address system and word of mouth.
There is no post office, and the

refugees saddle visiting reporters

with hundreds of letters' to be taken

out and mailed to relatives.

The surrounding hills on this

otherwise-uninhabited island, which
just a year ago were green with

'

dense tropical forests, are growing
barren as the refugees cut away at

the trees for their wood. The palm
trees lining the beaches are stripped

of their coconuts.
There la only one school, a small

wooden .structure, where smaller
children try to learn English and
French, hoping this will give them a
better chance to get to the U.S. or

France.
There are. two Christian churches .

on a small hill and a Chinese
Buddhist temple. Many of the

refugees flock to these houses of

worship, no doubt asking for divine

help la reaching a final haven.

By IAN MATHESON / Kampala

Jack and Ms fellow guerrillas of
the Klkosi wa ManTurn increasingly
hold the key to *m« war-torn coun-
try's future. The boy soldier la just
one among aerveral thousand
members of the Uganda National
Liberation Army (UNLA) who have
been growing increasingly restive at
the way they feel- they have been
uaed and discarded by the
politicians, academics and
professional men who make up the
ruling Uganda National Liberation
Front (UNLF).

than the Baganda, despite the
latter's sense of frustrated ambition
and commercial loss.

Tens of thousands of Langi and
Acholi were slaughtered in
systematic purges by Amin’s Nubian
and Sudanese “extermination
squads." Many fled into exile in Tan-
zania, where they were discouraged
from striking back. A disastrously
ill-planned invasion attempt in 1972
led to their being "quarantined" by
Tanzanian President Julius
Nyerere.

But in the ensuing years, while
Amin set about establishing some
form of coerstve modus vivendi with
the Baganda and other southern
tribes, the determination of- the
Langi and Acholi exiles to return to

their battered homeland only Inten-
sified.

When the Ugandan dictator's grip
began to weaken in 1975, and inter-

national opinion swung decisively
against his blood-stained regime, a

new crop of exile organizations
emerged in neighbouring Kenya, as
well as in Europe and the U.S.
These were made up mostly of

frustrated intellectuals,
businessmen and senior southern
military officers who had found
themselves shorn of opportunities
for advancement under Amin.
Although heavily financed by
Western religious and commercial
organizations, their numbers were
few.
Even as the Kenya-based exiles

began to poke and prod at Amin'*

regime In lightning guerrilla raids
and bungled assassination attempts.
Amin continued broadcasting war-
nings that the Langi and Acholi —
"Obote’s Boys” — were the real
enemy.
When, late last year, Nyerere com-

' mitted himself to Amin’s overthrow
In the wake of large-scale Ugandan,
incursions Into Tanzania, the Tanza-
nian president tried to persuade the
various exile groups to drop their -

differences and work together with
his own array in the common cause
of liberating Uganda. It was an offer
they could not refuse.
But Amin's army collapsed much

faster than the planners of the inva-
sion had expected. Striking columns
of the Kikosl wa Maalum — led
largely by the Langi and Acholi —
were soon sweeping up past Masaka
and Mbarara and approaching the
outskirts of Kampala.
One senior commander of this

force told me: "X had decided to die
on Uganda soli if necessary, rather
than spend another day in exile. I
had sworn to see my mother in Gulu
this year. Nothing could atop me or
my men. Not even Nyerere."
But stop them Nyerere did. In ear-

ly March, just after the Klkosi wa
Maalum had fought and won the
decisive battle of the six-month war
at Lukaya, nothing stood between
them and the capital but gangs of

badly armed Amin supporters and
Ill-prepared Libyan reinforcements.
Fearing a protracted and bloody

civil war if the Langi and Acholi
reached the capital before other ex-
ile groups fighting on separate

At long, long: last!

10KUOS
IN 23 DAYS

under medical supervision

For the first time in Israel, you can now slim off in a healthy manner. Quickly,
pills. No massages. No exercises and no drastic diet.

SURPRISING RESULTS
The International Slimming Centre's method has been extensively tested in the
U.S.A. according to stringent regulations, and has proven itself above all expecta-
tions. This method enables you to lose the maximum amount of weight in the
minimum amount of time. It rebuilds your body, ridding it of those
timetres as though they never existed.

LONG-TERM RESULTS
Our method slims and makes sure
that you stay that way. Your surplus

weight won't return because our ef-

ficient method is programmed for

long-term results.

MUSCLE POWER 1

With our treatment, you'll feel younger, dynamic and full of life. This

wonderful feeling will let you enjoy every minute of the day.

ADDITIONAL MERITS
A radiant appearance. Strong, resilient skin. A refreshed feeling. These are but a few
of the results of International Slimming Centre's treatment which has been suc-
cessfully tried and tested by thousands of men and women of all ages.

Muammar Gaddafi
(Camera Prent

fronts, the Tanzanians ordered the
Klkosi wa Maalum to pull hack and
surrender much of the ground they
had won.
Representative guerrilla groups

were then hastily summoned toa un-
ity conference in Moshl Vn northern
Tanzania at wMch they formed tbe
UNLF under the chairmanship of

Yusufu Lule. a Muganda
traditionalist and now ousted aa
president.
Under the control of this umbrella

body, the war was resumed and
finally won. But Nyerere's attempt
to impose unity on a basically
fragmented force has led to la-

creasing bitterness on the part ofthe
men who had waited eight long years
in exile, only to find that they had
been "stabbed In the hack" by Lule
and the Baganda.
Power brokers in the UNLF have,

now attempted to defuse the confron-
tation between Baganda interests

and disgruntled northern military
commanders by replacing Lule with
Godfrey Binalsa, a more moderate
Muganda politician who haa already
promised to take measures intended
to restore morale among the ranks of

the liberation army.
The future of Uganda as a national

entity may well depend on Binalaa's
ability to hold the ring betweennorth
and south.

(Observer Foreign News Service)
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A FEW MilMUTES A DAY IS ALL YOU NEED
V

We don't demand too much of your time. You choose your own daily time-table.

The Centre is open every day of the week with no mid-day closing.

YOU WILL BE TREATED BY PROFESSIONALS
At no charge, without placing you under any obligation', they will provide you with a

diagnosis, and accordingly, proscribe treatment suited to your build.

LIMITED NUMBER OF PLACES
So as to offer you the best possible attention and treatment, we have had to limit

the number of places available each day. We therefore recommend that you make
your first appointment with us in advance.

FOR MEN AND WOMEN
The Centre is open from Sunday to Thursday for 10 consecutive hours, and on Fri-

day, for 6 consecutive hours.

International Slimming Centres

Paris, Toulouse, and now in Tel Aviv.

Migdalor Bldg., 1 Rehov Ben Yehuda (ground floor).

Tel. 03-58784, 93-58259.

PLEASE PHONE BETWEEN 9 A.ft/L AND 7 P.M.
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Seaver passes Young's strikeout mark

Homers give Phillies victory
NEW YORK (£P). — A pair ofhome
runs by Del Unaer and Mike Schmidt
led the Philadelphia Phillies to &
come-from-behind 6-5 victory over
the San Diego Padres on Tuesday
night.

Two home runs by Barry Foote
and one by Ivan DeJesus led the
Chicago Cubs over the Atlanta
Braves 7-3 for their fifth straight vic-
tory.

Tom Seaver moved Into sixth
place on the all-time career strikeout
List, past Cy Young, as the tXncinnati
Reds beat the St. Louis Cardinals 4-2.

Seaver, who struck out eight In six

innings, boosted his career total to

2,323.

Kent Tekulve, Pittsburgh's third
reliever in the ninth inning, finally

choked off a Houston rally after two
runs had scored, and the Pirates
edged the Houston Astros 4-3.

Houston relief ace Joe Samblsto
pitched the top of the ninth and ex-

tended his string of not allowing an
earned run to 361/3 innings ~ Dave
Parker's two-run single keyed
Pittsburgh's offence.

Relleyer Woody Fryman hit Terry
Whitfield with a bases-loaded pitch
in the 13th inning and the San Fran-
cisco Giants went on to score three
more runs for an 11-7 victory over
the Montreal Expos.
Ron Gey singled home the tie-

breaking run in the seventh inning
after Reggie Smith's run-scoring
double and knotted the score, and the

Los Angeles Dodgers went on to beat
the New York Mets 7-4.

In the American League, the
Detroit Tigers » rallied with three
runs in the ninth for a 6-0 vic-

tory over the Minnesota Twins.
The Chicago White Sox scored

three runs without a hit In the
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seventh inning en route to a 6-3 vic-

tory over the Texas Rangers.
The Cleveland Indians sent the

City Royals to their 10th loss

in 11 games, 7-4, scoring two runs on
Andre Thornton’s homer and three

on a double by Ron Hassey.
Rick Honeycutt pitched a two-

hitter and Leon Roberts and Bill

Stein homered as the Seattle
Mariners beat the New York
Yankees 5-1.

The California Angels rallied for

two runs in the eighth inning and
edged the Boston Red Sox 4-3.

BASEBALL STANDINGS
AMERICAN LEAGUE

EAST

Softball State Cup play

starting today at Gezer

Coetzee vs. Tate in championship bout

Injured fists don’t hinder SA boxer

W L PCT. GB
Baltimore 56 80 .651 —
Boston 62 32 .619 3

Bdwaukee 49 38 .568 7H
New York 48 39 -502 BH
Detroit 41 43 .488 - 14

Cleveland 41 45 .477 16
Toronto 28 60 -818 29

WEST
California 52 37 .884 —
Texas 49 37 -570 IK
Minnesota 45 40 -029 8

Kansas City 43 43 -500 7%
Chicago 89 46 .459 11

Seattle 38 81 .427 14

Oakland 38 69 .278 27%

NATIONALLEAGUE
EAST
W L PCT. GB

Montreal 48 31 .608 —
Chicago 44 86 ABO 4%
Philadelphia 46 40 A36 6%
Pittsburgh 42 38 -828 8%
St. Louis 42 40 Al

2

7%
New York 32 48 .400 16%

WEST
Houston 53 86 A96 —
Cincinnati 46 42- .523 6%
Ban Francisco 42 48 .483 10

San Diego 40 50 .444 13/1/2
Atlanta 87 80 .428 18
Los Angeles 88 82 .409 16%

By JACK LEON
Jerusalem Post Sports Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Sixteen teams from
the Golan to. the Arava are taking

part in the Israel -Softball League's
first State Cup tournament.
Following one game todlay. the

main series of first-round regional

contests take place on Saturday. The
competition, co-sponsored by the Tel

Aviv Municipality, the Aasociation of

Americans and Canadians in Israel

and the U.S. Embassy, continues on
a mtHnwni basis over the two follow-

ing weekends.

Seven non-league sides are among
the entries, league secretary Jerry
Gl&ntz told The Jerusalem Post
yesterday. They include teams from
the WUJS Institute at Arad and
Mbshav Idan in the Arava, as well as
squads made up of students from
Jerusalem and UN personnel ser-

ving on the Golan Heights. Most of

the non-leaguers signed up as a
result of a report on the upcoming
tournament in this paper last week.
Glantz reported.
The tournament gets under way at

Kibbutz Geser at 4 p.m. today, with
the hosts playing in a round-robin
with tbe Jerusalem student and
Jerusalem “city” teams (the latter

Indian star, injured, out
BIRMINGHAM (AP). — Spinner
Chandrasekhar was yesterday rul-

ed out of the Indian team to meet
England In the first cricket Test at
Edgbaston, which starts today.
Tendon trouble keeps Chan-

drasekhar out of the squad.
The bowler's absence comes as

something of a surprise. He first felt

the trouble playing against

is also a non-league entry). The two
contestants qualify for the quarter-
finals on July 21 .

Saturday's schedule of games: at
Tzemah on Lake Kizmeret — Emek
Hayarden vs. UN Golan; at Kibbutz
Shomrat — Kibbutz Eln Dor vs.
Shomrat-Adamit; at Kibbutz Gal-On
— a round-robin between the hosts,

WUJS and Idan, with two teams go-
ing through. At all these venues, play
starts at 1 p.m.
The remaining three games are

taking place at Tel Aviv's Yarkon
Park “Sportek" complex, near the
Ibn Gabirol bridge. They are —
AACI, Tel Aviv vs. Bemie's Bottle
Club,•Tel Aviv U0 a.m.): U.S. Em-
bassy vs. AACI Maon Tiran,
Herzliya (i:30 p.m.); and AACI
“Tops and Bottoms'* vs. Tel Aviv
Maccab! (3:30 p.m.). The latter two
AACI sides are also among the non-
league entries.

The Tel Aviv University Meds,
winner of the 10-team softball
league’s Just-concluded first season
of competition, has. been forced to
miss the cup tournament because its

players are taking examinations.
The competition will be held under

official fast pitch softball rules, with
nine players per side and including

. bunting and stealing, Glamtx said.

of Test match
Hampshire last week, but announced
yesterday his Injury was still pain-
ful.

The Test is a vital one for England
fast bowler Bob Willis, who has
played 30 consecutive test matches.
Willis has taken Just three first class

wickets this season, and the Test is

regarded as a make or break one for

him. I

By BENJAMIN RAPHAEL
Observer Foreign News Service

The fists of a boxer, you would
think, must be -utterly invulnerable.

An inherent weakness in the hands
would surely stifle any pretensions
to fighting for the world title.

This makes the performance in

Monte Carlo of South Africa's Gerrie
Coetzee on June 24 all the more
startling. In the first roundr he
knocked down former world
heavyweight champion Leon Spinks

three times with a right hand that

has twice been operated on but is so
effective that the referee stopped
this final eliminator for the world ti-

tle after two minutes three seconds.
It was announced in Johannesburg

yesterday that Coetzee will meet
John Tate of the U.8. la Pretoria on
October 20.

Sol Kerzner. managing director of
a hotel chain sponsoring the fight,

said American promoter Bob Arum
bad signed a deal with a major
television network to show the bout
in the U.S., and the clash would be
billed as a world championship con-
test.

Coetzee broke both hands when he
successfully defended his South
African title two years ago by out-
pointing Mike Schutte. If this
demonstrated his courage it also
showed a fragility which had to be
rectified.

Coetzee subsequently -underwent
operations involving the insertion of

& small piece of his hip bone into bis

right band and the furing of his car-
pals to his metacarpals.

If you feel the back of his hand —
and almost every South African in
Monte Carlo last Sunday was doing
so — it is curiously irregular and

y
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TELEVISION ]

EDUCATIONALc--- 10.00- Calopsl
Stories 10.15 English 8. 1042 Music—
African 10.53 Story of an Orphan Girl

(part 5) 16.00 This la It — live youth
magazine. 16.40 Holiday stories 17.00

Tfcunderbirda
CHILDREN'S PROGRAMMES
17.60 Rltch-Ratch — children’s enter-
tainment

18.00

What's Up — people and events
In the news

First Programme

7.07

Morning Concert — Bach:
Brsndcnburg^ Concerto No. 2 to F 'Ma-
jor (Pablo Casals) , English Suite No.
8 (George Malcolm). Violin Concerto
No. 1 In A Minor (Perlman, Baren-
boim); Orff: CalulU Cannlna (Or-
xnandy) ; Brahms: Cello Sonata in E
Minor. Op. 38 (Jacqueline du Pre.
Barenboim ) ; Chopin : Grand Fantasy
on Polish Songs Op. 13 (Rubinstein.
Ormandy): Schumann: Symphony
No. 1 Op. SB. Spring (Kubelik)
10.08 Radio story
10.18 A Little Anthology
10.40 Knowledge for All

11.18 (stereo) : Musical Interlude
11.88 Foikmuslc
12.03 (stereo): The Muslcamera
Trio: Avraham Melamed, violin;
Shulamlt Lorain, cello; Idlth Zvi.
piano — Haydn: Trio No. 1 In E
Minor; Shostakovich: Trio Op. 67
13.00 Marc Lavry: Zsraeliana;
Rimsky-Korsakov: Suite Op. 87 from
Tsar Saltan; Shostakovich: Suite No.
2 for Ballet

14.10 Children's programmes
33.23 Magazine on entertainment and
the arts

16.08 (Stereo): The Jerusalem
Symphony Orchestra — Vivaldi:
Cello Concerto in C Major (Uzi
Wiese). Antoni Ros*Marba);-
Brahma: Motet Op. 74 (The Friedrich
von Spec Choir, Karl Berg) ; Sibelius:
Symphony No. 8 (Alexander tSlfaaon)
17.00 (stereo): Yalr Ideas, violin:

Arleh Verdi
.
piano — Bartok: Sonata

for Violin Solo: Ravel; Sonata (1827)

20.03 Music Magazine
21.00 Everyman's University

21.30

Talmud Lesson
21.50 Introduction to (he Oral Law
22.09 (stereo): The Radio Stuttgart

Orchestra, Url Segal conducting,
with Vladimir Ashkenazy, piano —
Franz Schreker: Prelude to Die
Gexelehneten; Bartok: Plano Concer-
to No. 2: Schubert: German Dances;
Mahler: Adagio from Symphony No.

10
23.23 (stereo i : Jazz x 37

00.10 (stereo) : Musical Miniatures

CINEMAS

JERUSALEM, 4. 7. 9.

Amon: The Boys from Brazil. 4. 6.30,

9;' Eden: Le Gendarme Ex-
traterrestrial; Edison: Shlagger:
Bahlnkh: My Mother the General;

Kflr: Dtzengoff 66. 4, 6.45. 9.U;
Mitchell: Concorde Affair. 6.45. 6:

Orgll: Pete's Dragon, 4.' 6.45, 6;

.
Orton: Odds and Evens, 4, 6.30. 9; Or-

na: The Thirty Nine Steps. 6.45. 9,

The Muppet Movie. 10. 4.30; Ron:
Miracles Still Happen; Semadar:
Heaven Can Walt. 7. 9.13; Small
Auditorium Blayenei Ha’ooma:
Autumn Sonata: Israel Museum : The
Cup la Ours. 11. 3.30; <3nrmu I:

The Paratrooper*. 7. 9-

TEL AVIV. (JB. 7.15, 9-30

Allrnliy: Lc Gendarme Ex-
traterrestrial: BenYehuda: Same
Time Next Tear: Chen: Pete's

Dragon; Qnrma One: The Magnifi-

cent Seven: Cinema Two: .Coming
Home: Dekel: Midnight Express. 7.

ARABIC-LANGUAGE programmes:
16.30 News roundup

—r Flipper: The*. escapades of

Flipper the dolphin

t ISkPOiJtetween Citizen and State — a
panel answers questions from the
audience
19.30 News
HEBREW PROGRAMMES
resume at 20.00 with Match of the
Week
20.80 Programme Trailer

21.00

Mqbat newsreel
21.38 Starsky and Hutch: Targets
without badge

2nd Programme

6JO Travis McGee — Radio thriller

series
7.00 This Morning — news magazine
8JO Good Morning— songs, chat with
Rlvka Michael!
13.08 Midday — news commentary,
music
14JO Stags and Screen— songs from
musicals
18.08 Sephardi songs — recordings of

a live performance
16.10 Any Questions
17.10 Travis McGee — selections
from the daily thriller aeries

18.08 Once Circle — magazine on the
Jewish World
1BJ8 Bible Reading — Paalma: 117,

116
19.00 Today — people and events In

the news
20.10 Free Time — magazine for hob-
bles and recreation
21.08 Folk songs

22.05

"On a Deserted Island"
28.08 Just BetweenUs— listeners air
their problems in a live radio
programme.

NEWS IN ENGLISH
7.00 (Fourth. Fifth)
14.00 (Fiiurth. Fifth >

18.00 (Fourth) *

20.00 (Fourth)
22.00 f Fifth (

•

00.30 (Fifth) ‘

* Fourth programme: 737 kHz:
Jerusalem aren $74: central Israel
'1029

- Fifth programme: Short wave and
.FM 88.2 MHz

BBC
1322 KiloHertz:
Overseas Service newsreels at 14.00.

.17.00 and 20.15

voice of peace
Continuous music 24 hours a day.

News broadcasts: Weekdays—hourly
7.00 R.m -IH.OO p.m.: 22.00-24.OOSatiir-

days 9 a. ui. -18.00 p.m.; 32.00-24.00

‘9.18; Drive-In; The Thief of

Baghdad: Esther: Dtzengoff 99: Gat:

Autumn 'Sonata; Gordon: La
Carapate: Hod: My Mother the

General; Limor: International

Velvet, 4 .30. 7. 8.30: Maxim: The

Muppets. 10.80. 12.15. 4JO, 7. 9:

Mograbl: The Deer Hunter. 5, 8.30;

Ophlr: The Thief of Baghdad: Orly:

Magic; Pari*: Wedding; Peer: Who
to Killing the Great Chefs of Europe?

Rumal Aviv: Dersu Uzala, 7, 9.80;

Arttotlm in Action, 4.30: Royal:

Married and Unfaithful; SbahafT: Go-

ing Steady, 4JO. 7.15. 6.30;

Studio: California Suite, 4, 7J8. 9.30:

Tchrlrt: Mickey Mouse Golden

Jubilee, 4.30. 6.30. 9.30; Tel Aviv:

Shiagger; Zafon: Heave)) Can Walt.

HAIFA. 4. 6.45. 9

Amphitheatre: Odds and Evens; Ar-

men: Shlagger: Atamon: The Boys

from Brazil: Chen: Midnight Ex-

press: GtUor: The Spider Invasion.

10. 2. 7; The Arch of Fire. 12. 4. »;

Miron : Goodbye Emmanuel ; Moriah

:

Fedora. 6.48, 9; Ordan: Interiors;

Orion: Argoman the Superman. 6

2SJ9 Behind the^Headlines •

23.18

Soap —'llaflrical series about
MrO jStdertcan suburban Camilles

'

23.40 Almost Midnight — news
JORDAN TV (unofficial)

:

17.48* Cartoons. 18.00 I Dream of

Jeannie. 18.80 French Hour. (JTV 3

Dick Turpin) 19.00 News In French.

19.30

News In Hebrew. 20.00 News In

Arabic. 20.30 Two's Company. 21.10

To be announced. 22.00 News in
English. 22.15* Movie of the Week.

(Shows with asterisks are also broad-
cast on JTV3)

Army

6.30

University on the Air — Prof.

Dror Sadeh lectures on Modern
Astronomy
7.07 "707" — AlexAnakl presents selec-

tions of music and items from the
morning newspapers
8.08 IDF morning newsreel
9.06 Israeli Summer — with Ell
YtoraeH
11.03 Favourites
13.03 With Love — special regards
and surprises
14.03 Two Hours — music, art,

cinema and theatre reviews, inter-

views and anecdotes
16.08 StarDust— a portrait of Barbra
Streisand, based on her Interview
with TV personality Barbara Walters
17.03 IDF evening newsreel
18.05 Economics magazine
18.45 Israel Hit Parade

21.00

Mabat newsreel
21.38 University on the Air (repeat)

22.05 Return to Death Alley — com-
radea --revisit Streets of East
Jerusalem
23.08 Rondo
00X5 Night Birds — songs, chat with
Dubi Lens

VOICE OF AMERICA
NEWS SHOW .

1289 MloHeriz:
3-6 and 6-8X0 a.in. — Dally breakfast

show with news, popular music sad
interviews.
11-12 p.m. — News, analysis and
topical reports.

6-3.30 a.m. — Daily breakfast show,

as above.
791 JdloHertz:
9.30 pan. — VOA magazine, with
Americana, science and cultural

news, roundup of news.

news Commentary
Second Programme: Following the

pews at 7 a.m. 1 p.m. and 7 p.m.

Army Radio: Following the 8 a.m.
and 6 p.m. news and at 11.40 p.m.

non-stop perfs.: Orah: Dtzengoff 99;

Oriy: Heaven Can Wait, 6.45, 9; Tar-
zan and his Mate. 4; Peer: Pete's

Dragon;. Ron:- My Mother the
General: Shavlt: Midnight Cowboy.
6.48. 6: Yellow Submarine. 4.30.

RAMATGAN
Armera : Pete's Dragon, 4. 7.18, 9.30;

Hadnit Dtzengoff 99, 7.18, 9-30; LUy:
Same Time. Next Year. 7.18, i.30;

Oasis: Shlagger; Ordea: My Mother
the General. 4, 7.15. 9.30; Roma:
Melody In Love. 7.18. 9.30; Grease.
4-30; Ramat Gan: California. Suite.

HERZIJYA
David: DlzcngoU 99. 7. 9.30; TUtrei:
Shlagger.

HOLON
Mlgdal: Shlagger.

PETA11 T1KVA
Mmlom: My Mother the General, 4,

7.15. 9.30. Monday: 3. 7.13. 9.13.

NETANYA
Esther: My Mother the General. 4.30.

7. 9.13.

DEADLINES Jerusalem: Weekdays: 10 a.m. of day prior to publication. For Friday's
paper: 3 p.m. on Wednesday. For Sunday's paper: 3 p.m. on Thursday. Tel Aviv and
Haifa: Wednesday^ and Friday: 12 noon two days pwr to publication. For Sunday's .

paper: 12 ndbn Thursday. %
*•- . - •• . •- i
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Ads are accepted at all offlce»-of The Jerusalem Post (for addr^ues see mastheadon
back page) and at all recognized advertising agencies.

Weekday rates: Minimum charge of IL134.40 for eightwords : IL16.80 for each additional
word. Friday and holiday eve rates: Minimum charge of IL188.00 tor eight words:
IL23.50 for each additional word. All rates Include VAT.
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DWELLINGS
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JERUSALEM

PURCHASE/SALE
]

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!

AMERICAN HOUSEHOLD. APPLIANCES,
stereo, furniture, like new. TeL 02-609689:

iiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

BEAUTIFUL UNFURNISHED, four-room

flat, with telephone, in Ramot to let; good SITUATION’S VACANT
lew: Phone Esth^ . Tel- 02-028181 (ext 230)

(9a.rn.-l pan.) ( 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 f 1 1 f 1 1 II 1 1 ii [i I i 1 1 1 1 ii I (fli I |i| 111 Hi [(! 1 1 M ! I Ml

sat F BEIT RAKEREM 4 + storeroom
®®^ORTERS REQUIRE general clerk (f)

T^J^maoooonPi with knowledge of English correspondence

SS rrrr. » and accounting. Tel. 03-830892, OS-828447.

TEL AVIV

2-ROOM FURNISHED FLAT, far tourist

3200 monthly, near Plaza Hotel. TeL 08-

411239. -

FEMALE PARTNER for Oat. centralRamat

Gan. Tel. 03-728829. •

BNEI BRAK. 3 rooms. luxurious, half-room
can be added, many Improvements, ad-
ditions; quiet, enchanting location. Rebov
Ben-Zakal.* Sale— 398,000. aerioue only. TeL
08-796038.

.

HERZLIYA

HSRZLJTA HEIGHTS, overseas residents,

apartment for rent, October — June,
washing machine, phone, parking. Tel. 02-

816739.

NETANYA

ANGLO-SAXON NETANYA long and short
term rental special luxurious house. 7 rooms
3600. Belt Yanai Tel. 033-28290.

lllllllillllllllllllllllllWIIIIIflllllllKlllillllflllJ

INSURANCE
immmiimiiNimiiiiimmimiiimiiimiimii
BEFORE RENEWING household;
automobile Insurance, phone Goshen. TeL 03-

717611, Jerusalem 02-719176.

RAM TELEX SERVICES requires young
serious woman, with good command of
English, French and Hebrew. Tel. 08-233668.

iiiiiiiiiniiiiniMiHiiiiiiifiuiiiiiiijiumimimi

VEHICLES -

VOLKSWAGEN POLO. 1979. 26,000 km. 33,-

900. passport/otberwiae. TeL 02-881088.

NEW IMMIGRANT/TOURISTS, bargain.
Flat 124 station. TeL 08-459612.

Biknr Hollm Hospital,

Jerusalem

requires

Noo-Jewish Clerks <f)

for work on Sh&bbat

Candidates, who should know
Hebrew, are asked to apply to the
Hospital .secretariat, 74 Rebov
HanevTlm, during' morning hours.

FUGHTS

Thin mhedule to subject to change without

prior notice. 'Readers are advised to call

Ben-Gvrton Airport Flight Information

(OS) 07I+6J-W for 0M99W4 far El Al
flights only l for changes to times of
Arrii'ul* rmd Departures.

THURSDAY
ARRIVALS
0023 El Al 316 London
0145 Sterling 505 Copenhagen, Athens
0830 Tarom goo Bucharest

'

0986 El Al 002 New York
1005 THY 824 Istanbul

1230 Sabena 203 Brussels

1306 AUtaila 738 Rome
'

1340 Austrian 711 Vienna
1400 El Al 386 Rome
1433 TWA 888 New York
1450 Lufthansa 604 Frankfurt

1500 Danair 4120 London. Gatwick
1513 Karftlr 3136 Eilat

1520 El Al 848 Rhodes
1600 TWA 80S San Francisco. New York,
Paris
1640 Tarom 1245 Bucharest

1608 AJrfrance 132 Paris. Lyon
1700 El Al 166 Mexico, New York, Rome
1703 TWA 846 Washington. Boston. Rome,
Athens
1735 El Al 348 Zurich
1786 Cypralr 302 Larnaea
1805 Swissair 332 Zurich

I960 British Air 876 London
1900 TWA H48 Chicago. Paris, Rome
1923 El Al 35b Frankfurt

2010 Lufthansa 606 Munich
2018 El Al 338 Amsterdam
2300 El Al 824 Paris

2120 Ei Al 378 Copenhagen
2100 El Al 542 Athens

DEPARTURES
0030 El Al 006 New York, Chicago .

0248 Sterling 506 Athens, Copenhagen
0605 TWA 847 Athens, Rome. Boston.

Washington
0700 Swtosalr S38 Zurich

0710 TWA 811 Rome. Paris, Boston,

Chicago
0740 Olympic 902 Athens
0810 KLM 328 Amsterdam
0820 EI Al 347 Zurich
0830'British Air 577 London'

0900 El 30 015 London. New York
0910 TWA 801 Paris. New York .

0940 El Al 337 Amsterdam
1000 El Al 3S7-Frankfurt
1010 Tarom 806 Bucharest
1020 El Al 377 Copenhagen
1040 El At 323 Paris '

1030 THY 823 Istanbul

1100 S3 Al 547 Rhodes
2300 £J Al 325 London
1345 Sabena 204 Brussels
1420 Alitalia 7789 Rome
1440 Austrian 712 Vienna
1550 Lufthansa 60S Frankfurt
1600 Danair 4121 London Gatwick
1710 El Al 341 Athens
1740 Tarom 1346 Bucharest
1840 Alrfritnee 137 Paris
Ditto Cypralr 303 Larnaea’'

.

This flight infamotion is supplied by the
Bru-Gurtun International Airport Cmr-
dhmlhts Crnirt;.

record. At the age of nine* he knock-
ed out a 10-year-old in hia first

amateur, fight. Now unbeaten In 2ft

bouts, he noticed in the two fight*

with All that Spinks was vulnerable

if his opponent led with hia right.

Coetzee, 1.85 metres and 100 kQoi»
exploited this atr&tegipal apprecia-

tion with sudden force andcondudeg
in one round what All laboured JO to
achieve.
Coetzee, too. baa a dedication rare

even among heavyweights, relishing

the prospect of a world title clash. He
brought bis pulse rate down to 4ft

beats per minute from 70 during U*
training for the Spinks ' fight by *.
punishing schedule of 500 kflomttrieg

'

of road work and 1,000 rounds In the
gym.
For many South Africans Coetzee

la not- only a sportsman but com-.,
pletely representative oftheir way of -

life. For them the fight against Tat*
cannot come a moment too soon.

Galea Cup play .

TEL AVIV. — Denmark yesterday
knocked Israel out of the Galea Cup
in their aecond-round match hr'
Salonika.* Greece, by establishing an
unassailable 3-0 lead in this annual
boys' under-21 world team tennis
championships.
The Danes tied up the match with

a victory in the doubles. The Israeli

pair of Shal Funl. and. Yona
Rahaminoff were beaten 5-7. 5-6, 1-6,

after Punt and Tommy Frladbar had
both lost their singles

Israel, which Is partidpatfuKra
this 42-nation “Junior PaVijM|21&
competitionfor the fifth

defeated Poland 4-1 in the llixtjmim*

Notices In this feature are charged at 2L38.60 per Hue IncludingVAT .-Inaertioaeveg^- -

day costs IL932.00 Including VAT, per month. Copy accepted at offices of Tp-,-

jeruaalem Post and all recognized advertising agents. - - %• /
•

thick. His right hand, in fact, is over
a centimetre bigger than his left.

These .operations have helped

Coetzee to become at 24 perhaps hia

country’s most celebrated
sportsman, partly because boxing is

one of the few events in which South
Africa can compete Internationally-

The need for a country deprived of

Olympic participation, Rugby Union
and cricket' Tests and moat world
championships to express lts k*1'

menae ability may have resulted in

greater focus on those sports from
which they are not barred.
South African Jody Scheckter

currently leads the world motor rac-

ing championship and Coetzee is now
set to meet America's John Tate this

autumn for the World Boxing
Association -title which Muhammad
All is officially renouncing.'

For Coetzee, the victory over the

1976 Olympic light-heavyweight
champion stressed one thing. “It

showed that if I’d been allowed to

compete I would have won the Olym-
pic title.’*

There will be 100,000 spectators in

Johannesburg or Pretoria if Tate
accepts an offer to meet Coetzee
there. Another South African
heavyweight. Kalli Knoetze, beaten
by both fighters, believes it will be
very close.

T&te is certainly no All, Frazier or
Foreman. Whereas they all won
Olympic titles. Tate was knocked out

in the first round In 1976 by Cuban
Teofiio Stevenson. And Tate's sub-

sequent professional career has not

been sparkling enough to suggest
that, if certainly less impressive as

an amateur, tie may yet approach
their performances as professionals.

Coetzee has a more remarkable

Jerusalem
MUSEUMS \.

Israel Museum. Opening Exhibition*:

New Buildings In Old Environments (trou

7.7. 8 pm.); Display of Mexican coins

(10.7-23.7) . Selection from the Department
of Art Photography. Exhibit of tbe Month:
Two bronze statuettes, asmitinggod and a
goddess from the Canaanlte pantheon. Ex-
hibitions: Arts In Palestine In the 19thCen-
tury. From Still Life to Object Yocbeved
Weinfeld: Forms of Visual Images. Words
in Freedom. Neolithic Figurines from
Sbaar Hagolan. Birds In Art. SpeclalNote:

The Floeranelmer Pavilion for Im-
pressionist and Post-Impressionist Art
will be closed during July and August for

completion of the building. Special
Display: Four paintings by Van Dyck,
Potter, Jan Brueghel and Janaaen*
Ellnga. Rockefeller Museum — Exhibit of
tbe Month: "War and Peace." bead of

Janus on a lumped bromfe; 3rd century
S.C.E. rare. bcgpzcMvnMls from a Per-
sian p«riOtf-toifitfqS2l8cJwh , ffigfcnfidg 3th

century B.C.E. Sp^ifcl 'Exhibition:
Islamic Arts.

Visiting Boors — Israel Museum: Sun.,

Mon., Wed., Thorn. 10 a.m.-fi p-m.: Tue. 4-

10 pjn.: Fri. 10 ajn.-2 pan. Sat. 10 a_m.-2

p.m. Shrine of tbe Book, Billy Rose Art
Garden: Sun.. Mbn.. Wed.. Thur. 10 a-m.-6

p.m. Tue. 10 XJn.-l0 pan. ; Fri. and Sat 10
a.m.-2 p-m. Rockefeller Mnseumr Sun.-

Thur. 10 ajn.-6 p.m.; FrL, Sat 10 ajn.-2 .

pan. Tickets tor Sat. and holidays must be
purchased in advance at tbe Museum,
Cahana or major Jerusalem hotels ; in Tel
Aviv at Rococo. Hadran and KastaL Rrie

.

guided tears In English, Sim., Wed., 11.00

a-m.. Tue». 4.30 p.m. from upper entrance
balL .

CONDUCTED TOURS
Hadassoh Tours
1. Medical Centre, In Klryat Hadaasab.
Tours In English at* 9. 10, 11 a.m- and 12
noon, leaving from the Kennedy Building1

.

Tour includes Chagall Windows. No
charge. Oa Friday tours begin at 8 a.m.—
by appointment only. Tel. 416833.

2. Tbe Hadaasab Synagogue — Chagall -

Windows — open to the public from 1.80-

.

4.00

p.m. Sunday-Thursday- Buses 19 and
27.

3. Mt. Scopus Hospital: Tours from 8.30 to

12J0 p.m. No charge. Buses 9 and 28. Tel.
818U1. V. •

4. Morning half-day tour of all Hadaasab
projects. 38 per person towards transpor-
tation. By reservation only: Tel. 418838.
Hebrew University, tours In English at 9
and 11 a.m. from Administration Building.
Glvat Ram Campus. Buses 9 and 28.

Mount Scopus tours 11.30 a.m. from the
Reception Centre Administration
Building. Buses 9 and 28. Further details:

'

Tel. 882819.

Emunah — National Religions Women's
Organization, Tourist Centre, 28 Rebov
Ben Maimon. TeL 02-862468. 630620. 811388.
American MlsracM Women. Free Morning
Tours — 19a Keren Hayeaod Street.
Jerusalem, TeL 232788.

MISCELLANEOUS
SHOWS
A Slone in David’sTower. Sound and Light
show In English, every evening (except
Friday and festival eves) at 8.45 p.m. at
tbe Citadel near Jaffa Gate. Monday,
Tuesday. Wednesday, and Saturday also
at 10.00 pmi.. In English: Sunday and
Thursday at 10.00 p.m. to French. Tickets .

at the entrance. Please Come warmly
dressed-

'

Jerusalem Art* Lane — Kbutsot Hayotser
(opp. Jaffa Gate). Quality arts and crafts. .

All media- See artists at work. Open dally.
Jrnnmlrm BtbUcul Zoo. SchneUtt Wood,
Romema. Tel. 814822. 7.30 &jn. — 7 p.m.

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES

Jrnsmlem: Central Bus Station. 234 Yafo.
520190; The New Popular, Inside
Damascus Gates 282034.

Tel Aviv: Mcrfcax Hatzafon, 200 Ben
Yehuda. 242823. llolon: Naot ‘Rebel. 86
Elat. 831751. Rat Yam: Halevi. 9 Balfour.
883042. Ramai Gan: Taiplrt.30 Abba Hilei,

723334. Ilanlmrbn: Merkaz Hatzafon, 200
Ben Yehuda. Tel Aviv; 24232?. Nelanya:
HddassRh. 24 Herzl. 22243. Hadrra:
Nsthan. 57 Wclzmann. 22128.

Iblb: tcbcraicbmld. J. Stella Marls,
3332- y

•

'

B^Cfttbrhn: .Assula, Merkaz Gilad
Hadash. Hnaessftm ".

DUTY HOSPITALS

Jfra*alrni:. Hadnsaah (pediatrics
ophthalmology). BIkur Hollm (InternaL
E-N.T.l. Shnare Zcdctc (obstetrics, sur-
gery. orthopedics). •

Tel Aviv: Roknfa (pediatrics]. Ichilov.
(tolcmnl, surgeryL - *•

Nrtnnyu: latolnda (obstetrics. Internal)..

'

llnlfu: ’Rnmbam
“Kixh** — Mentill Health First Aid. Tel,
Jrrnnntem 669VJI. Tel- Aviv 3333U. .Haifa
MWJW. Besr*hcbn.32irt.

_
.. .

Mlrtguv lAdnehf 4’-6-p'j*i-.open- Hue every
MundH.v answers to .obstetrics,
gynaecological, sterility and family plan-
ning pmWpmjj.,Tel. 02-833336.

Tel Aviv K-'SSg
MUSEUMS - - • jfmh

1

Te) Aviv Museum, Bdarpt' flwjgSjg

Hamelech. Exhibitions — Art otttoggSy
ties: Europe and Anerloa^
qulsltlons, 20th century patottng. Kwp
tore, drawing. Israel Photography

"

by pupUs of tbe Museum workshops.

Helena Rubinstein PavtUon — 'There it

. something in It. after «2]
H ezMMtiop-

workshop on buildings la Tel Aviv. /.

Visiting hours: Sun. — Thor. 10 atou-lO

p.m. FrL io azn.-2'pjnrSat 7-11 pjn. 8aL .

morning. 10 a~m.-l p-m. FREE. Helens.

Rubinstein PavllKm; Sun. —Thur. 9 ajxL-3

p.m.; 4-7 p.m. Fri. 9 ajm.-2pjn. Sat dot-

ed.

Beth Hatefutsoth. Temporary Exhibition

Gallery: “Image Before My Eyes,”...

photographic ' display Jewish Ufa la

Poland (1864-1989). In conjunction with ez-

hlbitlon: Slide ehow by waH knows
photographer. Roman 7Vlshnldtii .'̂ Ze
IMS Thai^S&ippeared* tfewtitUApa
Poland. 1985-1939),. to be in

Bnai Zion auditorium. ReeenUtton nom
.

posted daily In main, lobby. Slide bow-
narration in English. Special Exhibition.
"Jews in Egypt — Spring 71."

Photographs by Mlcha Bar-Am.
Visiting hours: Sun., Mon- Tatar., 10 a-m.

-

5 p.m.; Tues- Wed:, 8-10 pan. ; Fri. closed;

Sat. 30 a_m.-2 pjn. TSckets tor Saturday -

.

may be purchased during week atHZdraa
ticket agency (90 Ibn Octroi SL, Tel AStoi

"

and at Beth Hatefutsoth. Children under*-
not admitted. Organised tours most be:

pre-arranged (Tel. 03-438161). Beth
' Hatefutsoth is located on.tiM Td Avtr

University campus (gate 2). Ktousno-St,
-

Ramat Aviv. Buses: 18.34, 28, 27,46, 74,79,

572. . .

CONDUCTED TOURS
Emun&h — National ReUgtoue Women. -

166 Ibn Gabirol. TeL 440816, 788942, 706440./

ORT Israel: For visits please contact:

ORT Td Aviv, TeL 283381, 762201-3; ORT
Jerusalem. Tel. 883141; ORT Netanyi.

Tel. 83744.

American Mteracld Women. Guest Toots.

— Tel Aviv — Td. 220187, 243106. -
MISCELLANEOUS
Hadaasab Tourism Office. Room .304*.

Sheraton HoteL Tel. 03-388784.

Tour Va’aleh World Zlonlst^-Organization

Aliya and Absorption Dept. "Meet the

Israelis" programme presented awry.
Thursday at 9.00 pan. at the TAL HOTEL':
In cooperation with the Central toferia**. .

tlon Office; panel of experts, and tonsil

film (English dialogue). Everyoe'e

welcome; admission free. .

Haifa - *
Haifa Museum, International ExMMtlwu

.

Music In the Bible. 26 Shabtal Leri Bt^ TaL
623293-8. National Marttlme, TeL 5306H. .

Illegal Immigration, Tel. 838249. Japanese

Art. TeL 83854. Mane Katz, TeL 8340-

Dagon Grata Collection, TeL 6642ZL Ar-

tists’ House. T6L 832308.

MISCELLANEOUS
Hadaasab Tourism Office, Visit Ramst-
Hadassoh Szold. Phone 04-66*878, 61218. -

What’s On In Haifa, dial 646640. -

Rehovot
The Weizmaim Institute open to :

from 8.00 a.m. to 3.30 pzh. Visitors invtteo

to see film on Institute's research m*
tiviues. shown regularly at 11.00 azn- *™

3.00

p.m. Friday UA0 .ajn. only. •

Tours of the Welzmuun House every

hour from 9.00 a.m. to 8^0 pjft-

noon on Friday. Nomina) fee tor adffltt®®8.

to Wclzmann House.
For Fours of the House please heok: to*

054-83230, 054-83328.

Magcn David Adorn first,dd centres

open from 8 p.m. to 7

home calls by doctors at fixed rates.

Fund member* should enquire 4“°“

rebate..

Phone numbers: Jerusalem. Td A***

Haifa 101 . Dan Region iRA.md

Bnct Brak. Glvatayim. Klryat 0o*t

7«im. •

Aahdod.22222 NftMrMh343»:^:'.
AahJcclon 23333 Nrtanya 2333* ,

Bat Yam. 685358 Peiah Tlkva

Bccrshcba .78333 Rclwot
Eilat 2333 Riahon LrZlon

Hadrra 22333 Bated 30333

Holon 803133 Uberla* 20Ht -

Nahariya 923933

. Suaarl 18.49; Sunrise .

-Dial ibfl In most parts, of lire

.TlbiTlaa din) 934*44. Klrynt Shmoa».4W4*- -
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CANADIAN Ambassador Edward
(TedLLjee* who recently compacted &
four-year tour of duly £ Lmu,]
speaks of Xsraal-Canada relations as
belnp the best between any country
They lack the kind of complications
informing Israel-U.3. ties and do not
have the kind of problem enveloping
Israel-West European relations, he
says.

There Is a constant two-way flow
between both countries, with the Am-
bassador putting the figures at about
8JXH) visitors each way per annum,

and M immigrant visas granted an-
nually by the Canadian embassy in
Tel Avtv.

His was an exciting term, be says
Recalling the 'Entebbe operation,
Lee provided me withan insightinto
Us embassy's? diplomatic work:
“From some Indicationswe deduc-

ed that, your army was going in.
There were jew IDF representatives
at oar Canada. Day reception on July
X, for one thing, and our military at-
tache notejl that a senior paratroop
officerhad suddenly disappeared. He
then compared notes with some ofhi*
colleagues in other embassies.
•‘On the Friday, a telegram was

THE LATEST public uproar,
triggered off by a question in the
Knesset from MK Tossl 8arid,
prompts me to write about pardons
and mitigation of sentences, in an ef-
lort to put the subject in its proper
perspective.

EXCITINGTERM FORENVOY

C.o.S. Rafael Eitan

There are. In general, three oc-
casions when final sentences, hand-
ed downby competent courts of law,
can be cancelled, commuted or
mitigated.

First, the Knesset, by proclaiming
a general amnesty, usually to mark
some special occasion, can give a

despatched to Ottawa advising them
that we expected a rescue mission to
go Into action.’*

Another highlight of Lee’s term
was the Sadat visit in November
1*77- “The fact that I was there at
the airport really showed me that I
was taking part in the making 0f
htetory.” •

A milestone of a different kind, he
says, was “the invasion of Lebanon,
a highly dangerous expedition. It
was difficult to know how far Israel
would go and what the Syrians, the
Lebanese and the PLO might do. It
was and remains a most confusing
and murky situation. It’s difficult to
tell what is really happening there
now. Weget such contrastingreports
fromtheUN andIsrael, with conflic-
ting news stories emanating from
Beirut and Jerusalem.

.

"TJNTFIL has turned out to be the
most difficult operation ever
mounted by the UN. Zt Is not fazing
well up there, mainly because of

blanket release to all persons ser-
ving prison sentences for certain
specified offences. This, far exam-
ple, was done after the SixDay War,
when the Knesset passedan amnesty
law under which all persons serving
prison sentences for offences other
than heinous crimes offences
against morality and against the
security of the state were im-
mediately released from prison.

. Secondly, the president has the
prerogative vested in him by The
Basic Law: The President, “to par-
don offenders and to lighten
penalties, by the reduction or com-
mutation thereof.” This prerogative
applies equally to civilian offenders
and those in the army sentenced to
prison by courts martini- in exer-
cising his prerogative, the president
is moved by considerations of com-
passion and clemency, after examin-
ing reports from the prison service,
from the welfare authorities, from
medical experts or from any other
source he may deem fit.

Before deciding, the president con-
sults with the minister of Justice,
whose opinion heIs not boundbylaw
to accept, since the decision to grant
a pardon or to commute a sentence
comes within the president’s sole
and exclusive discretion. However,
through the course of the years, it

has become standard practice for
the president to accept the
recommendations of of
Justice, and in only very few In-

stances have past presidents
deviated from tUa practice.
Thirdly, a final sentence may be

.mitigated by a person or body the
law expressly vests with this right—
for example parols boards. Their

By MARK SEGAL/Post Political Reporter

MUSIC

ISRAELFESTIVAL: ISRAELHABOQUB
FLAYERS, On* Groaameyw, spnii
E. Thonwr, Ami T. Usn, vtolte; 8.

TWhar, recorders ; LHarel. ocJto: E.
Nearnark, -harpsichord (Tel Avtv,
ttfnsenm. July »). Works by Bossi,

Fresoobsldl, Lottl, Monteverdi,
Gemintaal, VhnbB, Leclstr, do Is Guerre,

Cuppra, Bemoan, Bobnortter.

THE ENSEMBLE’S hew
programme policy of including early

Baroque and vocal numbers must be
heartily welcomed as a way of

lavaUHng the. monotony of. listening

‘only to late Baroque works.
However, early and high Baroque
demand extreme care and a very
special interpretational approach,
which were not always felt.

Roasi’s pieces were an excellent

start, but FrescobaKU’s Due daman*
per. canto solo, played by Tldhar on
recorders and Neumark at the harp-
sichord, hardly justified their inclu-

sion.. Excerpt* from Lotti’s oratorio

Ilvoto crudele lpst all appeal in this

boring presentation, and though
Monteverdi's madrigal, was much
better, the ensemble did not rise to

the occasion. Neither did Mr. Harel
In GeminianTs cello sonata. More
colourful were the Vivaldi concerto
and Ledair’s “La Tamburlne*’
sonata the final Rameau and
Boismortier works. But then the De
la Guerre and Campra works were
another let-down.
No doubt each one cl the players In

uiKiiin:

THE VAN LEER
JERUSALEM
FOUNDATION

In cooperation with RubinAcademy

;

pf.Music.Jerusalem
"

PROFESSOR WARNER DOG .

Colorado University, president of

National Association of Schools of
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the ensemble fo an excellent musi-
cian but together they disappoint.
This was a dry, spiritless perfor-
mance, the ensemble has still to dis-

cover a really convincing approach.
BENJAMIN BAR-AM

EKKTi FUFFET COMPANY: Ressbd:
“L'ltallsaa Is Algert” (Jerusalem
Theatre, July IS). Puppets, eostames and
sets by Eric Smith. Directed by Yossi

Graber and produced by Mbfam BUraL

AFTER "Nabucco", the Israel
Festival presented another opera in

ian entirely different fashion— near
life-size puppets acting out a record-
ed opera, with first-class singers
(who do not catch cold on Caesarea’s
open-air stage) and an excellent
orchestra (which does not cancel
performances for better pay or
refuse to play In the presence of cer-
tain music critics).

In this opera, which is full of buf-

foonery and light-hearted comedy,
the puppets were no worse than
many live performances we have
witnessed. Of course, there are
limitations in copyinghuman beings,

but that is not the Intention of a
puppet theatre, anyway. There were
nice props waving about like the
luminous instruments during the
overture,, pretty costumes, some
back-drops enlivening the scenery,
and, of course, Rossini’s bubbling
music, overwhelmingly transmitting
foie de vrvre.

Hie only flawwas inthe sound : the

|

orchestra was beautifully clear and
I
direct, if sometimes too loud), but
the singers mostly sounded like they
were backstage, and there were dis-

tortions due to too many decibels.

This technical matter Is probably
easily adjustable.

The whole evening was good fun In

good taste, an entertainment with a
difference. TOHANAN BOEBM

A LECTURE In honour of the late

Samuel Rubin will be given tonight

at Jerusalem's Van Leer Foundation

by Prof. Warner Imig of the Univer-

sity of Colorado on "New Prospects,

New Problems, New Promises in

--Music and Music Education in the

Final 20 Tears of this Century. Imig

Is president of the National Aasoda-

*tion of Schools of Music In the U.S.

Hto lecture has been arranged by the

Sam Rubin Academy of Music in

Jerusalem within the framework of

Its summer courses. Sam Rubin,

who died in 1978. was an active sup*

porter of these courses since 1961,

and his role has been taken over by

the 8am Rubin Foundation. Y.B.

lack of cooperation of the parties
. concerned. This contrasts to the
successful operation of UNEF 2
because of the cooperation between
Israel and Egypt."

ONE OF this cornerstones of Cana-
dian foreign policy remains its com-
mitment to UN peace-keeping ef-
forts. IBs country la well-placed to do
its duty by the international com-
munity. It has a regular, well-
trained army, there Is a strong
measure of idealism in Canadian
public opinion about duty to help
safeguard world peace, and par-
ticularly- in this part of the world,
Canada is on excellent terms with all
sides, Lee pointed out.

Serving also as Canada’s non-
resident ambassador, to Cyprus has

meant Us involvement in the troubl-
ed Island’s complex problems. He
would visit Nicosia one week every
two months. The Canadians have 013
soldiers stationed as part of the UN
Unit in Cyprus, the second largest

* after the British.

All told. Ambassador Lee was in
charge of nearly 2,000 Canadian
troops stationed in the Middle East
on peace-keeping missions. Aside
from those in Cyprus, there are 1,000

Canadian soldiers with the UNEF In
Sinai on logistics duties, plus another
150 with UNDORF In the. Golan
Heights, and about a dozen with
UNTSO, In Jerusalem and along the
lines.

_ Between Cyprus and Steal there Is

the largest overseas deployment of
Canadian forces outside of Ger-

many, he reported, which
necessitated constant inspection
tours for him.

LEE 8ERYED as No. 2 In the High
Commissioner’s office in London
from 1956 to 1962 and then returned
to Ottawa to become legal advisor to
the Foreign Ministry and subse-
quently Its director of personnel.
The Vancouver-bom diplomat

graduated In law from the Universi-

ty of British Columbia and took a
further degree to international law
at the Harvard Law School.
Lee will now be promoted to the

top job on the U.S. desk at the Exter-
nal Relations Ministry in Ottawa,
and be in direct charge of Canada’s
12 consular-generals throughout the
U.S.

Right to reduce

prison sentences
recommendations that prisoners be
released after serving only two-
thirds of their sentences must be
acceptedby the police and the prison
authorities. The chief-of-staffhas the
right to reduce sentences handed
down by the Appeals Court Martial.

.SOME RECENT applications of this
right were the subject ofMK Sarid’s -

question in the Knesset and of the
subsequent hullabaloo in the media,
particularly on television.

Under sections 441 and 442 of the
Military Justice Law, 1955, the chief-

of-staff must, not may, either con-
firm or rniHffta every sentence,
other than a death sentence, passed
by an Appeals Court Martial, orby a
special military court. The death
sentence must be confirmed by the
minister of defence, and sentences
passed by courts martial of first in-

stance must be confirmed, or
mitigated, by area commanders.
Under section 443 of the law, the

. minister of defence end the chief-of-

staff must, before deciding whether
to confirm or mitigate a sentence,

"take the opinion of the military ad-

vocate generaL" The district com-
manders mnst take the opinion of

1 THE 25th anniversary ofthe dtoathof
-Stalin provides the framework foran
overview qf recent developments, in

;

Soviet Jmy, whi@i Is one of the
featured articles in the 1979 edition
of the "American Jewish Tear
Book” (published by the American
Jewish Committee and the Jewish
Publication Society of America at
flfi-OO).

It* author, Leon Shapiro, recalls
that under Nikita Khrushchev, the
great fear pervading Soviet society
.disappeared and there was a
liberalisation: but anti-Jewisb bias
remained and Khrushchev (who had
been among the framers of many of
Stalin’s anti-Jewlsh measures) was
not Interested in revitalising Jewish
life. Simtiarly, under President
Leonid Brezhnev, the general pop-
ulation may have experienced ex-
amples of liberalization, but not the
Jews.

Shapiro estimates there are over
2% million Jews to. the Soviet Union— about half a million more than the
official figure. The Soviet authorities
have done everything possible to
hinder the observance of Jewish
religious law. andmany Soviet Jews,
including Lubaviteh Haaidim, are
leading Marrano-like lives, ad-
justing to difficult conditions by tak-
ing jobs as night-watchmen and
sometimes bribing bosses to close
their eyes to observance of Sabbath
and other religious practices.

There are very few synagogues to
the country: an official i960 Russian
figure put the number at 400, but
Shapiro puis the number today at no
more than 50. Other sources have
said that there are not more than 10
synagogues In the entire Russian
republic and Ukraine, and only afew
thousand Jews attend places of
workship.

There is no Jewish organization,
agency or school to the Soviet Union
that can serve as a centre of Jewish
life. The only possible centre Is the
synagogue. It must also be
remembered that even where syn-

agogues do exist, Jews have to be
particularly wary as the synagogues
are attended by government infor-

mants.

There is an almost total absence of

trained religious personnel. Lx 1965,

there were reportedto be 40 rabbis to

the Soviet Union; In 1977, only five

(two in the Ashkenazi areas, three

among the non-Ashkenazim)

.

Hie Moscow yeshiva, which open-

ed in 1957 with 35 students, now has
no more them eight students. Three
other students are studying at the

Budapest Rabbinical Seminary and
one is studying at Yeshiva Universi-

ty, New York. There are hardly any
prayer books or other religious ar-

ticles in the Soviet Union, and those

that are available must be bought on
the black market at high prices.

LAW AND THE
LAYMAN

by Doris Lankin

lesser military advocates.
The law does not state expressly

by what considerations the chief-of-
staffshould be movedwhen reaching
his decision, other than that he
should take account of the opinion of
the military advocate generaL

It la obvious, however, Us
considerations would be completely
different from those taken into ac-
count by a court of law In deciding
what punishment to Impose.
Otherwise, what would he the point
of giving him (or his senior officers,

as the case may be) the right to

Jews’

plight

THE JEWISH
SCENE

PROMISES regarding the restora-

tion of Jewish cultural life have
proved largely hollow. There are no
Jewish schools, and the only Yiddish
newspaper appears In Blro-Bidjan.
Hebrew is forbidden. About 60 books
in Yiddish have appeared over the

past 20 years (none in the last 13
years).
The Yiddish periodical "Sovietishe

Heimland,” while completely sub-
servient to all aspects of government
policy, does play a function to Yid-
dish continuity and has a circulation
of 20,000 to 25,000. Yiddish writing
has not produced dissenters, and
there is no hint of an underground
.Yiddish literature.
•' Shapiro devotes apace to the large
number of amateur Yiddish theatres
and musical groups which have func-
tioned since the 1950s (including one
to Vflna which presented a Yiddish
version of “Fiddler on the Roof").
But be only hints at their decline —
which has been primarily a result of

the emigration of many of their

members.
In general, Brezhnev and his

colleagues have followed
Khrushchev’s anti-Jewish policies

which. If not as fanatic as those of

Stalin, have placed the Jews in a
special category, reminiscent of the
days of the tsars.
Very few Jews are at or near the

top. They tend to be concentrated to

certain areas of activity, Including
economic planning, accounting,
sales, merchandising, science,
medicine and technology. The
proportion of Jews to institutions of
higher learning has steadily declin-

ed. Vicious antl-Jewish books con-

tinue to appear and the Soviet press
and radio maintain systematic anti-

Jewlsh propaganda.
Shapiro feels that the Soviet policy

makes assimilation ofJews Impossi-
ble — but he does not note the more
subtle form, of assimilation, namely
the disappearance of children of

mixed marriages from any Jewish
identity.

A REGULAR FEATURE of the
"American Jewish Tear Book,”
which always arouses considerable
interest, is the statistical view of

Only
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reduce sentences?
I do not know what exactly moved

the chief-of-staff to reduce, from
eight years to two. the sentence of a
young officer found guilty of killing,

to the midst of battle, three of the
enemy who had raised their hfmta to
token of surrender— the case which
aroused the fury of Yossi Sarld and
others. Undoubtedly there are many
considerations other than those a
court of law would normally be en-
titled to take into account for such a
decision. Such considerations would,
and should, move the chief-of-staff in
reaching a decision to mitigate a
sentence imposed by the Appeals
Court Martial. Presumably, he
would have reached his decision with
the approval of the military ad-
vocate general, os it would be only to

the very rarest and exceptional of
cases that he would be likely to ig-

nore the latter’s advice and opinion.

ONE OF the arguments being used
by the media and other would-be ex-
perts against the chief-of-staff Is that
his reduction of a sentence imposed
by the Appeals Court Martial was
hasty and reflects on that august

Jewish populations around the world
(also ' compiled fiy"

1Leon ShapirpL
These have recently been questioned
by a group of Israeli demographers^
headed by Professor Roberto Bachi.
The yearbook gives a total Jewish

population of 14.286,000: Bachi
thinks this is well over a million too
many and that the figure is below 13
million (most of the difference com-
es from the figure for the Soviet
Union, which Bachi puts at below
two million). Methods used to obtain
numbers can be very haphazard.
Thus, one attempt at estimating the
number of Jews in New York was
founded on the number of children
who did not attend school on Yom
Kippur.
Bachi feels that it is fallacious to

postulate an overall natural increase
among Jews. Thus, the yearbook
figures have risen by 130,000 to the
past two years, but Bachi contends
the number is dropping.
Apart from low fertility, he quotes

intermarriage rates of over 60 per
cent for Italy and Switzerland,
almost 50 per cent for the Soviet
Union, 20 to 30 per cent for the U.S.
and Canada. He also claims that 40
per cent of the world’s Jewish
children are born to Israel — which
is a grim portent for the future of the
Diaspora.
However, the population figures—

and all the other Information — in
the yearbook will be read and con-
sulted with the greatest of Interest.

The American Jewish Yearbook and
all its predecessors can be found,
together- with a fine collection of
books and periodicals dealing with
American Jewry, at the library of
the Jerusalem office of the
American Jewish Committee, 9

Ethiopia Street (opposite the Ethio-
pian Church).

GEOFFREY WIGODER

He says he found Israelan exciting
place to serve as a diplomat.
"People to Israel are sq outgoing

and warm. When I say Interesting, I

include the women one meets,
because In so many countries the
womenfolk take little Interest to

world affairs. Perhaps it’s due to
people’s fascinating backgrounds —
so often tragic ones. Unlike much of
my country people here feel that
they are at the centre of tremendous
movements of history— that gives a
special flavour to life in Israel, 1
think.*'

As returning Canadians are allow-
ed only one bottle of liquor, the Lees
are taking with them the bottle of
Black Label scotch he won to an
historic wager from West German
Ambassador Klaus Schutz. They bet
on whether peace would come in

mid-March, mid Lee won.
’Til drink It when we celebrate a

comprehensive Middle East peace
settlement," he said with a twinkle

body and, furthermore, that he bad
thereby arrogated to himself the
powers of a Court of Cassation
(higher appeal). As I have already
pointed out. the chlef-of-staff must
confirm the sentence of the Appeals
Court Martial before it can be im-
plemented. He cannot, therefore,
postpone his decision for any length
of time, although he could
presumably take a little extra time
before deciding to mitigate a
sentence if the prestige of the
Appeals Court Martial were to suffer
If he took less time. But, to fact, it is

difficult to imagine where, and why,
a decision to mitigate a sentence
could affect that venerable court’s
image.
For even If the chief-of-staff were

moved by the same, or similar, con-
siderations as the Appeals Court
Martial would take into account —
and he Is not — he would still be en-
titled to wield the powers of mitiga-
tion expressly vested to him by law,
without any fear of any reper-
cussions on the standing of the Court
Martial. Furthermore, the very idea
that the members of the Appeals
Court Martial would feel Insulted by
a decision to mitigate a sentence
they Imposed, contradicts the whole
judicial concept.
By the same reasoning every

judge would feel compelled to resign
to disgrace if a sentence he hands
down is quashed by a court of
appeals: orany member ofa court of
appeal would feel impelled to resign
to a huff if his opinion is overruled by
his peers to a further hearing, or if

he finds himself in a minority vla-k-

vis his colleagues, or if the sentence
he hands down is later cancelled of

Edward Lee

to his eye.

The Lees' many Israeli friends
may be seeing them earlier than ex-
pected. Premier Begin has formally

invited them to be his guests at the
official Inauguration of the Canadian
Embassy — or part thereof — to

1 Jerusalem.

commuted by the president. Which la

all patently ridiculous!
Fortunately for all of us, and for

our system of justice, our judges are
not as petty and provincial aa the
media. They know that all that is
required of them is to do the very
responsible job entrusted to them to
the beat of their ability, as objective-
ly as possible and without dis-
crimination. Having done this, they
will have no inferiority complexes or
feelings of rancour, U their fellow
judges- disagree with their con-
clusions, or if the president, or the
chlef-of-staff, should decide to
mitigate sentences they have seen fit

to Impose.
If Knesset members are not

satisfied with the law which enables
the chief-of-staff, and his top of-
ficers, to mitigate sentences, then
they are fortunate to having a handy
remedy at their disposal. In fact,
there is already a move on foot to in-

troduce an amendment to section 441
and 442 of the Military Justice Law
so as to restrict the powers of the
chlef-of-staff and the area com-
manders to mitigating only certain
types of punishment. But until such
an amendment Is passed — if at all— these officers are strictly within
their rights if they see fit to reduce
sentences Imposed on soldiers on the
basis of considerations which they
deem to be worthy and proper. For
just as we must rely on them to have
the necessary skill, Intelligence and
judgment to command our military
forces, so we must rely on their abili-

ty to exercise their statutory discre-
tion to the matter of punishments, to
the best interests of the army and,
therefore, ultimately of the country.

20-year-old Slepak
By HYAM COBNEY/Post London Correspondent

LONDON. — A bar mltzva present
for Leonid Slepak was presented to
him earlier this week to a moving
ceremony at the House of Commons— seven years after the event.
The present, a eiddur, was sent to

Slepak to Moscow to 1972 hot was
confiscated and returned to London
by the Soviet authorities although It

had been sent by the All-Party Com-
mittee for the Release of Soviet
Jewry and was signed by some 176
MPa and peers to draw attention to
the plight of Leonid and his family.
They included five peoplewho had or
were to hold the office of prime
minister. Lord Home. Margaret
Thatcher, Sir Harold Wilson, James
Callaghan and Edward Heath,
premier at the time.
Now that Leonid Is free and living

to Israel, the occasion of his current
visit here was utilized to make the
presentation. Among those present
at the ceremony to greet Leonid
were Lord Home (formerly Sir Alec
Douglas-Home) and numerous MPs
and peers from all sides of the
House. They were "entertained” toa
tea consistingof cabbage soup, black
bread and lemon tea — the normal
diet of a Russian exile.

Peter Archer, QC, former

Solicitor-General and the newly
elected chairman of the All-Party
Committee for the Release of Soviet

Jewry, said that the prayer book had
become "a symbol of the right of
people everywhere to practise their

religion and to live where their heart
is.”

THE ONLT shadow over the
proceedings, he said, was th&t-
Leoold’s father Vladimir and mother
Marla were still inside the Soviet
Union. Greville Janner, QC. MP,
reported to the audience that to fact
Vladimir, who Is to exile, was ill and
living to "awful conditions." When
they were eventually released, he
said/ "we will give you all cham-
pagne Instead of cabbage soup."
Lord Home, who was foreign

secretary seven years ago when he
pigned the prayer book, said at the
ceremony that he was "honoured" to
be present at the ceremony and
wished Leonid, who is now married
and has a child, "every success." In
reply, the young Slepak, looking
elegant to a smart navy blue suit,

said that It was thanks to the
struggle of people to Britain that he
was free today. ”1 hope my parents
will soon be free, too.”

TW0-IN-0NE ER0SSW0RB
Flay the erowward below according to roar ability k yoar sad : orotic ami moderately dUBcalt n the left,,

straightforward sad fairly easy on the right. The same diagram Is and for either pamle—bat beware, the does are
not Interchangeable.

CRYPTIC CLUBS
ACROSS

1 Start to live on drink? <6>
* Sweet ncnwiiw <9>
9 Distribute so ia to make a

little girl veBV (4. 3)
1* You may know it to tie the

Usual prooedure (6)
11 He'* the very devil (3>
It What to drink when there

are too many people at the

.
party? f5)

13 She may be soaring (7)
16 A show of temperament

from the favourite? (3)
17 Eager to mow us a famous

figure (4)
It If you daIt If you dart mind (6)
19 One of the girls (5)
at In which s kid may be

napping TO
32 Homes for cricketers? (4)
24 Swallow In one attempt (3)
23 Character who's both a giant

and a Wt of a liar? (7>
ZS It's poured on in contempt

15>
27 A finger. If you nppreriate

„ what weTe talking about (5)
t* It's made to belistened to

29 A saintly feUow? (7)
94 Inferior as a rounder

deprived of rank (5)
31 Be absorbed (3)

DOWN
2 A somewhat hairy insect?

(9>

S Running slowly, perhaps (6)

4 It means nothing (31.

5 gives us an article on
an ancient god (51

6 In a manner to moke a
commotion (7>

7 Where, in America. • hot is

ratted to the upper class?

made by the diggers?

it bad for police statistics?

(6)

STRAIGHTFORWARD
CLUBS

ACROSS DOWN
1 Depart <&> * Delighted <«>
« Keen 45) ' 3 Instrument TO
• Pressing (7) 4 Before (31
19 Vessel O) 5 Finished <&)
II Blockhead (5) t Tolerates (7)U Show (5> 7 Fever (4>

U Dwelt (7) s Endow (6)
It Employ (3) it Staggers (6)
IT Oarden (4) u
It Custodian (6) _ jubstanoc (5)
19 Schemes (5) 14 Number (3)" HJ^rd8 «n SSSSTa?» Breve man (4) “ ^2l24 Sister (3)

“
23 Airman (7)
26 Untrue (5)

37 Legendary

19 Gratified (7)

21 Tricking to
22 Rump («>

urTg (g) 23 Rounded (6>

21 Animal 25 Indian state
nose (6) (

29 Of pottery (7) 2£ Countenance29 Of pottery (7)
39 Urged (5)
Si Forename (5)

(5)
2* Countenance

14)
28 Title (3)

u Tomato-red cheek? (5)

14 Nobbled, maybe (3. 2)

15 Father raises a hone to be
irreligious I (6)

l€ Does She hiss during tea?

. «> '

28 Clear authority po get In (5)

19 As a bigwig, be had a choice
(7) „

Zl One's share or fron, possibly?
(6)

22 A fine place for a soccer
team TO

23 Eating, not without a great
deal of noise (6)

S3 Might it puff alone after the
bride? (5)

SS it shouldn't be put on by the
team (41

28 The edge ot the back of the
mlRoTu)

Yesterday's Cryptic Solution
,

iCKOdO.-!, trees, ft ita-usc.

2ft Attack. 22. Soc-t. 24. Rto.
2ft Betters, 2ft T-eae-r. 27. At
ua. 2ft Brass. 2ft Smother. 3ft
Brats. 31, Dyer*{tampan?).
DOWN.— 2, ftc-notr. X Earned.

1 Sty- ft Boots, ft Denials. 7.
CHHa. ft Senile. 12. Stick. IX
Sp-E-ar. 14. L-Otto. 1ft Gl-gne.
lft Nests. lft__SW-er. 1ft
Screams. 22, MI-w. 22. S-*«r-

a Zft Eraser. 2ft Booth. 2ft Test.
Bed.

Yesterday"! Easy Ortall—

ACROSS.

—

L. Scrap, ft SUpa
ft Section 10, Boast. U, Lunar.
12. Below, lft summer. 15. Cm.
17. Merc, lft Max lft Asm!.
3ft Attest. 2ft Aria. 24. line, aft
Scenery. 25, Puree. 27, Prior. 28,
Alone- 3ft Leisure. 30. Stood. Si,
Bro&?.
DOWN.!—2. Cloche, ft Assume.

4. Fet. ft steer. 6. Sotataft 7.

Know. 8. Possum, lft Peart, lx
Smear, lft Irate. 15. Ctaae. lft

S*¥un4t. 22, Angler*2X*ntm«L
2ft Sense. 2ft Fata 2ft Are.

SOLUTIONS TO TODAY’S PUZZLE TOMORROW
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Israelis buy more imports

boosting trade deficit
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Despite ever increasing- prices and
the recent "War on Inflation,"
figures show that Israelis are buying
more Imported goods than ever
before.

The Import surplus for civilian
usee in the first quarter of the year
was 66 per cent higher than in
January-March 1978 and 86 per cent
higher than In the last quarter of
1978, according to estimates releas-
ed yesterday by the Central Bureau
of Statistics.

The total import surplus, including .

defence Imports, totalled 8832m., 7
per cent more than in the same
period last year, when It amounted
to 8868m. The moderate Increase In

the overall trade deficit, however,
was due to a 40 per cent contraction
of defence Imports. If defence im-
ports are excluded, the trade gap in

January-March this yearwas 8266m.
greater than in the first quarter of
1978.

Unilateral transfers, which helped
pay for the import surplus, were also
sharply up — from 8664m. in the first

quarter of last year to 8708m. in the
first three months of this year. Most
of the Increase was due to higher
government transfers.

Goods imports, for virtually all

economic uses — consumption, in-

termediate products and Investment
— were up by 25 per cent compared
with last year. The most striking in

crease was In the imports of direct
consumption goods — 76 per cent.

Direct defence Imports were 8268m.,
compared with 8470m. in January-
March 1978,

While imports of commodities
have risen sharply, exports have not
done well — a 10 per cent Increase
over the first quarter of 1978, and a 6
per cent fall compared with the last

quarter of 1978.
The services account shows a

8120m. increase in the surplus of Im-
ports over exports— a 27 per cent In-
crease over last year. There has, in
particular, been a sharp Increase in

expenditure on debt service— main-
ly Interest payments on the foreign
debt — which amounted to 8300m. in
the first three months of the year.

Dubek reports less income

but more after tax profits
By JOSEPH MORGENSTERN

Post Finance Reporter

TEL AVIV. — ha its annual financial
report for 1978, Dubek Ltd., the coun-
try's only producer of cigarettes,
showed a 27 per cent drop in
operating Income and a decline in
pre-tax profits of 17 per cent, as com-
pared to the previous year.
In spite of these declines the net

profit for the year under considera-
tion stood at XL62.6m.f reflecting a
gain of 68 per cent. The reason for
the Improved results may be traced
to the fact that Dubek enjoyed
various tax benefits which effective-
ly reduced the company's tax rate to

44 per cent as compared with a 80 per
cent tax rata in 1977. Net current
profits, not Including changes in ac-
counting policy, rose by 47 per cent
to TLlS-gm -

The price structure of the com-
pany's tobacco products are con-
trolled by the Ministry of Industry,
Trade and Tourism. Company
management has complained,
throughout the year, that the price
control has been negatively affec-

ting profitability.

Figures seem to support manage-
ment claims as the Dubek wholesale
prices rose by only 31 per cent In 1978
while the wholesale index of in-

dustrial production output prices
was rising by more than 60 per cent.

Overall sales reached ILQOS.Bm.,
reflecting a rise of some 46 per cent.
However, cost of sales were even
more sharply higher at 64 per cent.
On the basis of current profits the
earnings per share came to 161 per
cent. In 1977 they stood at 103 per
cent.

The Dubek board of directors has
recommended the payment of a
gross 20 per cent cash dividend, in-

cluding the 8 per cent already paid
last December. In addition, the pay-
ment of 60 per cent in bonus shares
has been proposed.
Some key data from the balance

sheet:

1977 1978 Change (0/0)

(XL million)
416.0 608.0 +48

CKfbf Sales 384.7 648.7 +64
Operating Income 81.9. BBS —27
Pre-tax profit 81.0' 66.9 —17
Net profit 31.4 82.6 +68

Directory aids disabled soldiers
TEL AVIV.—A list of 1,000 shops in
the greater Tel Aviv area, which
grant reductions to disabled
vetcntaar hah-just beehimbffiBdatiy

1

two such disabled veterans.
The shops offer a wide range of

goods, and grant discounts ranging
from 6 per cent to 60 per cent.
Included in the directory are

stores from Netanya to Rehovot
The chairman of the organisation
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West bids Japan, USSR,

stop killing whales

Feeding hundreds of people daily in a kibbutz dining room la quite a bit different from
cooking for a small family. Help in deciding the dally menu, ordering the food, and
deciding how many people have to work in the kitchen, can all be obtained from Granot,
the friendly kibbutz computer. (RnWagw)

of disabled veterans, Sblomo Lador, ,

notes that although this is the first

Such directoryof itstype, he hopes to-
*ftgueJ

jgrtfl5er~ongfor^rnaaTetea^d
the South, and for Haifa and the
North, thus covering nearly1 all*

towns in Israel.

Each of the shops will be allowed
to place an identifying placard in Its

windows to Indicate it belongs to
those offering reductions.

By MACABEE DEAN
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The decision-making
process — what is the best buy in-

tractors and the cheapest fodder for
milch cows — has been reduced to a
few seconds in 23 kibbutzim and 27
other plants, warehouses and of-

fices, thanks to a central computer.

'

The computer Itself (a Digital
from the U.S.) is located In a
building near Hadera. It has DO ter-

.znlnals In the kibbutzim and other
places of work, with one terminal in

Tel Aviv to facilitate paying bills,

placing orders and billing clients.

According to Moshe Berchman, a
membra: of Ma'agan Michael who
heads Granot, as the network Is call-

ed, the computer's programme
differs from most others In the world
in that it is aimed at supplying infor-

mation for decision-making for 200
persons.
“In other places, the information

from the computer goes to the ex-

By JOHN BERRY
(Washington Post News Service)

WASHINGTON. — When the experts
get around to pinpointing the peak of
the economic expansion that began
In the spring of 1976, they will
probably settle on last March. The
downhill slide into recession began
in April.
Almost every economic forecast

now includes a recession of one
dimension or another, and even
President Carter has begun to use
the word. Last week, his key
economic advisers warned him that
the recession could become severe
enough that some kind of govern-
ment action might be needed to
soften its impact, perhaps a tax cut
early in 1980.

How long and bow deep the slide
will be is, as always, uncertain.

. Most forecasters now believe the
decline will extend into the first

quarter of 1980, conceivably longer.

They expect a drop in gross national -

^product— the nation’stotaloutput.-of**

gdoda and services — of between 'Iff*

(
,
pejr cent and 2 per cent.
A reduction In output close to the

lower end of that range probably
would push unemployment up to the
neighbourhood of 7.6 per cent from

• June’s 5.6 per cent rate. A 2 per cent
plunge In GNP probably would mean
an unemployment rate nearer 8 per
cent, or 8 million people out of work.
A recession of that size would be

more severe than the one of 1970 or
than the one of1960 that cost Richard
Nixon that year’s presidential elec-

tion, but less damaging than the one
in 1867-68 that boosted the unemploy-
ment rate 3.8 percentage points and
much, much milder than the 1974-76

slump in which output fell 5.7 per
cent and unemployment rose 4.8

percentage points to 9 per cent.

The slide began In April when the
nationwide teamsters strike put a
substantial crimp In production. The
fuel squeeze that hit in May insured

Granot the electronic brain

helps out in kibbutz bams
ecutive where a policy decision is

taken. But in the kibbutzim, and in
their factories, policy decisions are
taken at specific Intervals, like the
weekly assembly meeting. But
Granot provides information for the
dally running of the kibbutz — how
many men are needed to man the
fields every day, how muchmoney is

awed to a supplier in Tel Aviv, and
how much material is in stock.
Asher Zafrir of Givat Halm

Meuhad and Yossi Shimri of van
Shemer note that the programme
was drawn up especially to fit these
specific needs, and 200 persons have
been trained to man the various ter-
minals.

Under the system, the computer is

on call 24 hours & day, and It is

designed so that one kibbutz cannot
tap the Information from another,
since each kibbutz has a password
which allows it access only to its own
information. All 90 terminals can
operate simultaneously.
The system has been adapted to

Hebrew, and the entire network and
computer, which has beam in opera-
tion for two years, costs 8600,000 for
the entire system and $10,000 for
each user.
The originaliity of the network won

the team which aet it up and drew up
the programme a Kaplan Prize this

year.

LONDON (AP>. — A world
moratorium on commercial whaling
and a ban on Whale products by the

nine-nation European Common
Market was proposed this week by
the British government.
Banner-waving demonstrators in

London's Regent Street chanted
"save the whales" as Alick
HiinhRTMTi-Smith, Minister of State

for Agriculture, planted his two-

month-old Conservative government
firmly in the anti-whaling camp.
The minister addressed the open-

ing session of the International

Whaling Commission's annual
meeting in the elegant, mirrored
DubarryRoom of the old Cafe Royal.
The commission of 22 whaling and
non-whaling countries, aet up In 1946,
sets quotas of whale species to be
killed.

Buchanan-Smith, bowing to In-

creasing, world-wide demands by
conservationists to stop killing
whales, said that large-scale com-
mercial whaling places the survival
of some species at risk. “We owe it to

future generations to. ensure that
stocks are not over-exploited," he
said.
The minister suggested no time

limit for a ban on whaling, hut Ber-
nard HagerhaU, heading the Swedish,
delegation, proposed a 10-year
moratorium, and the U.S. and
Australia were expected to make
similar demands later in the five-

day conference.
Buchanan-Smith

.

said a
moratorium would allow a thorough
reassessment of whale numbers and
their biology. “Resumption of whal-
ing should only .be reconsidered if

evidence of recovery of stocks and
improvements In the methods of kill-

OPEC—The handy whipping boy

for Carter’s economic troubles
that it would continue.
Given without those special fac-

tors, however, inflation and sheer
age were already driving nails in the
coffin of the nation's second longest
postwar business expansion.
The president and some of hia

aides have been quick to blame the
large oil price Increases this year by
the Organization of Petroleum Ex-
porting Countries (OPEC) for the In-

creased likelihood of recession and
continuing high inflation.

“It is clear that the economic im-
pact of the OPEC action will be
severe," White House press
secretary Jody-PoweD said after the
.meetin& betwenS Carter and his ad-
visers. 1 "It is alio clear that the ex-
tremely^large _increases ixupricea
since December are the root causes
of our economic problems."
Carter and Powell were following

a scenario laid but by the president’s
domestic policy adviser, Stuart
Eizenatat, in a June 28 memo ob-
tained by “TheWashington Post." In
that memo, which dealt mostly with
the energy dilemmas facing the ad-
ministration, Eizenatat told Carter,
“Inflation Is higher than ever. A
recession is clearly facing us..
(Indeed, when our July budget
forecast comes out with a zero GNP
estimate we should not attempt to

avoid the obvious, as (President)
Ford tried to do, but we should be
honest and admit a recession is

likely.)"

“We have a better opportunity
than ever before to assert leadership
over an apparently lnsolvable
problem," Eizenatat also wrote, “to

rsnmif.\

shift the cause for inflation and
energy problems to OPEC..."
As Carter continued his con-

sultations at Camp David with,
governors, aides and others at
week's end, all bets were off on the
future course of the administration’s
economic policy.

Even before Carter began his un-
expected, sweeping reappraisal of

policy matters, there was no consen-
sus on what economic policy moves,
If any, are needed .from the ad-
ministration.

For one thing
,
while the country

clearly is headed Into recession
territory, thereare major uncertain-
ties ahead. Two -of-the largOJ+otfee:

Will there be additional disrupt!ohs
to the supply of oft and wilFbuainesa
begin cuttingback its plana to Invest

in new plants and equipment in the
wake of the large, continuing drop in

consumer spending?

There Is little the administration
can do In the short run to guard,
against another oil supply problem
such as the one caused earlier this
year by the Iranian revolution. When
Libya’s Col. Muammar G&daffl was
quoted In an Arab magazine publish-
ed in Paris saying that his country
was planning to stop its daily exports
of 2 million barrels of oil, everyone
simply hoped he didn’t mean it.

The greater danger la that Iran

will be unable to sustain indefinitely

Its current oil production level of

between 8 million and 4 million

barrels a day.
With the world already short more

than one million barrels of oil a day
relative to demand, such a further

shortage, if prolonged at all, could
well mean fuel rationing in the U.S.
— if Congress would give legislative

authority for it, which it so far has
refused to do.
Another 2-million-barrel-a-day

shortfall would “put severe upward
pressures on the spot oil market and
significantly worsen the oil-induced

slowdown in the world's economies, "

.

says economist Alan Greenspan,
former chairman of the Council of
Economic Advisers.

So far, much of the economic
decline has centred on consumer
purchases. Adjusted for inflation,

consumer buying has been falling

sharply since the beginning of this

year. In May, Jar example, retail

sales,were running^ per cent less in
reaj lerma 'than -thqy.were ln the
fourth quarter of .1998-

The gasoline Apply and price
crunch has hurt sales. Shorter lines

at service stations would help sales
generally, but the pinch on pocket-
books would remain. . .

Much of the falloff in buying has
been concentrated in autos and
trucks, a situation that isn't ex-
pected to improve soon. Otto Eck-
stein' of Data Resources Inc,, an
economic consulting firm, think*

retail car sales will drop to a 9.9-

million-unit rate In the fourth
quarter of this year from an u.T-
mflUon-unft rate In the first quarter.
But Eckstein predicts that the

fourth quarter will be the trough of
the recession. Greenspan, who Is

forecasting a recession beginning in

earnest in that quarter and lasting
through the Second quarter of 1980,"
expects car sales to plummet to a 9-

mllflon-unit rate before the recession
is over.
New housing starts should be

below a 1.5-million-unit annual rate
early next year, down from about a
tt.i

.

million rate last quarter.

ing justifies it," he said, ....
In 1972, Britain banned imported^

whale products, except those of tiiJJ?-

sperm whale. The minister said Br£’
tain now will discuss with Its coa**v
man market partners Imposing
ban on Imports of sperm Whale
and other derivatives. r

Meanwhile, Japan
Association spokesman KXhsMro^,
Sorlmachi said in Tokyo that

country will continue whaling **af^.

any costs" and fight moves
IWC conference to' reduce annualSb
catch quotas.

""

~
Japan and the Soviet Union, ^

IWC members, are the .only

tries with ocean whallng fleebk ^
Some 28,000 whales — three everyi <
hour — are killed each year and tfc*,'

Soviets and Japanese "account, fwv-
95 per cent of the total kift" saUL

'

IWC executive officer. Martin'
Harvey..

.
. .

•*•
.

.'

Seven other IWC members.cany
**

on whaling, Harvey said. They are -

Brazil, Chile, Denmark, Iceland,.^,

Norway, Pern and South-Korea.Am/ $
tugal also kills whales’ and -ad'-

:

sr
possibly do Taiwan and China, he
added. Spain, which la about to -jpintyi
the IWC, also is in whaling. . , :

m-2£

At least 14 conservAtlonl^^r
.
organizations opposing whaling ar«ryv
lobbying the conference, including-^,
Greenpeace, Friends of the Earth
and Marine Action Centre.

_

'

When Icelandic chairman Thor^>5:
duT Aageiraaon Invited them toxtyke^
a speech, folk singer John Denver oj

Aspen, Colorado, sang a song to
delegates in praise of whales

"

“I Want to Live" as he struinm
guitar. The Japanese and
delegates were impassive and
not join the . applause.

There is not much agreement
among forecasters onwhat bush

~

will be doing. Yet that may be
key- to just how bad the re<

gets. Certainly it is one of the
administration economists w&L
focussing on as they advise
whether there should be a taxetat

other economic stimulus to lMjQi

At the moment, industrial

commercial construction Isso
that construction union wages
risingvery rapidly againafter j

of modest settlements. O
backlogs for equipment
tlculariy machine toeds — ate;;

and hew orders still ate fiowb .

The world la
:

not llkeltwaste .,

and 1974 when shortages gif many
materials led business to stockpile^

inventoriesand keep on orderingUk^
mad, long after the .consumer had.;*

turned cautious. There is no larger^
overhang of unsold mouses or U"-"**

rented offlce .space. A£d this lack,*

imbalances.means to the fy

(

thqt'.what cl^jep ahead q
classified as «, a - mlld-to-m
rather than severe, recession, i .ii-tie

But it is also coming wlth infistiorv '-

tripping along at nearly a 14 per c«9fiJ ;.

annual rate. Greenspan's longer
deeper recession would cut thatrate

about In half during 1980. AlongjmuV v*
a shorter, shallower rec
ding -in the fourth, quarter
year-r Eckstein predicts the itOT^g
sumer price index wUl.be rising

rate of more than 8.5 percentt^%^
much of 1980.

.

‘

Inflation numbers like that oaf#*' -U*

that Carter will move tha econemy^
slowly and gingerly, to glva
economy any boost next year.-*flf*e^j|
are going fiT make any progrtmM
againgt inflation, we can't-aHoqlT^S
turn and run the other way.s^toC^
first sign of weakness fii

economy," was theway one‘%dhte6r3P
put it last week. SSj/
That, in ’a nutshell, iromprisaJ^

Carter's election-year dilemma,
dilemma that his economiqv*®j$i
political advisers' had hoped a®??
might escape. OPEC has madeaun&gr
he won't.

- ' ' ‘ -V *

Ottey, SAoMot

HEBREW UNION COLLEGE
JEWISH INSTITUTE OF RELIGION
13. Rehov Hamelech David, Jerusalem

Friday, July 13, 1979, at 8.30 p.m.

MINNEAPOLIS JEWISHENSEMBLE

in a programme of

Liturgical Music, Zmirot
and Israeli Songs

TOE PUBLIC IS CORDIALLY INVITED TO ATTEND.

nyDoO minrJl jm
gT

I
JERUSALEM JVMPHONY ORCHESTRA ffj

CART MSTJWJ CM1TF CONDUCTOR S MUSJOU. DIRECTOR TNDWXOT .^3 jl|

“We Introduce...”
(July 9-17, 1979)

First campaign to'introduce Israeli conductors and soloists to
music lovers in the country.
Rehearsals open to the public, free of charge, will be held in the
Pincrus Hall, Binyenel Ha'ooma on: Monday, .July 9 and Tues-
day, July 10

, 1979, 9.30 a.m.-12.30 p.m., and 4.80-7.80 p.m.
Wedndesday, July 11 through Monday, July 16, 1979, 9.80 a.m.-
1.00 p.m.
(On Monday, July 16, an additional rehearsal wUl be held

between 4.30 and 7.00 p.m.)
The concluding campaign concert — the Young Artists’ Concert
— Will take place at the Jerusalem Thea^e,-within .the Israel

-

Festival framework, Tuesday, July 17, 1979 at SUM p.m. •

For further particulars please contact orchestra .offices,.

Tel. 02*248161, ext. 426, 316; 02-587605, 02-537087.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
REFRIGERATORS

General Electric Refrigerators, U.SA., are the best. In the world
this is why so many people buy them

It has recently been brought to our notice that there are person&l-
iinport agents who are misleading the public by representing1

themselves as sub-agents of our company.

.WE DO NOT DEAL IN PERSONAL IMPORT — WE
Market from our stock held in Israel.

HOWEVER — WE DO SELL REFRIGERATORS- iNi
OUR SHOWROOMS AND THROUGH AUTHORIZED
DEALERS. AGAINST PAYMENT
“PERSONAL-IMPORT” CONDITIONS — AND AT
REDUCED PRICES! !

!

NOTE AND REMEMBER: Only refrigerators imported by us are
covered by the full warranty of the manufacturers. General Electric,
U.S.A., and of our company. General Engineers Ltd. — the sole Israel
distributor.

.

There isa 5-year warrantyon the refrigeration system, and a one year
warranty on die refrigerator as a whole. Subsequently, maintenance

Ourauthorized dealers will behappyto show their credentials; and we recom-
mend the publicto ask to see these.

a GENERALENGINEERS Ltd.
Sole Israel distributor of General Electric, U.SA, since 1951.TEL AVTV, U Bebov Ahad Ha’am. Tel. 53143.
JERUSALEM, 24 Rehov HiUel, Tel. 227381.
and apthorized dealer* throughout the country.

. PRESENTED AS' A SERVICE TO THE PUBLIC

GENERAL ELECTRIC
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Bond market unmoved by Knesset proposals
ClOKiBR Vatoms Qwiiy
prlrr HIM

tel AVIV. — Knesset Finance Committee
recommendations for a 10 per tax on In-
flationary profits, and- the reduction of
linkage terms for newly issued index-linked
bonds, failed to cause a ripple In bond prices
yesterday.

Trading turnovers were exceptionally tow-
indicating that the. public generally ignored
the proposals. The Treasury, in a reaction to
the recommendations, responded »*»» it has
no intent!on ofimplementinganyofthe points
suggested by the Finance Committee.

Over the past few years, the capital
markets have been adversely affected by
government pronouncements. However, ex-
perience shows that it is generally best not to
do anything rash in the wake of such an-
nouncements. This was the case yesterday
and showed that the investment community
is showing a new level of sophistication.

The share market responded, however,
with an improvement in prices. Commercial
bask shares, industrials and' investment
equities showed gains. The action was
welcomed by observers after a week of fall-
ing prices.
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Stocks & bonds—
the market report

By JOSEPH MORGENSTERN
Post Finance Reporter

, I^wni was the best performer among the
commercial banks with a two-polnt gain to an
even 400. A IL3Aa. inWa] demand was •

responsible for the move.

Hapoallm, XDB, Mizrahi. General
and JiUH all chipped in with one-pdnt gains.
Union Bank was unchanged. In spite ofselling
pressure.

Mortgage bank shares were mixed. Prices
fluctuated generally within a range of two per
Cent in either direction.

Insurance equities also put in a varied per-
formance. Securitas was the best performer
with a 6.3 per cent gain. The company's op-
tions soared by 124! per cent to 129. Hammoh
options also enjoyed a good session with a

rise of 5.4 per cent.
Oil Exploration of Par was nnnhang^

Lap!dot (b] advanced by 72 points to 1,388,
and Naphtha was 40 lower to 555.

Land development and real estate shares,
on balance, were higher. ZLDC gained 5 per
cent to an even 200. Solel Bosch continued to
gain as it recorded an advance of 50 points'to
1.811. Rassco ordinary gained 17 to 304.

Industrials enjoyed a good session. Most

.

active in the group was AZPM with a 50-point
jump to 962. Frutarom rose by 5 per centas a
result of a "buyers only" situation. Teva op-
tions gained 5.3 per cent to 857.

Investment company equities also moved
ahead. Koor Investments maintained its re-
cent torrid pace and jumped ahead by 86
points to 1,523.

The U.S. dollar continued to appreciate
against the Israel pound as it gained eight
agorot.

hi advance of theannouncement of the Con-
sumer Price Index tor the month of June
government circles are tnrit#._nHT,g a modest 3
per cent rise.
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218.0 78.8 +2.0 Securitas opt. 2824) 5.7 +8.0 Argsmon pref. b 8784) — —
3624 1384A Zurr 129JJ 1345 +144) • Argaznan r 888.0 9.9 +10.0

Zur b 8084) 40.0 —8.0 Argamon b 888-0 10.0 +6.0

401.0 B1J1 +1.0 OMmnerdBl Services • Ata "B" 188.0 18.0 +2.0

128.0 602 +1.0 * Utilities Ata ‘C 100.0 204A +45

400J) 80SL8 +24 Motor House 488.0 2.0 —14.0 * Ata opL “A" 4745 114.1 n.c.

870.0

498.0

223.0
.283.0

238JO
'

'

183.0 J*- •

441.0
488.0

15T.0

<38.0

Delek r
Delek fr

Delek opt. 1
Delek 20% deb. 2
Gold Storage L: •

cold Storage 10. :ir*

Cold Storag&bjft. “A"
Cold BtoragfiX0% deb. 1

183.6 n.c.

19.1 u-c.

10.0 n.e.

10.0 ILC.

.3&fl^+H4>.
2.0 -MJ0.0.

70.0 n;ci

1054) +A Israel Electric 212.0 12.9/ —3.0

28.8 +1.0 ,
Lighterage 778.0 184J n-c.

* Lighterage 8 2904) 304) +9.0

447.8 EM. lighterage opt. 2 iSs.o 310.8 —L0
160.0 n.c. lighterage deb. 88.0 147J! —3.0

34) BLC. Rapac 1 4424) . 2.0 BA
176.9 n-c. Rapac 5 4074)

'
• 7.5 —8.0

24.8 ' BA laid. Bonding,
17.9 n.c. Development ft CUtub
441 +8.0 Azorim 572.

0

20^ n.c.

454) —5.0 Azorlm opt. "A" • 5214) 27.1 D.C.

40.0 BA Azorim 20% deb. 1 198.0 92.7 +8.0
- _ Afrlcarlsrael 1 2800.0 — —

101.0 +2.0 Afrlca-Iurael 10 985.0 88.6 —30.0

29.0 +2.0 LLJ3.Gr 10245
.

132.8 +7.8

10.0 nx. LLD.C. b 200.0 68.0 +9.5
' 84) BA LLD.C. opt. "A” 328.0 10.0 TLC.

U.9 n.c_ LLD.C. Opt. "B" 168.0 87.4 +.5

304) +.B LLD.C 20% deb. 8 128-5- 49.1 n.c.

62. S . D.C. LLJ3.G 20% deb. 4 346.0 5345 n-c.

45.4
'

+14) Sole? Boneh b 183JL0 49.1 +80.0

Ata opt. 3
Ala 20% deb. 2
Dubekr
Dobekb
Fertilizers ' X
Cable* r . ..

Cables b
Hriia Cheun.
Haiti Chem. opt. 2
Haifa Chem. 20% deb. 1

Teva r
Teva b
Teva opt
Teva deb.

Lodzial
•’

Lodzla 4
Molett
Mailer
Phoenicia Z
Dead Sea
Anj-Iar. Paper
Am-Iar. opt. “A"
Am-Iar. 20% deb. 1
4—
Anita 20% deb. 1
Petrochem.
Petrochem. opt. "A"
Petrocbem. 30% deb. 1
Nechuabtan r

Necbuflbtan b
Elite

Bllle opt. 3
Hite 20% conv. sub. 2
Arad
Polgat "A*1

Polgat "B"
Polgat opt.

Polygon
Rim 1

Rim 4
Sbemen b
TaaJ r

Taalb
PVutarom
Investment A Holding
Companies

Elgar r
Elgar b
EUern r
Ellern b
Amiaaar
Amiaaar opt.

Central Trade
Inv. of Pax r
Inv. of Pax b
Wolboa 1
WoKbot 10 r
Wolfeon 30 b
Ampa .

Disc. Inv. r

Disc. Inv. b
Disc. Inv. opt. "A”
Disc. Inv. opt. “B"
Disc. Inv. 10% deb. 72

Disc. Inv. u% deb. 320
Disc. Inv. 18% deb. 138
Haplm Inv. r
Haplm Inv. b
HapTin Inv. opt. l

Haplm Inv. 10% deb 1
- I*’""* Inv.
Jordan Explo.
Jordan Explo. opt.
Jordan Eacplo. opt 2
Jordan Explo. opt. 3
Mizrahi Inv. r

Inv. b
Mizrahi 18% deb. 48

Haaanta
Haaanta opt. “A"
Haasuta 20% deb. 1
Export Inv. r
Export Inv. b
Boar Ind.
Clal Rl. EaL
ClaJ Rl. EaL opt. "A"
Oal Rl. Eat. opt. “B"
ClaJ Rl. Eat. 20% deb 1
Clal

Oal Ind.

Clal Ind. a.c. opt.

Clal Ind. opt. cert.

Clal Ind. 20% deb. 5

Landeco
Ox Inv.

Oz Inv. 10% deb.
Pama Inv.

Plrycrn Inv.

Pbyon Inv. opt. 2
Shares Traded In

Foreign Currency
Adanlm
Agricultural pref. *‘C"
Ind. Dev. pref. "B”
Ind. Dev. pref. “C"
Ind. Dev. "CXT
Ind. Dev. "Cd”
InH. Dev. ••D"
Gaxlt

Tourist Ind.

Unlco “A" r
Unlco “A" b
Fuel

'

Naphtha
Lapidot r
Lapldot b

28.4 —38.0
13.4 +28,0
3.8 +10.0

80.0 n.c.

8L.4 +9.0

.8 n.c.
29.1 +2.0
38.0 D.C.

440.0 11.Od —5.0
4404) 21Jd n.c.
260.0 —
866.0 74.0 +17.0
608.0 68J2 +15.0
1934) H7.3 +7.0
793.0 12.1 +32.0
795.0 20.0 +8.0
1823.0 24.6 +88.0
214.0 233.7 +6.0
315.0 49.6 +8.0
1304) 192.0 nA.
191.0 23.8 +8.0
605.0 108.3 +24.0
531.0 404.8 +8.0
1251.0 20.9 +18.0
624.0 119.8 +13.0
417.0 88.0 +7.0
211.0 91.6 +6.0
160.0 16.2 +.8
143.0 17.0 +8.0
278.0 .8 n.c.

287.0 119.5 +7.0
92.0 139.9 +2.0

579.0

3524)

1351.0 d
880.0 8.0 —11.0
540.0 3.0d —1.0
540.0 3-0d ELC.
533.0 d
114.0 _
415.0 d
242.0 2.3 n.c.

248.0 5.7 —5.0

S55.0 13.3 —40.0
383.0 2.0 B.C.
3383.0 -.2 +72.0

Most active shared
•••“•• ,"‘

170,0 •'21.3 n.c~ . ^.:lAumi 400 8082.8 +2.0
86.0 42.4 n.c. Hapoallm 50% div. 484 2429.3 +1.0

77.0 181.0 —.8 tDB 473 791.8 +1.0
8754) 6S.2 n.c. Vohnnes 1.7.T0 16.1.79

911.0 245 —29.0 Shares traded IL82.3m. Ha30jsm.
357.0 184) +18.0 Convertibles: IL8.4m. ILO.Sm.
91.0 9949 XLC. Bonds: EU54.7&1. ZLtlAm.
640.0 — — General share Index updown to 128.62.

Abbreviations:
O-O. — sellers only

b.o. — buyers only
a — without dividend

c — without coupon

K — without bonus
i — without rights

bx. no change
r — registered

b — bearer
pref. — preferred

opt. — option

conv. — convertible
» r — Bubordtaatad capital notes

These stock price* are unofficial.

Bank of Israel

representative

foreign exchange
rates—July 11

Processes andpatents

UJL dollar .

British sterling
German mark
French franc
Dutch guilder
Swiss franc
Swedish krone
Norwegian krone
Danish krone
Finnish mark
Canadian dollar
Australian dollar

- South Atrlcan.iuuvf
Belgian franc (30) .

Austrian achOUng (10)
Dalian tire 0.000}
Japanese yen (300)
JottULnlan dinar
.Lebanese lira

2SJS209

67.0731
133748
64)988

12.6823

16.4298
64)290
8.0407
445876
8.8236

21.9901
28.7429
30.1978
8.7109

19.0242

314B09
11.7837
83*6
7.88

FOSX1CBC CUBBJClfCF
1L7.79

Yesterday's isreln exchange
tales against the bnud peaad,

torpj. totttftrniafH ims hmwIMW) -

and transactions In other currencies

U.S.J 28.6700
DM 14.0842
8wl*« Ft. 1845200

sterling - 5TAU7
French Ft, 6-0329

Dutch Fl. 13.7896

Austrian Seh. l.rais

Swedish Kr. .
0.0643

Danish Kr. 4A098
Norwegian Kr. 5X701
Finnish M,

: 6.8886

Quindianf 22.1211
Rand 30-3800

Australian? 28AB30
Belgian Fir. (10) 8.7818
Yflh (100) . 11.3009
ItalianL4rs (1000) 8UQ84

PtriEBBANK LONDON
WOT RATES:

StOHng **3*6
284000 25.4900

14.0042 18.9887

1845300 16.4111

5TA147 86.9128

64)329 8.9906

12.7896 12.6801

1.9X38 1.9001

64)848 . 64089
4JB398

.
4A866

8X701 8.0848

6.0689 6.0122

99-1211 21.9600

90.3800 30J674
2845930 98.8983

8.7618 8.7004

.1141009 11.7182

3UHB4 80.9985

By MACABEE DEAN
Jerusalem Post Reporter

A Swedish firm has designed an in-*

Ratable insulating system tor the
doors and gates of warehouses which
expands around the trucks being
loaded in winter and prevents warm
air from being lost from Inside the
building.
A pen (using ink) which will bend

In half for more convenient storage
or carrying without leaking Is being
'marketed by an American company.
The ink cartridges come In blue,

black, red or green.

A British firm has come up with an
"injection-moulded * 1

plastic recep-
tacle tor carrying small animals,
such as cats, miniature dogs, and
other small mammals. The recep-
tacle has no sharp corners and can-
not splinter, thus hurting the little
darlings.

A new type of wall socket which is

claimed to be completely safe —
even if children insert their fingers

or metal objects into it — has been
introduced by a firm in Sweden.
Safety Is guaranteed by an arrange-
ment whereby the accessible part of

the socket does not become Hve until

the plug has been wholly Inserted.

A shock-resistant horseshoe,
.developed by a British firm, is

designed to eliminate concussion at

the moment ofimpact, thus reducing

lameness and poor performance.

Built-in shock Absorbers are

i RENOUKnON.
OR CON5TRUC OF FLATS

fwiwFr.
BrighunFr.
Swedish Kr.
French Fr.
waiahKr-
DuichFI.'
DM .

•

ItcHaaure

2.2330/35

1.6338/46
29.29/3000
0325/35
4JMW0/80
A2490/08
2.0169/86

LWKJ/70
sasjoi/m

positioned in both heels of the
horseshoe so they work independent-
ly of one another on uneven ground.
The British have also not forgotten

boys and have devised a soccer shoe
with screw-in studs, a pvc sole and
leather uppers in black, with a
yellow Rash.
And still another British firm has

come up with a tennis racquet han-
dle which conforms to the players
grip, thus reducing shock waves, one
of the major causes of elbow in-

juries. The handle material Is based
on a two-part epoxy resin system
which becomes slightly flexible and
develops a surface tackiness as it is

warmed by the hand. Neither condi-

tion, it Is said, detracts from the
racquet's stability while playing.

And if playing tennis to reduce that

middle-age bulge doesn't appeal,
another English company.is selling

an all-purpose exercise unit,
resembling a bicycle without wheels,

j

which is said to trim excess fat from
hips, thighs and waistline in weeks,
while improving posture and con-

tributing towards regaining a
youthful appearance.
The Americans have come up with

a new type of blackboard eraser bas-

ed on the principle of "lifting" the

minute chalk particles off the
blackboard and not smearing them. -

Several American companies have
come up with different devices for

the car driver. One tests automotive

electrical systems, another Is a
crankcase filter, a third is a
transparent sun visoi; for aide win-

dows and windshields, and a fourth

is a chemical seal for punctured
tires. The latter consists of a. liquid

chemical inserted Into the' tire which

creates a permanent seel, as soon as

the tire is punctured. The chemical
will not freeze, boll or harm the tire.

And since the Americans suffer

from the Israeli dese&se of -car

thefts, a company has come up with

a new type of alarm system which
sounds a siren when anyone tries to

tamper with the car's doors, win-

dows, trunk, hood, tires or other

-

accessories.

Tourism to Egypt to take time

says Egyptian tour agent in TA
By BARUCH SAVELLE
Post Travel Reporter

TEL AVTV. — Direct tourism
between Israel and Egypt must
develop stage by stage and it could
take a year or more until it attains
any sizeable dimension, according to

Egyptian travel agent and tom-
operator NabD Awad, who is now
visiting here.
Awad, who arrived in Israel from

Germany, where he has had branch
offices for over 15 years, told The
Jerusalem Post that Israel is a
travel agent's 'dream, it has just
about everything a tourist could
want.
- He said he was much impressed by
the high level of Israel's tourism, es-

pecially its abundance of hotels.

Regarding mass travel for Israelis

to Egypt, he said that this would
have to wait. "First the foundations
have to be laid. 8,000 new hotel
rooms have to be completed, guides
and hew hotel staff have to be engag-
ed and trained.” This would take
about two years, he added.

Awad felt the first travellers
between the two countries, when the
route was opened, would be
businessmen and professionals. In
the meantime, Israeli and Egyptian
travel agents must concentrate on
organzing two point vacations for
tourists from the U.S. and Europe.
‘‘The potential is enormous,"

Awad said, adding that with a proper
infrastructure and co-operation the
Israel-Egypt package could be the
most sought after destination of the
coming decade.

Slack tourist year seen

as fewer visitors arrive
Post Travel Reporter

Prospects of Israel enjoying the

bumper tourist year predicted by
tourism officials are becoming more
and more remote.
According to figures just released

by the government statisticians,

total arrivals in the first half of this

year were just one per cent above
last year's total for the same period.

With heavy decreases recorded at
the end of the period, it la felt in some
tourism circles that in the final tally

for the year, an overall decrease will

be shown, as compared to last year.
Decreases in tourist arrivals in

May were alarming, compared with
figures for the same month in 1978:
from Norway a decline of 45 per
cent, Holland 27 per cent, Belgium 23
per cent, Germany 15 per cent, Mex-
ico 29 per cent, Canada 12 per cent.
Austria 24 per cent and the U.S.. a*
drop of 15 per cent.

In many of the hotels there is an
air of despondency. Room averages
are down to a minimum, some as low
as 25 per cent. Only the top hotels,

such as the Tel Aviv Hilton and the
Sheraton, are keeping above the 80
per cent occupancy mark. But this

too is a decline of some 10 per cent to

12 per cent as compared to last year.

Worse, as the peak summer period

commences, some hotels in the
.lower grades are receiving
numerous cancellations. .

“The energy crisis is being
blamed.*’ said one hotelier, adding
that even July and August figures

may not reach the minimal forecast.

June continued the same trend as in

May, with onlya 2 per cent rise in the

number of visitors arriving by air.

Meanwhile, West Germany at-

tained number one position as
Israel's top tourism supplier in

Europe with over 66,000 arrivals
coming from that country In the first

5- months of this year, U.K. was se-

cond with 52.800 and France third

with 43,300.

METHANOL. — An invention for
preparing a binary catalyst used in

the synthesis of methanol under
pressure, which eliminates the solu-

tion and precipitation steps, with a
low consumption of demineralized
water. Is being offered by a Ruma-
nian firm.

Representative

bond prices

*% Govt development
Group X. Field:

Group 8. Yield:

3027

3032
<002 (Rl

Group B. Yield:

Croup 22. Yield:

Group 24. Yield:
3110
8118

i% Govt (88% C-o-L)
Group 42. Yield:

3291

3206

Group 44. Yield:
3Z10
3213

9% Govt (89% C-o-L)
Group 52. Yield:

3S01
3304

7% Govt (30% C-o-L)
Group 62. Yield

:

3622
3629

Group 64. Yield:
3S2S
3533

Croup 06. Yield:
3334
'3641

A5% Defence loan
Group l. Yield:

79 (Ayln Heh)
80 (Peh)

Group 3. Yield:
31 (Peh Alephi
90 (TzadJ)
202 (Resfa Bet)
82 (Non Aleph)
70 (Ayin)
Gov't double-option linked
2001

2011
2021

Defence law 81
9 (Tet)
44 iMem Dnlet)
Bonds 100% naked to
foreign currency

6% 1st. Electric Corp. “B*
8% Dead Sea Works
8.8% Govt 8028
Bonds 70% linked to

Corelpi currency
6003

Dollar denominated bond*
7% Unlco
7% Gen'! Mtg. 43
.Halils 26
Hollis 20

Hollis 26

6.5% Walfbon
7% Tefahot 10
7% Qal Investment 2
S. Fr. denominated bonds
6% Bonk Yaad 38
6A% Mlmunlm 8

8% Menlv 8

Price Change

,

—1.38
792.8 —1.3
720.8 —1.4

—1.38
838 -1.9

856.8 —1.8
+1.65

' 840.6 +10.0
4914 +9.4

+0.70
393.7 ILC.

329.8 n.C.

+0.90
328.6 +0.4
311.8 +0.4

+1.73 •

256.5 —1.4
242.6 -1.4

+2.01
233.4 n.c.
210.7 +0.1

+2.44

221J -3.1
198.2 —2.8

+2A7
189.4 —0.5
176.8 —0.5

+ 2.90

165.8 +0.4
163.6 +0.4

+3.14

133.2 n.c.
240.S +0.1

—4.20
903.7 —0.1
911.7 -0.1

—3.30
890.4 —0.1
822.3 —0.1

101J —6.0
933 n.c.

181J —1.4

159.6 —0.5
152.4 —0.5

708 n.C.

609 +18.0

822 n.C.

1760 n.c.

115 n.c.

160.5 n.c.

98.3 +0.1
95 n.c.

98 n.c.

94 —0.8
35 n.c.

81.4 —2.3
98.3 n.c.

96.5 n.c.

109.7 +0.6
106.1 +0.4
109.2 +0.8

(The yield reflects the difference between the
‘'theoretical" value of bonds — based on the date
of Issue and current C-o-L Indexes plus ac-
cumulated Interest — and the actual market
price. It Is based on the assumption that future C-

o-L Index increases will be zero. A negative yield
Indicates bands sold at a premium, a positive
figure Jttnda sold at a discount)
(Thy j prices are unofficial)

New York
Stock

Exchange
Closing prices - July 11

Dow Jones Industrial Average:
813.51 down 6.82
Volume: 36,300,000

Allied (Mirmlrnl UH
ASA 2£tg n.c

Amrr. lar. Paper Mills 4 n.c

Avcn 22% -»
Kurins 42 »„ +i
Burroughs 69 >4 —a
tti-j.ni rr xi\ —i,

Hell h Hnwrll lTh, +•
Bully 44». n.c

Bau.ach t Lomb 43 ti c
Control Data 41 3̂

Curtis Wright 13*. +»
Dow Chemical 20 S, —

»,

Eastman Kodak 3G*„ —a
Eu Lavud Qiq +

1

Ford 41\ n.c
Fairchild Camera —
General Dynamics 32’, —

V

Gulf * Western is*. -r *,

Holiday Inna IS*. <«,

Houston Oil —
Honeywell Inc —
Hilton 301.6 n.c
IBM 71 _i,
Lockheed 27 _ %

Litton 32 nc
LTV 10
McDonnell Douglas 25 3

,
+

1,

Merrill Lynch is 1* — i.

MCM n.c
Motorola <4*. _i
NCR os 1

,
+v

Nalonas ‘ 47 — 1«.

National Semiconductor 23-„
Occidental Petroleum 25** —
Penn Central t;*, .-.1.

Pan American 7
Polaroid 2S 1. — u

RCA 24 1, —a
Revlon 45 * >.

Raytheon 49 +4
Sears 10-h n.c
Sperry Rand 45*. — •

Synlex 37 + ».

American Tel Jb Tel 57'= — »

Telex 4»h + 1.

Teledync 140 +.

Tycc Lab. 22S r

"

United Airlines 23 + <

United Carbide 3S\ — 1,

UV Ind 22*h +a
Western Union 21\ — ®

Wealinghouse 20\ —

v

U.S. Steel 22 -1
Xerox 521* + y

Zenith 12*, — i.

Exxon 54 —1*

"(Listed as the American Stock Exchange)

(These suck prices ore unofficial

)

This selected list

by courtesy of

ISRAEL DISCOUNTSANK I&
Tel Aviv

Tel: 8 a.m.— 12.30 p.m. — 627542

5 p.m.—7 p.m. — 223111

Dollar price up in Japan
but down in Europe
LONDON (AP). — The U.S. dollar
declined on world currency markets
yesterday, and gold bullion prices
retreated in Europe from Tuesday's
closing highs.
Currency dealers attributed the

slide of the dollar to uneasiness over
President Carter's protracted
retreat at Camp David.

A Zurich trader said the longer
Carter waits to announce curbs on
U.S. energy consumption the weaker
the dollar will get. A dealer in
Frankfurt said the President's delay
in coming out with an energy state-
ment is raising doubts whether he
will have any proposals the market
would consider effective.

The British pound advanced In
London to $3.2355 late in the day, the
highest end-of-day rate since June
1975. The pound, benefiting from
high British interest rates and the

country's North Sea oil reserves,
was at $2.2215 late Tuesday. It. has
gained about 16 cents since early
June.
Among major currencies, the

dollar gained only against the
Japanese yen. In Tokyo, where the
business day ends before Europe's
begins, it closed at 218.10 yen, up
from 217.60 Tuesday.

BANK. — Bank Leuml recently
celebrated the opening of a new
branch at Dlzengoff Centre. It is one
of the larger branches in Israel, oc-
cupying 2,000 metres over three
floors and a basement. The branch is

Innovating new administrative
procedures by having each one of the
12 tellers backed up with an ad-
ministrative staff who process the
transactions as soon as they are
completed.

FUND RATES
••TRUSTEE

Mr 11. 1979

UNIT PRICE- .REDEMPTION PRICE

BARCLAYS 0IS.

BANK IEUMI

178.48 174.96

117.16(1) 114.85(11

• - BANK LEUMI

BANK IEUMI

“BANK IEUMI '

261.62

196.54

695.40

351.91

259.81(1)

134.08

129.72

152.24

SANK l-EUMi

GENERAL IF, l.B.I.)

BANK LEUMI

256.4

186.46

681.46

150.48

254.59(1)

131.45

126.82

151.47

216.23

172.37

102.66

506.98

BARCLAYS DIS.

BANK LEUMI

BANK LEUMI

GENERAL {NESUAM)

BANK LEUMI

BANK LEUMI

TZAMID BANK LEUMI'

YAHA10M
Z0HAR UNION (AM8AN)

*Dst» sot untied (1) Ex dnidseib (2) Ex Boms
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Guarding the guardians
THE COUNTRY'S system of military justice is in serious trou-

ble. This is not merely a layman's impression drawn from some
dubious clemency decisions taken by the Ghief-of-Staff or from
startling disclosures by television of the manner in which top of-

ficers exercise their own powers of remitting sentences, es-

pecially in favour of officers.

Rather this.is apparently also the conclusion arrived at some
time ago by a committee, on the reform of Israel's system of

military justice, headed by Supreme Court Justice Meir
Shamgar, a former chief army prosecutor.

Little — very little — is known about the committee. What is

known is that it recommended that the president of the Military

Court of Appeals should not simply be an army officer but one
with legal training. This came to light last February when an
army spokesman explained that while the suggestion had been
accepted "in principle," it was not going to be implemented in

an appointment just then made to that high post.

Another recommendation of the Shamgar Committee, it turns
out, was that the clemency powers of the Chief-of-Staff should
be circumscribed. This, too, has been ignored.

For the rest, the work of the Shamgar Committee is to this day
largely shrouded in secrecy: that includes even the dates of its
formation and of the submission of its report.

Two days ago the chairman of the Knesset State Control Com-
mittee, Shmuel Toledano, disclosed that he had still not receiv-

ed a reply- to a week-old protest to Justice Minister Shmuel
T&mir over the latter’s failure to supply the Knesset committee
with a copy of the report. (The committee had discovered the

existence of the report in the course of a discussion of a chapter
in the State Controller's Report dealing with the Iitani Opera-
tion, earlier this year.
Yesterday Mr. Tamlr shot back to reveal that he had already

supplied the report to the Foreign Affairs and Defence Com-
mittee, which he thought was the one competent to deal with the

matter under scrutiny. (Earlier, when Mr. Toledano had asked
Defence Minister Ezer Weizxnan for the Shamgar recommen-
dations, he had been referred to the Justice Minister. In fact, it

was the Defence Ministry which a few weeks ago supplied the
' report to the Foreign Affairs and Defence Committee at its re-

quest.)
This is all the stuff of petty politicking — the private tiff

between two former leaders of the defunct DMC, now on op-

posite sides of the parliamentary fence and the buck-passing
between two cabinet ministers.

What rightly concerns the public is the quality of the justice

dispensed by the armed forces. For sooner or later it is liable to

affect nearly every adult person in the country. And there is a

large body of prima facie evidence to indicate that it is not 19 to

the high standards established over the years in civilian life.

Justice was the subject of the Shamgar Committee’s inquiry.

The fact that its report is so long being kept under wraps, and
that it has not yet been taken upby any Knesset forum, can o

add to the public’s anxiety. w-t

It is not true, as Prime Minister Begin has charged, that there

is a campaign afoot .to discredit the armed forces. On the con-

trary, this could easily be the effect of attempts to. shelve

authoritative findings and to delay needed reform.

Questions that need answers
IT IS A MERIT of the parliamentary system that the political

parties clash with each other. They are supposed to; each is a
watchdog on behalf of this or that sector of the public.

The danger arises when they cease to clash, which happens
when they have an interest in common. Then the public must
become its own watchdog.
The one interest they patently have in common is — their

status as political parties. A bill negotiated its preliminary

reading in the Knesset on Tuesday, giving them retroactively

more financial leeway at election time. The bill was rushed

through its committee stage a.nd its second and third readings in

a rare spirit of harmony yesterday by the three largest factions

— Likud, Labour and National Religious.

The position hitherto has been that for every IL100 con-

tributed by the government to cover election expenses, the par-

ties are allowed to spend an extra XL80 of their own. The new hill

will let them spend an extra IL200 Instead. The provision Is

retroactive, that Is, it will cover the last election.

This strange afterthought turned out to be necessary for the

following reason. Under the law, the parties got initially only

ILS5 out of every. IL100 from the government. The State Comp-
troller must then check whether they complied scrupulously

with the rules during the electioneering. If they did, they get the

extra IL15; if not, they lose It.

The standard offence is to exceed the ceiling on expenditure.

It happened in the last poll, but they do not want to forfeit the

money. So they conveniently vote to lift the ceiling higher, thus

making sure they get their 15 per cent.

Lenient measures of this kind are liable to win approval when
those who make the law are also beneficiaries under the law.

The public must press for tighter regulations. In future the 80

per cent ceiling should be restored, otherwise the sanctions

given to the State Comptroller become meaningless.

The length of election campaigns should also be limited. That

will hold expenses down. The Ministry of the Interior should

make it its business to keep the electoral roll up-to-date at all

times, and not wait till the last minute. Political parties should

build up public support throughout their parliamentary term,

and not rely on endless months of campaigning.
Attention should also be given to former Supreme Court

Justice Etzloni's observations, made after his spell as chairman

of the Central Elections Committee. He points out that if the

next ballot is held, as the law requires, in November 1MX, the

present administration will have been In power for 4 % years.

They won office in May 1977, so the next elections should be in

May 39SI, not in November. The law, which formally requires

the polls to take place in the month of Heskvan, ought to be

amended, to clear up this anomaly.
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MISHA LOUVISH chides Yitzhak Rabin and Yigal Allon

for announcing their availability to lead the Labour Party.

THE WILL OF
THE PEOPLE

Dry Bones

COMRADESHIP is the quality that

the Labour Party moat sorely needs

at this time. But it is conspicuously
lacking In the recent dramatic public
statements_b£ Comrade Babin.
Like the quality of mercy In Por-

tia's famous speech, comradeship is

not strained. Neither can it be forc-
ed. It is the outward expression of
loyalty to principles and the
readiness of people to work together
for the implementation of these prin-
ciples In the service of the common
good.
None of these characteristics was

apparent in the recent radio andTV
interviews with Yitzhak Rabin and
Yigal Allon. Neither hinted at an
alternative programme to offer the
party In place of the policies
accepted during the pastfewmonths
— policies which, apart from in-
dividual nuances, neither has
challenged. Neither had any specific
criticism to offer of the way the par-
ty has been led in the two years since
the national election debacle. But

.

Rabin, at least did not see fit

to say that he would cooperate
loyally with the present leader of the
party (and let’s drop the pretence:
\he chairman of the party and its

prospective candidate for the
•premiership is the leader of the par-
ty).

WHAT WE saw and heard was In-

jured pride, sullen resentment at,be-

ing passed over, personal pique at
the idea that they are not just as
good as anyone else. They made no
attempt to convince anyone that

Rabin's return, or Allon's elevation,

to the leadership is necessary or

desirable in the best interests of the

party or of the country. The keynote
• of their attitude seems to be: "Magia
lii" — "I've got it coming to me! The
party owes me!” .

There is one fact of life that my
dear and highly respected comrades

: HAVE been a bureaucrat watcher
for many years. From my obser-
vations I subscribed to the generally
accepted theory that bureaucracy is

the product of specific social interac-
tions and that the behaviour of the in-

dividual Is determined by these
social forces and that once put into

an administration position he has lit-

tle freedom to behave differently

from others in the organisation.
Of course, I realized that there

were individual differences, that
some adjusted better to their roles
than others, but in general Iwas con-
vinced that bureaucratic behaviour
was confined to the office hours,
spent behind a desk In organizations
like the public service, industry,

commerce and educational in-

stitutions.

This belief was shattered when I

came to Israel. Here everybody is a
bureaucrat. We Jews, known also as
the Chosen People, seem to have
been chosen for our talent for
bureaucracy. Blasphemy —
perhaps, but true.

It is very difficult for a naive
observer to distinguish between, in-

stitutionally imposed bureaucracy
and the natural variety, particularly
when one enters the arena with the
false belief that the latter does not
exist. But the situation In Israel is an
eyejjpener.
The well-known style of

Rabin and Allon don't seem to un-
derstand. No one owes a politician

anything. A politician is not a civil

servant applying for promotion.
Once he enters the political arena, he
gives up the protection of those rules
and regulations that prevent pre-
judice and discrimination against in-
dividuals in the hierarchy of office

or factory.
The party and the country are en-

titled to benefit from a politician’s

talents and his public standing inso
far as his services are useful In the
promotion of the party’s aim* and
the public welfare.’ If he wants the
security of tenure and regular ad-
vancement, he should look for some
other line of work.
Rabin was ‘given a great oppor-

tunity and an awesome responsibili-

ty when he was called upon to take
up the mantle of the founding
fathers. He showed outstanding
qualities of Intellect in the manage-
ment of foreign policy at a difficult

time. But that was not enough. He
did not succeed In winning the con-
fidence of the party and the country
in his leadership; if he had, there
would have been no challenge from
Peres, he would have . been
renominated by theparty convention
in 1977 with a much more decisive
majority.
There la no disgrace in that. As a

military man, Rabin must have
come across many eases of a
promising officer who was an ex-
cellent company commander but
was just not good enough to lead a
battalion, or an excellent fighting
general who could not carry the
burden of a large, complex forma-
tion.

And it isn’t only a matter of per-
sonal qualities; even bad luck, or
irrational reactions by public opi-
nion, may be perfectly adequate
reasons for saying, This man has
talent; he could even make an ex-

cellent foreign or defence minister—
but he doesn't quite fill the bill for

the top job. After all, prime minister

of Israel is a position of historic

significance in itself — even apart
from the inevitable comparison with
such predecessors as Ben-Gurion.
Sharett, Eshkol and Golda Meir.
There would have been so shame

in admitting that Rabin tiled, he did
his best; with better hick, or more
loyal cooperation, he might have
made it. But the fact la the party was
crushingly defeated after three
years of hia leadership; now-let the
next man see if be can do better, and
Rabin should give him his
wholehearted backing forthe good of

-

the party and the country.

ALLON has no such blot cm his
copybook. He has shown farsighted
and original thinking; bis position in
the leadership is secure. He may
claim that be did not fail In the top
job because he neverhad the chance.
It wasn't Allon's fault that Goldawas
brought on from the wings in 1969
when he was waiting for Ids chance
to step to the front of the stage.

But Allon made a bad mistake
when he issued bis challenge at the
moment when the kibbutz union was
achieved. Despite hia transparent
disclaimer, he appeared to be ex-
ploiting an act of great moral and
social significance, a potential
source of Inspiration and renewal, as
an expedient for his ownpersonal ad-
vancement.
He seems, however, to be trying to

find an amicable solution to the
problem, on the basis of cooperation
rather than confrontation. If he
succeeds, as seems prqbaMe, it will

be up to Rabin to decide whether he
will insist on throwing down the

gauntlet, or think better of it
There are two further aspects th**

deserve careful conOderetiaL First,

what will it profit Yitzhak Rabin if

he does succeed in defeatingPeres at

the cost of a prolonged and unedify-
ingstruggle whichonay split the par-

ty and, at best, leave It tarnished in

the eyes of the electors? Is this tour-

nament really necessary? .Would It

really make such a difference .to the

result of the election, or to the future

of Israel afterwards, if Peres is

-replaced by Comrade Rabin? Is this

particular game worth the candle?
Secondly, it is noteworthy that

there seems to be no groundswell of

support for.him. No-one appears to

have come forward ' spontaneously
to_'propose his candidature. _Xf he
has heard a call, it appears tp have
come not 'from within the partyThut
from the depths of his troubled souL

OF COURSE, we have come a long

way from those prehistoric days
- when every politician pretended that

nothing could be further from hia
•mi^ rt tiimi personal ambition, thathe

A nation of bureaucrats
•_ .

-

The Jewish people, known also as the Chosen People,
seem to have been chosen for their talent for bureaucracy,
writes GEORGE SINGER.

bureauerqg? is not confined to the
large Institutions; you find that
every conifer store, sales assistant

and bank clerk has adopted this farm
of behaviour.
The difficulty in determining the

relative contributions of the natural

.

and formalized components
becomes more obvious when stan-

ding in line at the bank for 15 or 20
minutes in order to cash a cheque.
The teller lias many forms to fin in

and files to consult for every tran-
saction; this alone would account for
a good proportion of the delay, hut
his occasions? absences for a little

chat with a colleague or a lengthy
telephone conversation with Ms wife
or girlfriend could be ascribed to un-
usual unfortunate happenings and
not necessarily to an attempt to put
the client Into his place, by showing
his own importance.
When the same thing happens at

*

tfie grocery store day after “day it

becomes clear that there is an at-

titude of underlining that an impor-
tant -man like our grocer' has other
priorities than just serving a mere
-cash customer.

Surprisingly, this concern with
maintaining the "I am busier n»»n
you, therefore I am more impor-
tant" status has spread to the clients

or customers as well and can be
observed as "the rushing around
jjyndrome." _

fi one stands in Use (which seems
an acceptable practice in Israel,

only equalled by the British) it is not
unusual that somebody rushes up to
you and say* "I am in front of you.
The man here has been holding my
place, you can verify it with Mm or
the man behind you." Or "Iwas here
before and had something very im-
portant to do next door."
Clearly, those waiting patiently in

the queue have nothing better to oc-
cupy themselves with since they are
less important than the queue
jumper.

The other day this happened to me
and Iibsrmjptemper. I was standing
In line at- a jpipermarket when a
respectable booking middle-aged
woman, probably of middle-
European origin, explained
something to me In Hebrew. Notic-
ing that I could not understand, she
explained her priority tome in fluent
English, appealing to the girlin front
of me and to the cashier to support
her claim.

- 1 yielded, recognizing my inferior

status, but could not restrain myself
from saying: "Madam, I don't un-

derstand Ivrlt too well, but I unders-

tand the word 'huspaV' She blushed
and'went Into long explanations. Be-
ing aware of lier German origin, I
said: "Man kann mit elnem Popo
nlcht auf zwei Hochzeiten tanzen"
With one behind you cannot dance at
two weddings. This ended the con-
versation abruptly and I felt better

while waiting for my turn.

would assume the burdens of pub&
•office only with the greatest nta-
tance. in obedience to Jlldi»tatoMq»-
— "the verdict of the movement"
We all understand now that, justaii
writer wants to write and an arihito

,

paint, ao a politician itches togrfte-
hands on the levers of power;
Nevertheless, there is tMs

matter of public demand, the wifof

;

the people. And the test does notfcsve

to wait until the counting of Or
votes; It starts at a much
stage. Before Rabin decides.\o

[proceed with Ms challenge, wotf&fl

not be a good idea to stop. UstentfM
.look around? Can. he see on the

.horizon the. hordes at 'the taitjtW'

galloping to take their places byjrii

-side? Can he hear the roarraf
applause from loyal supporter*!^

. All. I can hear "is & deafeshij

silence. .
• .

The author is a Jerusalem jottmtitf
. active in Labour affair*. - .*.<

.

This behaviour" of Ignoring :&a
client and the rpshihg^rotind syn-

drome are exhibited in many, ethtf

places. I think they are deeg^tad
habits and are not cbnsctthii
attempts to put others in their plant,

When you take a stand an this,jfon

find that the natural bureaucrat

h

surprised that yob can take offence

At tiie bank agatifc 1 asked to see fin

manager one d# and I was told to

wait In the queue. Wham, jay..ftna

c&mff, the teHerSisked izfc^tiussih

yourbu&lneea with the
is a very- busy man."
I replied: "I would like to fflacun

his futurewithhim." Iwas usheredh
immediately and told the mansggr
what happened. He laughed way
dutifully and said, ‘Tama ve*y tatty

man,”andI said "Iam a curtem**'

I was sure then thataHfbte®w.
tive bureaucratic behavipnr dltfwt

come from the heart, andeVtai?#
formalized code is atreamUned tt

Israel, the natural bureaucrat vffl

keep the wheels of frustrating the

client or customer going. We stall

remain the chosen people. ;

The author is professor of p#
etiology and dean of the school ^
behavioural sciences at La fSift*

University, Melbourne. Hetifi
recently on sabbatical at the 4m
’'Zone Research Institute, Beerifyeta.
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READERS' LETTERS

THE NATIONAL-

.

RELIGIOUS ARGUMENT
To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir. — One doesn't need to be a
prophet to agree with Shmuel Katz
that the Arabs want Israel "to go
back to the death-trap of the 1949 ar-
mistice lines," and he makes it clear
that this Is also what America wants
in order to please her Arab friends.
One need not he a prophet to predict
that America will compel Israel to
give up Gaza, Judea, Samaria,
the Golan and East Jerusa-
lem in the manner that Sinai
Has been given up in exchange for a
reluctant, phoney and temporary
peace with an Egypt that will surely
-and predictably rearm Sinai just as
soon us It is all in her hands.
But Katz is leas than fair on Begin

and Dayan in suggesting that they
have been fooled by the collusion of
Sadat and Carter. They are not that
naive ; they understand full well that
they have no alternative, that Carter
has made an offer that they dare not

refuse. They understand that Carter
does indeed hold 99 per cent of the
cards, as Sadat has repeatedly ex-

plained. and that in territorial

matters, Carter is playing all Ms
cards against Israel.

But surely Begin deserves credit

for presenting Israel’s claim to the
land of Israel as a national-religious

affair rather than a security need.
This latter is what America wants to
hear from Israel, for then she can
counter: "In that ease, give up the
land and America will provide
security for you." The State Depart-
ment ia highly Irritated by the
national-religious claim, especially
since Moslem religious arguments
are considered valid, and Carter
takes religion seriously. The
American Administration doesn’t
want to hear Israel's national-
religious argument because It can-
not counter It and precisely far this

reason, this argument must be
pressed.
Begin is surely astute In pressing

the national-religious claim, in es-

tablishing the Ellon Moreh settle-

ment for example — not for reasons
of security, but because all the land
of Israel belongs to Israel.

BARUCH OO8HBN
Johannesburg,

MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING
To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir. — I am a tourist in Israel. On
my way here, I read about a protest

by some Israelis against the
government’s plan to requisition 200

acres somewhere in Samaria. 1

thought it had to be a typographical

error by the newspaper, and should
read 200,000 acres, or 2 ,000,000 acres.

My God, it wasno error! All that fuss

about 200 measly acres!

My husband Irving and I bought

320 acres In New Hampshire where
we plan to build a small summer cot-

tage. And we are both retired high-
school teachers, living on small, fix-

ed income pensions.
Have you Israelis gone mad? If ihe

peace process is so weak that zoo

acres of rocky land can endanger it,

then what kind of a peace are you
talking about?

MINNIE BERKOViTZ
Jerusalem.

“It Can’t Happen in America!"
Are 9ou really so positive?

Visit The Museum of the
. Potential Holocaust

31 Ussishkin Street, Jerusalem •

Guided Tours and Lecture at
3.30 P.M., 4.30 P.M. 5.30P.M.

and Sunday and Wednesday evening* at AM p.m*
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ALIYA IMPOSSIBLE
WITHOUT HOUSING

To the EditorofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir, — Two of your recent cor-
respondents, Murray Greenfield and
David Hamburger, have written to
you in an oStrich-like manner, bury-
ing their heads in the Israeli sands.
There is little point in their reac-

‘ting with shock and Indignation, nor
in quoting script and scripture,
where aliya is concerned. They like

others will have to face the fact that
aliya Is impossible without suitable
housing— except tor those whohave
the means to pay exorbitant prices.

To invite or incite aliya without
housing is also to invite or incite

emigration afterwards.
MAR BRENT

Tel Aviv.

PRIVATE CARS
To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir. — I was utterly amazed by the

Statement of the director general of

Israel Chemicals Ltd., as reported in

your article of July 3, "Factories

need men more than markets," that

an ever-increasing number of

workers how earn enough to buy

private cars to come to work.

First, why should workers have to

furnish their transportation? And
secondly, in these times of oil shor-

tages and air pollution, who today in

the world looks to private cars as a
solution to any problem?
Maybe if Israel Chemicals Ltd.

were to supply buses to collect and
deliver workers, they would have

better luck in finding workers. They
would certainly help the economy
and environment.

EPHRAIM BITAN
Kibbutz Polmahim.

kwm
SINAI TOURS

- S Day Camping Tour to Stnar-

Weekly Departure
from June 24

Full Board, Kosher
. .

Price 3226
for overseas students

Registration: Yehuda Tours Ltd.
23 RehoirHiUeL Jerusalem.

,

Tel. 03-227740, 233147.

FACTUAL INFORMATION
FOR RUSSIAN JEWS

To theEditorofTheJerusalemPost

Sir, — Your able correspondent,
David Krivine, wrote in The Post of
June 22 an excellent analysis of the
reasons which made Russian
fexnigrfes decide either to immigrate
to Israel or to become "dropouts."
He puts the problem In a nutshell

when he writes: "Of the dropouts in-
terviewed, only 7 per cent had both
friends and relations in Israel,
whereas 64 per cent had neither
friends nor relations there."
And then at the' end, he writes

again: "The best way of getting
across is through communications
from people they know and trust,
friends and relativeswhohave made
their lives in Israel and are able to
enlighten them about the matters
which concern them."
And he concludes: "Here Is a

blessed task which the community in
Israel of Russian origin ought to
shoulder."
Strange to say. Krivine did not see

the contradiction between the last
sentence quoted above and the gist of
his article, namely that when 54 per
cent of the dropouts have neither
friends nor relatives In Israel, they
have nobody to turn to.

Mr. Krivine should therefore Iry 10
go one step further and suggest that
a way be found for every would-be
Russian femigrd, who is not so lucky
as to have friends or relatives' &
Israel, to get the address of' a
reliable person in Israel to whom he
could write in confidence and ask
him what are the basic febnditions of
life in Israel, in wMch he la In-

terested. y
The replies by pte .Israelis should

be factual, correct and full without

the Israelis getting Involved

personal problems of the

femigrfes. It is probably possible

find a few hundred knowlsgww
people In Israel who would be

and willing to cooperate in

"blessed task.” If possible, pe°P*

should be matched— a doctor sb«JJ
reply to a doctor, an engineer to

engineer, a factory manager
factory manager, etc. The quMWJ®
of creating the necessary cqbw«"

should be the task of the JeW~:

Agency. The question of leoFJ*®!

should he solved by having an on**

at the Jewish Agency translating

letters from or to Russian 6nuJF^

(Name and address suppH**- 1

Tfel Aviv.
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